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NUCLEA]I.DATAANDEEASUREIflENTSSERIES

The Nuclear Data and Measurements Series presents results of
studies in the field of microscopic nuclear data. The primary
objective is the dissemination of information in the comprehensive
form required for nuclear-technology applications. This Series is
devoted to: a) measured microscopic nuclear parameters, b)
experimental techniques and facilities employed in measurements,
the analysis, correlation and interpretation of nuclear data, and
the evaluation of nuclear data. Contributions to this Series are
reviewed to assure technical competence and, unless otherwise stated,
the contents can be formally referenced. This Series does not supplant
formal journal publication, but it does provide the more extensive
information required for technological applications (e.g., tabulated
numerical data) in a timely manner.
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PREFACE

_e were invited by the Conference Chairman, Dr. S.ll. qaim, on the
advice of his Program Committee, to prepare a review paper on the
status of fusion nuclear data for presentation at the International
Conference on Nuclear Data for Science and Technology, which was held
at Juelich, Germany, on i3-17 _lay 1991. The paper which was prepared
in response to this request appeared as a poster at this conference,
and this poster presentation was preceded by an oral introduction

CSOl_. In addition, a written version of the paper appears in the
ormai conference proceedings. The latter, however, is quite

: abbreviated by the necessary imposition of a severe limitation on the
number of pages (a maximum of 6 camera-ready pages per invited

contribution). Consequently, it was not possible to include in those
: few allotted pages the wealth of detailed information and comments

which had been gathered during the course of preparing the conference
contribution.=

The purpose of this report is, therefore, to formally document
all of these original notes so that they can serve as a permanent
record of the review exercise, for the benefit of those interested
readers who wish to know more than could be included in the written
conference paper. Beyond that, we offer some suggestions concerning a
possible strategy for further improving the nucle,_r data base

= associated with those processes which are important for fusion
dosimetry and certain other activation concerns. What we recommend
here is a well-coordinated effort involving measurements, nuclear
modeling, and data evaluation based on the use of well-established

statistical analysis procedures for the merging of both objective
(experimental) and subjective (theoretical) information. In our view,

- strong emphasis should be placed on encouraging international
- cooperative endeavors to aid in achieving these goals in a timely and

- cost-effective manner. This is particularly appropriate given the
contemporary environment of restricted resources, worldwide, for-

_ nuclear data development.
-2_

The style of this report is quite informal, as we feel is
_= appropriate for an exposition of such a collection of technical notes.

Of course, we have edited these original notes somewhat to provide for
: a logical, orderly presentation of the subject matter, and to insure
=- that the textual portions of the document can be read easily. With

these modest provisos, all of our original material from the notes
appears intact and unaltered herein, including several tables which

: were either left out of the conference paper or were condensed and
- consolidated there for the sake of compactness. Although a few

references are included here for general interest, we have made no
attempt to systematically credit all of the material which influenced
the outcome of this review. This was done, quite honestly, for our own
convenience We hope no authors will be slighted by such omissions.

D.L. Smith, Argonne: IL, and E.T. Cheng, So]ana Beach, CA, U.S.A.
September 1991
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A REVIEV OF NUCLEARDATANEEDSANDTHEIR STATUS
FOR FUSIONR_ACTORTECHNOLOGYVIT_ SOMESUGGESTIONSON

A STRATEGYTO SATISFY THE REqUIrEMENTS

by

Donald L. Smith and Edward T. Cheng

ABSTUCT

A review was performed on the needs and status of nuclear data
for fusion-reactor technology. Generally_ the status of nuclear data
:for fusion has been improved during the past two decades due to the
dedicated effor_ of the nuclear data developers. However, there are
still deficiencies in the nuclear data base, particularly in the areas
of activation and neutron scattering cross sections. Activation cross

- sections were found to be unsatisfactory in 83 of the 153 reactions
reviewed. The scattering cross sections for fluorine and boron will
need to be improved at energies above 1 MeV. Suggestions concerning a
strategy to address the specific fusion nuclear data needs for
dosimetry and activation are also provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION

E.T. Cheng has reviewed the contemporary nuclear data needs for
fusion in a recent paper presented at the 7rh ASTM-EURATOMDosimetry
Symposium [Ch,egOa]. _e also reported on these data needs at the DOE
Fusion Nuclear Data Program Review which was held at Ohio University
in 1989 [Che90b 1. ihe scope of the present survey is defined mainly by
the needs expressed in his documents. The territory covered by the
present review is very large. Consequently, it was out of the question
in the present situation for us to undertake a detailed, in-depth
survey. From a practical point of view, the resources (time and
manpower) to do so simply were not available to us. The last time such
a task was purs_md in great detail was in the work of O.N Jarvis

: (Harwell, U.K.) about one decade ago. The results of this monumental
investigation have been published as a formal report [JarOl].
Unfortunately, the content of this earlier report :is now quite out of
date.

The objective of our present work was to accomplish a relatively
modest (by comparison to the work of Jarvis) but nevertheless wide-
ranging survey of the status of those nuclear data needs which have
been highlighted by the work of Cheng (see above). The emphasis here
has been on reactions induced by neutrons and, in some instances, by
light ions. Ittention was given to both cross sections and relevant
decay data. Ve made no effort to examine photon interaction cross
sections or neutron-induced gamma--ray production data, although both
are undeniably important for fusion technology. Photon-interaction

- cross sections are quite well understood from fundamentalprinciples
(e.g., see work from NIST by H.J. Berger [Ber+90]). Detailed

: procedures for calculating these cross sections have been reported in
! the literature. Furthermore, useful compilations of recommended

photon-interaction cross sections have been published. In short, this
does not seem to pose much concern for fusion applications. As for
neutron-induced gamma-ray production cross sections, that is another
matter. _hile procedures do exist for estimating the relevant
parameters, based mostly on energy-balance considerations, relatively

: fewer' experimental data are available for gamma-ray production than
: are to be found for other classes of neutron reaction cross sections.

Since photon production is an important issue in fusion, a lot of work
= will need to be done to sort out this problem. However, we chose not
- to deal with this issue in the present investigation. Finally, we

decided to avoid undertaking an explicit review of the contemporary
: data base for radioactive decay parameters, although this is an

important issue which cannot be divorced from cross- section
-. considerations for fusion. Instead, we opted for making a few comments

-_ _n critical decay data issues that impact directly on the
determination of cross sections, since we could not avoid touching
upon this issue in tackling our stated goal. As is well known, there
is an on-going, multi-national evaluation effort in this area (the
"A-Chain" Project) which labors to examine all the decay data on a
continuous, rotational basis by mass number (with a cycle time of
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about 6-8 years). Also, the International Atomic Fnergy Agency (IAEA)
maintains an effort in this area under the auspices of the Nuclear
Data Section [Lor86].

The present review is based on our examination of several
standard reference works which we felt would provide a good sampling
of the status of those nuclear data endeavors relevant to fusion. The
interpretation of this information is based mainly on our personal
experience, so we bear full responsibility for the conclusions that we
put forth in this work. Among the major reference sources which we
considered in this investigation are the following:

--- Nuclear wallet cards [Tul90]. This document provides information
on target and reaction product half lives and decay properties.

--- NCRP Radioactivity leasurements handbook [Man+84]. This book
contains decay information (revised to 1984) for many of the more
commonly encountered activities in radiation measurements.

--- Table of the Isotopes [Led+78]. This work includes general
information on a wide range of reaction products, etc. Although
the information is rather dated (1978), it is still a very
convenient reference for obtaining detailed, decay information on
certain of the more exotic radio-isotopes.

Neutron Cross Sections, Volume II- Curves (hereafter referred to
as the Book of Curves) [_DR88]. As the title indicates, this work
consists of plots of experimental neutron cross section data, as
available at the four international data centers (EXFOR System).
ENDF/B curves are plotted when available. Otherwise, eye guides
to the data are sometimes provided.

--- CINDA [CINgO] This document appears in several volumes in
printed form, and is also available on computer files which can
be retrieved from the international data centers. It provides
references to the available neutron cross section information
over the time interval 1935-90.

.... Proceedings of the last three meetings of the DOE Fusion Nuclear
Data Program, held at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Argonne
National Laboratory and Ohio University, respectively
[HL83,SK86,Gri90].

--- Major interna.tional nuclear data conference proceedings, i.e.,
1979 Knoxville, 1982 Antwerp, 1985 Santa Fe and 1988 Mito
[Fow+80,Boe83,You+86,Iga88].

.... Three other recent summary reports which were readily available
to us proved to be quite useful. These include i) The report on
recent (1990) IAEA-sponsored meeting on long-lived radionuclides
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for fusion applications [Dalt90], ii_ the report on another recent
IAEA-sponsored meeting dealing wit the FENDL library of cross
section data for fusion [e 9o , and iii) the proceedings of an
NEA-sponsored meeting on neutron activation cross sections for
fission and fusion energy applications [I_V89_.

As mentioned above, we do not claim that our review is as
thorough or carefully documented as the work by Jarvis in 1980-1981
[]ar81J. Nevertheless, our present study has the advantage that it is
current, l_e believe that the insight it provides should to be adequate
to identify the significant strong points and weak points of the
contemporary fusion nuclear data base. This, of course, is consistent
with our limited objectives for this work. It is well known that there
are significant weaknesses in contemporary knowledge of nuclear cross
sections for fusion. Beyond that, what is needed is for those specific
areas where the deficiencies are most pronounced to be identified so. - sources which are available for remedying the
that the limited re___ _+. lv to address these needs.
situation can _e _ocuseu c_._lve ,

Before addressing specific technical matters, we believe that it
is worthwhile examining some of the reasons why the fusion community
finds itself in the present predicament, with so many nuclear-data
needs apparently unsatisfied. One of the reasons is a purely technical
one. The data needs for fusion are, by their very nature, much more

: extensive than those for fission. This happens because the technology• . n ener ies and, consequently, there are
= deals wxth h].gher neutre°ti n cgan nels to be .considered for each

.enerallv more open !=_:--°_^ A._ther tecnn_cax reabun-o that= 5 " erial and 1so,ope. _"" b com arison withelemental mat - ..... lativelv undeveloped Y . _P...
fusion tecn.nology rem_x,j_;¢_ _= ,or been clearly establishes which

: fission technology. _ _'_ ' .......
- are the best choices for materials to use in building a fusion

reactor. A number of suggested engineering-design options will have to
be carefully studied, and the best ones retained as viable= ,. able future. It would be a mistake to

ossibilities for the foreseej___ to the exclusion of ali others,= ii.tS l_
P_o_ _ n ticuiar aeslgn appru "__ _, _._ mical issues have been

-- until ali Ol t, nc _o,J.,.,,,j,

thoroughly explored and have withstood the test of time In order
provide a suitable framework for exploring these various options,
nuclear data must be available for a wide range of potential materials
that might be used in conceptual fusion-reactor designs.

: present status of
= ltowever, there is another reason why the

nuclear data for fusion leaves much to be desired. It is a procedural
matter rather than a technical one. _e believe it merits an honest
discussion. Fusion-nuclear-data research has never received either the

-- emphasis or the allocation of resources from -fusion technology
programs comparable to what was devoted to fission nuclear dataand 1970s. Then, extensive support for

- research dnring the 1960Swas provided by various national fission
:2 nuclear data development
_- reactor programs (the Ij.S., Canada and several countries in Europe and
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the Orient). lany of the nuclear data research facilities and programs
existence, and most of the techniques which are used for

now in . , rch to this day, were developed under these
nuclear data res.ca ....... _ benefited considerably from this work_Y U £ _nlu ,J
auspices. The zuslon p _ .... *h_ _+n us of nuclear oa%a _oz-
Were it not for these earizer program_, _ ...... t
fusion would be even poorer than it is now. It is entirely
understandable why the fusion community has not given nuclear data
(and nuclear issues in general) the emphasis that is merited, in
contrast to the experience associated with the development of fission.

of ission-energy production were proven long ago
The principles te now-famous demonstration of controlled fission
(December 1942) ' '
under the West bYn_s of Stagg Field, IJniversxty of Chicago. _ost of
the developmental work in fission technology that has transpired
during the 50 years hence has been based on this early work. There

. ' of major proportions. In fact, largewere no su.r prises __:__ ---_.-rs were in operation very shortly
OUCL 1Ult t_a_uu "fissile-materxal pro _ ___. ' " ion, the situation is vastly

after the first proof of pL.,clple. In fus .
different. The crucial proof of principle experiments which will
determine whether fusion is a viable controlled-energy source have yettechnolo ical problems in the non-nuclear areas

be forgiven P ___---- .h_a]_n_e in auite a diffe, •
the face ot such an overwnexmx-5 _,,_ .... o
But, the time is approaching when, in all likelihood, the essential
proof of principle for this technology will be achieved. Then, the
community will have to start placing a much greater emphasis on the
nuclear issues, including the development of fundamental nuclear data., ste will have to be forthcoming soon if the
This next important . P : ..... zo.,olo-ment are to be met, 1.e., t,hcSlOn-_nely u_--. e ' "
ultimate goals ot Iu . -_ ..... -.]_., _eni_n and economically-viable
developmentot a sale, envlronmc._-o o
energy source for the centuriesahead.

Basic-nuclear-physics studies of potential energy-source
reactions were begun rather early (during the 1940s and 1950s) in
support of both fission and fusion-weapons-developmentprograms. The
quantitativereliability of these data has been refined considerably
since then, but few surprisesof dramatic proportionshave emerged in
the basic physics understanding of these nuclear processes. We
mentioned above that fusion demands knowledge of nuclear data at
somewhat higher energies than for fission, but their overlap isreason: Although the mean
actually surprisingly large. Uere is the
energy of primary xission-sourceneutrons is about 2 _leV,there is a
long high-energytail to the approximately_axwelliandistributionof
the primary fission-sourceneutrons. On the other hand, although the
source energy of fusion neutrons is about 14 _eV for the most
promising process, these neutrons are promptly degraded to a lower
average energy through scattering in the reactor structures.This is
why the fusion communityhas been able to benefit from the extensive
files of neutron activation and scattering data which were produced
under the auspices of the fission-energydevelopment programs. We
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should be thankful that this synergism was permitted mankind by the
whims of Nature The most significant new nuclear-data needs which
fusion has spawned are for neutron-induced long-lived activities and

: for certain (n 2n) reactions associated neutron multiplication in
fusion blankets: Fast-neutron activation has not been as serious a
concern in fission technology because the residual activity of the
fission products generated in the fuel assemblies is clearly the
overwhelming radioactivity problem which that technology must address.
Furthermore_ neutron-induced activities in the structural components
are a lesser concern in fission than they are for fusion because the
average neutron energy in fission reactors is, indeed, considerably
lower than for fusion reactors.

= There are also social and environmental issues to be considered.
Fusion has been promoted as a "clean" energy source because the most
promising fuel cycles do not involve radioactive isotopes (exclusive
of tritium). However, the public image of fusiop as a "clean" energy

: source could be tarnished readily if the production of activities in
structural components of fusion reactor assemblies meant that it would

: be difficult (and costly) to service or decommission these devices
and, ultimately, to dispose of the radioactive wastes. This is a
legitimate concern, and it has led to the generation of many new
requests for activation nuclear data.

=

: :n spite of these major concerns, however, there is still no
: evidence of a serious commitment from fusion energy technology
_ programs to provide a level of financial support for facilities and

programs which would be appropriate to meet the documented needs.
Again, the reason is quite understandable in view of the comments made
above. In the U.S., most of the relevant support for nuclear-data
research comes from the basic nuclear physics research branch of DOE,
but the level of effort there is too modest in view of the scope of
the problem. _hat the fusion technology community appears to be doing
* ' I1 ,, ' ' ' '
_s trying to get by _n meeting their needs _n the nuclear-data area
by encouraging (and in some cases coordinating and/or funding) some
small-scale research projects which it hopes will be successfully
carried out by an assortment of nuclear-data-research groups who
generally receive their main support under other auspices. Promotion
of these projects, which often are quite international in their

: organization, and are also relatively limited in their scope, has been
T embraced as an approach for addressing fusion-related data problems
: associated with various specific, technical issues which emerge. These

specific concerns are in a state of constant flux, corresponding to an
environment of ever changing fusion-reactor-design fashions, concepts
or emphases. Many of the data requests end up being forgotten, or are__

otherwise abandoned, before they are adequately solved by the nuclear
data community. This state of affairs is greeted with considerable
skepticism by the nuclear data community, and many of the requests are
not taken seriously. When serious a_tempts are made by individual2

=: research groups to meet certain data needs, which are then ultimately
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rejected as no longer relevant, the scientists involved are usually
discouraged from pursuing other fusion data problems in the future. In
short the fusion nuclear data effort has lacked coherence and a sense, are both needed to insure that the
of long-term commitment which
broad, fundamental nuclear data issues will ultimately receive the
professionalattentionthat they deserve. Also, this ,'topic-by-topic"" ' 's b-crisis" approach, with limited objectives,
or, more aptly, crlsl.-Y . . has failed to foster a
and even more limited allocatea resources,
nurturing environment which is essential for the development of aand highly-skilledtechnical personnel
cadre of young, sophisticated
who possess a knowledgeof the relevant techniquesand have convenient
access to those facilities which are needed to insure that these

problems can be adequatelyaddressedduring the next few decades. The
present state of affairs has had quite the opposite effect in that it
has tended to turn talented people against considering this area of
scientific work, in favor of the pursuit of more promising
opportunities and working conditions to be found in other fields. The
fusion technology community must come to recognize that these crucial

= human and facility resources require long lead times to develop. Once
developed, these capabilities needs to be maintained at a healthy
level to insure responsiveness to the new, unforeseen problems which

= are certain to emerge in the future. The needs which are represented
in the list of requests which we addressed in preparing this report is
not all-inclusive. They will surely change and evolve dramatically
over time.

, ' e in approaching the present survey is thatOur main premls . - -_ _.... =-med to be well known
specific, nuclear parameters canno_ u= _o-

: unless there is available a reasonable body of good- quality
. ' ion which is relevant to the. processes in

experl.ment_!__1_f-°rmst_lcalculations,which are often inc.orpo_rated+_
ues%lon i_ucl_z muu_ s%Im_LIn _*'_q ' . ' a be useful for e.
data evaluatlons f.or .fusx.°f'2_m y but _he uncertainties can exceed

= parameters in qua.llta_lv.e z_-:.+ _f th omDlex reaction processes
_actors of two quite easily _u_ ,,,_ .... e c _

: in question, unless there is solid guidance from experiments lt is
unfortunate, then, t,hat much of the already very-limited support fo_
nuclear data which does come from the fusion programs is allocated to

-

. in nuclear-modelcalculations and evaluations while, at thesupport, g _^_..+_n = exnerimental measurements to._a more or less ,
= same , ___ _ _del-calculation approacn is understandably

suDorainate ro±e. _,= ,,"_ . _ -'-' information
appealingto program planners because large quan_iL1esof
can be generated in a relatively short time at quite a low cost.
Furthermore, certain desirable consistencies in the generated

_- ' n are assured (energy balance, partial cross sections:l_- informatlo . n the individualresults

summing to total cross sections, etc.). But ca 1mat.
be trusted to be correc t? Can we base our confidence in the ult' e
safety and economic viability of this important future technology on

-_ the basis of information derived mainly from investigations of such a
subjective (theoretical) nature? Indeed, our experiences to date with

i the reliability of model calculations which are not substantiated by
data should be cause to remain very unconvinced that the data needs

--- for fusion can be adequately satisfied by nuclear modeling alone.
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Consequently, those comments on the status of nuclear data which we., rt are based mainly on the existence and
put forth in this repo not on the
perceived status of the experimental.data_._b_se_,aluations which
availability of nuclear model results or o_ specl_l_ =-
are based largely on nuclear models.

The approach which we take in the present investigation is to
draw some qualitative conclusions concerning the status of requisite
nuclear data for fusion. Usually a subjective judgment is made as to
whether a particular situation is "adequate", "marginal" or
"inadequate". It must be kept in mind that these judgments are
strictly contemporary in nature, and the situation may well change on
short notice depending upon the availability of new information or on
an increase or decrease in the stringency of a particular data
requirement. The intent of our work is to provide those individuals
who work on the design and development aspects of fusion energy
research with some insight on the status of the nuclear data which
they may require for particular applications. This work should also
serve to guide nuclear-data producers as to those particular areas
where their efforts might be productively devoted to meeting the
contemporary needs.



2. 9IGM-PRIORITYNEUTRONDOSIMETRYPROCESSES

A list of the nuclear processes which are suggested for use ill
fusion dosimetry applications has been prepared by Cheng

: [Che9Oa,Che9Ob]. lt appears in Table 1. The individual factors which
must be considered irl analyzing the status of data for these processes
are discussed below:

Half Lives:

Vhen the reaction product is unstable, then knowledge of the half
life is a very important issue. It is of particular concern for the
relatively short half lives associated with those reactions used in
fusion diagnostics applications. These measurements carl often span a
number of half lives, thereby leading to an amplification of the decay

. activity uncertainty through the influences of the exponential decay
: law. The establishment of required accuracies is therefore quite

subjective. For example, if the half life is known to 0.27' accuracy
but knowledge of the activity is needed after 5 half lives, then its

: uncertainty will be nearly 17,. It is not unreasonable to require
knowledge of the activity of a specimen to 17' or better, so we are led
to the conclusion that a half-life uncertainty of 0.27, is unacceptable
in this case. The half-life status for each of the pertinent reaction
products is reviewed here using the Nuclear Vallet Cards [Tu190].

Reaction No. 1:O-16(n,alpha)C-13
C-13 is stable. This is not a relevant issue.

Reaction No. 2:Mg-24(n,p)Na-24
: The half life = 14.9590 h (_ 0.0087') which is very well known.
: This is not an issue for practical purposes.
_

Reaction No. 3:A1-27(n,p)Mg-27

=_ is probably not an issue formost practical purposes.

2 Reaction No. 4: A1-27(n,alpha)Na-24.
: The situation is the same as for Reaction No. 2.

: Reaction No. 5:Si-28(n,p)A1-28
The half life = 2.2414 m (_ 0.057,)which is quite well known.
This is not an issue for practical purposes.

Reaction No. 6:P-31(n,p)Si-31
The half lif_ = 157.3 m (_ 0.27,). This uncertainty could be a

: problem for some applications. The situation needs improvement.

Reaction No. 7: C1-35(n,2n)C1-34m
The half life = 32.00 m (m 0.1%) which is reasonably well known.
This is probably not an issue for most practical purposes.
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Reaction No. 8:K-39(n,2nlK-38
The half life = "7.6"36 m (_ 0.2%). This uncertainty could be a
problem for some applications. The situation needs improvement.

Reaction No. 9:Ti-47(n,p)Sc-47
The half life = 3.345 d (e 0.09%) which is quite well known. This
is not an issue for practical purposes.

Reaction No. 10:Wi-48(n,p)Sc-48

The half life = 43,7 h (+sO.2?'). This uncertainty could be aproblem for Some application . The situation needs !mprovement.

Reaction No. 11:Fe-56(n,p)Mn-56
The half life.= 2.5785 h (_ 0.0087,) ,1hich is very well known.
This is not an issue for practical purposes.

Reaction No. 12:Ni-58(n,2n)Ni-57
The half life = 3_.65 h (_ 0.17') which is quite well known. This
is not an issue for practical purposes.

Reaction No. 13: Co-59(n,alpha)Mn-56.The situation is the same as for Reaction No. 11.

= Reaction No. 14:Cu-63(n,gamma)Cu-64
The half life = 12.701 h (_ 0.02?') which is very well known. This

_ is :lot an issue for practical purposes.

Reaction No. 15:Cu-63(n,2n)Cu-62

The half life = 9.74 m (_ 0 _!_)e. This uncertainty could be aproblem for some applications, situation needs Improvement.

Reaction No. 16: Zn-64(n,p!Cu-64.The situation is the _ame as for Reaction No. 14.

: tteaction No. 17: Zn-64(n,2n)Zn-63.
The half life = 38.50 m (_ 0.2?'). This uncertainty could be a
problem for some applications. The situation needs improvement.

: Reaction No 18: Rb-85(n,2n)Rb-84m
= The half life = 20.26 m (_ 0.2Y,). This uncertainty could be a
_ problem for some applications. The situation needs improvement.

2. Reaction No. 19: Zr-90(n,p)Y-90m
- The half life = 3.19 h (_ 0.3?'). This uncertainty could be a
- problem for some applications. The situation needs improvement.

Reaction No. 20: Zr-90(n_2n)Zr-89m
The half life : 4.18 h .(_ 0.2?,). This uncertainty could be a
problem for some applications. The situation needs improvement.

Reaction No. 21: Rh-.lO3(n,n')Rh-lO3m
= The half life = 56.12 m (_ 0.02?') which is very well known. This

is not an issue for practical purposes.
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' o. 22: In-llS(n,gamma)In-ll6mReaction N
The half life = 54.41 m (_ 0.06_,) which is quite weil known This
is not an issue for practical purposes•

Reaction No. 23: In-ll51n-n')In'llSm
The half life = 4. 86 h (_ 0•097,) which is quite well known. This
is not an issue for pracl_ical purposes,

Reaction No. 24: Au- 197(n,gamma)Au- 198
The half life = 2.6935 d (._ 0.017,) which is very well known. This
is not an issue .for practical purposes.

Reaction No. 25:Au-197(n_2n)Au-196
The half life -- 6.186 d (_ 0.27,). This uncertainty could be a
problem for some applications. The situation needs improvement.

9(n,n')Ilg- 199m
Reaction No. 26:l!g-19 42.6 m (-_ 0.5_,). This uncertainty could be aThe half life =

problem for some applications.The situationneeds improvement.

Reaction No. 27: lJ-235(n?f) , _-'--ion -roducts with assorted half
• There are a variety o_ _ _ . , ,_ .

, , a re uests do not specify w_lch a_e of interest.lives, The dat.. q_ -- _.'-_o, -_--_,,rement of fish, ion fragments,
Dosime.try often involves ux_ ,,,-_ .....h._ l i,_s of fission products are not relevant.

The half life of I]-235 can be an issue in sample mass assay. The077°) which is very well
. 1 235 = 7.038 x 10s y (* Oi ample assay purposes.half ire of U-

- known. This is not an issue for practica,s

Reaction No. 28: Np-237(n,f)
There are a variety of fission products, with assorted half
lives. It was not specified which are of interest. Dosimetry
often involves direct measurementof fission fragments, in which
case half lives of fission products are not relevant. The halfThe half' ' s assay.

_ life of Np-237 can be an issue an sample man
2 life of Np-237 = 2•14 x 108 y !_ 9.57,) • This is probably
- adequately known for most practical sample assay purposes,
= however some applications might require better accuracy. .

-- Reaction No. 29: U-238(n,f)
, , variety of fission products, with assorted half: There are a • " "'-'-_ .._h are of interest, Dosimetry

• It was not speclI_eu w,._,.,lives . ment of fission fragments, in whxcll, ' ure , ,
often Involves direct.me,as ._,_ ._p n t relevant. _he half

half lives ot fission produ_o ..... o ,,,,_^ _._ l_r,_

case _e _SsSveSrSay_ _n;wn: _'hislife of U-235 can be an issue in samp m 1{a
of U-238 = 4.468 x 109 y [_ o.uc/,) wn n

-" is not an issue for practical sample assay purposes purposes.

The results of this review of half lives appear in Table 2.

__

_
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Knowledgeof thedecay "branchlngfactorsfor radioactivereactiona the production rates. . . lt affects the w y The
.oducts is very !report ant' .,._- _o_, olo_ical issues as well. _.,.,.P_ cts on o_n_ ,_...n o . ,enera_xy

are measured and i_mpa .tion. as reviewed t!ere_ _s g.._ __.,
status o_ decay'bran,uh_ng_in_°[.mv_ Measurements |landbooK Lm_aJ_+_"_J.:_'_
based on the..NCRP =_%_:_z_:'_t'he former is current to 1984 _na _[_
'l'able of the isotopes ku_, -,d^ a_t.4o4,,o4_ i nowled_e OI these
latter to 1978, Some oi _-_ _._-* ........ n k . _ '

. _ rs ma t_ave been resolved as a result of recent work but,
parametei. _. Y- *,.._o field has been modest at best during the last

' 'Ior_ in _,,._o , extensive, Ve decidedsince e_ ........ *_ns are unlikely tobe very
ese _xc_pu*_uecaae, tn .... , .... a_,+ + t _or us to research each such issue

at the outset ot tn_s p_uj_ _ha extensive resources of
in the current literature would demand more

time and manpower titan were available for the conduct of this survey,
Furthermore, _e .felt that expenditure of the extra effort would not
alter the conclusions of this work materially.

No, 1:.O-16(n,alpha)C'13

Decay " [
Gammas: i.369 _eY _I007,]

, Others (watch for coincidence summing)rtte decay scheme is ve Y well known and thus is adequate .for
dosimetry applications,

, 2

= _c_y_, : _a_4 [,ev!!71_8r+cOo[_!,_lencesumming)- thers _wa_c. _u ' is adequate :for
. I1 , -- : .... 4+e well known and thus

The decay scheme a,_ u_*o
dosimetry applications.

|

-= Reaction _o. 4: hl- 27 (n, alpha) Na"24 '
- Decay: Beta [I007,_

s: i,369 _IeV "[iO0_,] , "
Gamma --, -- z-._*_h for coincidence summing.)u%ner_ k_ _u_

-- The decay scheme is very well known and tlu_s is adequate for
- , pp] ' ,-- dosimetry a .,eatxons.

, ¢

lteaction No. 5' S,- 28 (n, p) _l- 28
2 Decay: Beta [I007,3,

-: Gammas: 1.779 _leV LIO07,]
The decay scheme _s very well known and thus is adequate for
dosimetry applications.

-



Iteaction No. O: l_.._!l(n,p)St-31
Deci_y: Bet_ [100_,]
Gammas: Neg].ig:ib]e
The decay sctlome is well known, Since the gamma yield :is
negligible, the usefu.lness for modern dosimetry appl.tcat:ions :is
questionable,

lteaction No, 7_ C1-35(n,2n)C1-3tlm
Decay, Beta [53,4%], EC [4(_.0%]

, r ' '_ rh"' i" "Gammas: 2,127 MeV [(42 ])Z]
Others (ua_ch for co]nc.idence summing)

The decay scheme needs to be b¢_tter known, The primary gamma
yield is inadequately known for modern dosimetry applications,
These comments are based on Table of the Isotopes (1978),

Reaction No, 8:K-39(n_2a)K-38

Dec_y: : EC [100%]
Omnmas, 2,1(_8 Merc [(99.80 _ 0,03)_]

Others (watch for coincidence suminin_)
The decay scheme is very well known and thus is adequate for
dosi.metry appl ications.

Iteaction No, 9:Ti-d7(n,p)Sc..47
: Decay: Beta [100%]

Oammas:o,:I, 9ke.V"[(09.0•
- This is based on recent PTB f/_formation, The deca:y scheme is

quite well known but knowledge of the gamma yield lieI decay needs
-_ sonle refinement, The s:ituation ts marginally adequate for

dosimetry app] 5cations.
_

ltea c1',i on No, 10 : T]- 48 ( II_p) Sc.-48
'_ Decay: Beta ['!100_]

(laminas: 0,984 "MeV]1007,]

Others (wal}cit for cotiicidelice summing)
li 3t _ q ' _ a i "llhc, decay scheme is quJtc well known and iihtls is adequate :for

a

dosimetry aop] lcat:[o_is,
-

- ll,eaction No. li: Fe..56(p,p)Mn-56

- Decay: Beta [iO0_.l
_-_ Gammas: O,8d7MeV l(98.8 _ 0:3)7,]

[]thers (_a{ch for coanciilence summing)
The decay scheme is quite well known and thus :is adequate for
dosimetry applications,

-

- Reaction No. 12:N:t--58(n,2n)N]..57
- Decay: Positron [437,], I_C [577,[

(Jammas: 1,378 MeV[(9_.8 ._ 0,3)_,]
Otiiez's (wa{ch for coincidence summing)

The decay sctleme :is reasonab].y uell known and thus J.8 ade(luat(!
-4 for most dosimetry applications.
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ion No, t3: Co. 59(n,t, lpha)_in'56,
lteactnacav_ Beta [lOOY0_ _ .. ,,t,_

¢][mm_s:0,847 iiQV'[(98.8 , o,,_!,_!, ummi
tlthers (watch'_orco_nc-uences n_llu is adequate for

The decay schem e_ is quite well known and s
dosimetry applications,

ltt_action No, 141 Cu. 63 (n , gamma)Cu- 64
Decay: Positron [17.9Y,], l_O [44,8Y,], Beta [37,3Z]
(lammas: 1,346 MeV [(0.472 '_ u,ox8)_

The decay scheme is complex d difficult to dea]. with.
Measurement of annihilation radiation is problematic because the. nnihilation in the sample or neighboring
exact positi.on of a ^ . t' 1.346-MeV amma.-ray branch
environmentlS hard to d_teI,_l}ne: Ih_ conclude gthat the decay

'00 well KliUWu, -,_weak and no% t s • usin it withis l and method for g
process needs tO b% be%ter, kn°/tr:]nned. The situation is only
_ood accuracy neeu _o. o=,__.?Z_\..,l]., 14,...,+._n .
_largina].ly adequate _or uoslm_J.y _l_t,._-..... ns

: Cu_.63(n,2n)Cu-'62Itcaction No. 15 ,_ ,, . ,o . , rort 97.2_,],_O[2.S_,D,_ca. losit [. . ]
1,173Mev

The decay scheme is complex ,anu difficult to deal with.
_leasurementof,annihilationradiation is problematicbecause theneighboring

exact position of annihilation in the samplega°mrm_ ray branchenvironment is hard to determine, The 1.173-iieV
is weak and not too well known, Ve conclude tn_ the decay
process needs to be much better known, and methods _or using it

- witt! good accuracy developed. The situation is inadequate [or
dot_lmetry appl ications.

lteaction No. 16: Zn-64(n,p)CU "64' - "" Beta !37,3_,]., , : itron [17.970],EC [44,87,|,= Deca Pos _ ,o.47 • o.o 8) ,3. (lammas. 1.346 ii V [( di'fflcult to deal with.
- 'rite decay scheme is complex and-
: tleasurement of annihilat3.on radiation is problematic because the
-- exact position of annihilation in the sample or neighboring

environment is hard to determine, The 1,346-iieV gamma-ray branch
is weak and not too well known. _e conclude that the deca_
process needs to be better known, and methods for using it with
good accuracy developed. The situation is marginally adequate for

- _osimetry applications.

17: Zn.,64(n,2n)Zn- 63. •

- Decay:

flammas: Others (watch-for 0.4)_,]0.670tier [(8.4 * colncidence summing)

- The decay scheme is complex, and difficult to deal with.
iieasurement of annihilation radiation is problematic because the

__
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exact position oi _nu_u_._ .......
enviromnent is hard to determine, The O.670-11eY Kamma-ray bran cn
is not too weak, but lt is still poorly known. _e conclude that
he deca process needs to be much better known, and methods for

t . ]'Y -._*_ -ood accuracy developed. The situation isusln_ 11_ w_u, 5
inadequate for dosimetry applications.

Iteaction No. 18_ ltb-85(n,2nJltb-84m
Decay: IT [1007,]
Gammas: 0.248 _e_ [(64.5 _ 0:2)_,]

Others (watch for colncictence summing)
The decay scheme is reasonab!y well kno_m and thus is probably
adequate for dosimetry applications.

ion No. 19: Zr-90(n,p)Y-90.m. __
lteaCtDecay: IT [> 99_,], Beta |Very sma, t]

Gammas: 0.480 _ev [(9i _ 4)?,] .

,_ Others (watch for coincidence summing)lhis decay scheme is poorly known and thus is inadequate for
dosimetry applications.

lteaction No. 20: Zr-90(n_Bn)Zr-89m

Decay: Beta [1.5_,], _C [4.77,]1_/![1 [93.8%]Gammas: O. 588 MeV _(89.5 '+- O.5
The decay scheme is fairly known and thus is probably
adequate for dosimetry applications.

lteaction No. 21: Ith-lO3(n,n')lth-lO3m
Decay: IT [iO0_0]
Gammas:Negligible
The activity measurementsmust be based on detection of X-rays
associated with internal conversion. The uncertainties in the
yields of K-alpha and K-beta X-rays are several percent, _c
consider this to be inadequate for dosimetry applications.

aN . _2etaini_,_ n'gamma)In-l16m

lteacti°cYi: i.294[_1e, v t(84' 4 _ i:8)_,,3, ing)
_

mm Others (watch for colncluence summ
The decay scheme is very complicated and its quantitative

: knowledge is of marginal accuracy. Thus the status is marginal
for dosimetry applications.

lteaction No. 23: In-llS(n,n')In-ll5m
: Decay: lT [95.0Z]: Beta [5.07,]

Gammas: 0.336 MeV [(45.8 _ 0,5)'/0]
The decay scheme is reasonably well known and is thus considered

= as adequate for dosimetry applications.
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Reaction No. 24: Au-197_n,gamma)hu- 198
Decay: Beta [100%1, o. 3)7,1
Gammas: 0.411 lieV _(95.59 * summing)

Others (watch for coincidence
The decay scheme is very well known and thus is adequate for
dosimetry applications. This reaction is frequently used in
fission reactor physics investigations.

., .' No 25" Au-197(n,2n)Au-196React}on " _o'ra_ 0%1 Beta [7.0%], Positron [Negligible]uecay: n_ L_O. j
" 0 356 _leV l(87"6 "_ 0.1_%]

Gammas. .. _. , for coincidence summing _6ther_ (watch .. , "-) is adequate for
The decay scheme is quite welt Known and _nus
dosimetry applications.

: Reaction No. 26: ltg-199(n,n')ltg-199m
= Decay: lT [1.00%]

Gammas: 0.158 _eV [(52.3 • 0.5)?,]. . ,
Others (watch for coincidence summing)

The decay scheme is fairly well known and thus is probably
adequate for dosimetry applications.=

_

Reaction No. 27: U-235(n,f)
There are a variety of fission products. No comment can be made

: on the decay properties for dosimetry without knowing which
species are being considered. Dosimetry often involves direct
measurement of U-235 fission fragments, in which case the decay

-==- schemes of the fission products are not relevant.

Reaction No. 28: Np-237(n,f
_- There are a variety o fission products. No comment can be made

on the decay properties for dosimetry without knowing which
species are being considered. Dosimetry often involves direct

- measurement of Np-237 fission fragments, in which case the decay
-_ schemes of the fission products are not relevant.

_

Reaction No. 29: lJv238(n,f)[_ There are a ariety of fission produ,_ts. No comment can be made
on the decay properties for dosimetry without knowing which

- species are being considered. Dosimetry often involves direct
measurement of fission fragments, in which case the decay schemes
of the fission products are not relevant.

3.

- The results of this review of decay properties appear in Table

: Reaction Cross Sections:

Knowledge of the differential neutron reaction cross sections for-_ apply the conventional
-- mainly with the aid oftie dosimetry reactions is needed in order to
___ m_thods. These cross sections are surveyed here
=_

--._

_

_....._
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CINDA [CIN90] and Neutron Cross Sections, Vol. II - Curves [MDR88].
These documents provide a reasonable overview of the status of
available experimental data for the dosimetry reactions.

One of the main problems associated with reviewing these cross
sections is that the requirements, in terms of neutron energy range.
are not well established in the request lists. The primary neutrons
from the D-T fusion process (which is the most important one for power
production) are approximately 14 MeV, but there is also concern in
dosimetry for measuring the energy-degraded neutrons which arc
abundant beyond the first wall of the fusion plasma chamber. In
general, the interest here is for fast neutrons rather than in the
resonance or thermal regions.

_

ReactionNo. 1:O-16(n,alpha)C-13
There is an extensive experimenta.1 data base for this reaction
reported in the literature, according to CINDA. These are also
plotted in the Book of Curves. Many of the data correspond to
energies below 7 MeV, but there is considerable information at 14

= MeV as well as scattered points elsewhere up to 20 MeV. The
: reaction was recently evaluated for ENDF/B-VI. The low energy

data show considerable structure (up to several MEV). At higher
energies, where there is less structure, the data are somewhat
sparse. It is hard to comment on the adequacy of these data

: without knowing exactly what the ultimate application _ill be.
: Consequently, the situation should probably be considered as

marginal for dosimetry applications.

: Reaction No. 2" _g-24(n,p)Na-24
The_e are extensive data up to 20 _eV, most of it quiLe

= consistent. Recent results from several laboratories a%ree well.
The cross section has also been evaluated lately at I_K-Yienna.

- Ve consider the status as adequate for dosimetry purposes.

Reaction No. 3:hl-27(n,p)Mg-27
- This cross section exhibits some structure in the few-MeV energy

range. However, there are extensive data for that region and they
are reasonably consistent. The region around 14 _eV remains a
problem. A recent measurement at Argonne should be quite
reliable, but attempts to evaluate the body of largely discrepant
data near 14 MeV have led to rather large errors. There are
apparently very few data between 10 and 14 MeV. _e believe the
situation should be treated as marginal for dosimetry purposes.

---_

Reaction No. 4: A1-27(n,alpha)Na-24.
This is considered to be one of the best known of the dosimetry
reactions, especially around 14 MeVwhere it can be treated as a
standard. Recent results at other energies below 14 MeV are

__. reasonably consistent with the earlier body of work so that the
cross section is well known there as well. In [act, it is quit(_

___
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well known up to 20 _IeV too. _e consider this as adequate for
dosimetry applications.

Reaction No. 5:Si-28(n.,p)A1-28
There are extensive data below 8 _leV, but the presence of
structure leads to a considerable level of uncertainty. There are
also extensive data from 12-18 _eV, particularly around 14 _eV,
but they scatter quite noticeably. An attempt was made previously
to evaluate the data at around 14 _eV, but the existence of
considerable inconsistency in these results guarantees that the
cross section is not very well known there. There are essentially
no data from 8 to 12 _eV. So, the existing data base leads us to
the conclusion that our knowledge of this cross section for
dosimetry purposes is marginal at best and possibly inadequate.

Reaction No. 6:P-31(n,p)Si-31 --_--8 _eV but the presence_of
There are extensive aa_ oeiuw ,, . 'derable uncertainty. There are also
structure leads to cons l ....... + ;,-,1or'l- around 14 MeV, but• - mev _lo._,_-,_ J
extensive data from 12 1.8 _.' _ ___ ,._o_' allv no data from
they scatter quite a bit. 'lnere _ e _'tlc "
10-12 _eV. This reaction suffers from the presence of structure

" in the MeV range and from the fact that Si-31 is difficult to' active (no gamma rays). S-31 was
measure because it is only beta
not re-evaluated for ENDF/B-VI, so the existing evaluation is at
least ten years old. It is not clear why this reaction ismmunit as a potential dosimeter when
retained by the fusion co Y . data base

: there are better choices. If it is to be retained, the .
-- would indicate that it be considered as marginal to inadequate

= Reaction No. 7: C1-35(n,2n)Cl-34m
There are extensive data around 14 _eV, but they scatter greatly.
No measurements have been made to define the cross section in the

= threshold region below 14 _eV. One data set at higher energies

- (up to 22 MeV) exhibitsa very odd shape and should be treated as
suspect. Chlorine has not been re-evaluated for ENDF for many
years, so the basis for this evaluation has to be antiquated.
Clearly, knowledge of this cross section must be considered as

: inadequate for serious dosimetry work.

I{eaction No. 8:K-39(n,2n)K-38 is pretty well defined by
The shape of this cross section 14 _eV. Around 14 _IeV there
experimental data from threshold to

are several data sets with no worse scatter than typical for this. 'lbl somewhat better. Elemental K has
__ sort of reaction, and .poss Y_.... ,, ,,T :v_39 is the dominant

been re- evaluated _or _N_r/D-,x _.,
not ope). Therefore, knowledge of this cross section is marginalisot

-- if we are seeking precise dosimetry results, but it might be
adequate for qualitativedosimetryapplicationsin fusion.----

___
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Reaction No. 9:Ti-47(n,p)Sc-47
This reaction has been studied extensively below 10 ]leV and is
now quite well known near threshold due to work at Argonne and
PTB. The situation is much worse at higher energies, including
the region around 14 MeV, because there exists a lot of confusion
concerning whether the yield for this reaction was measured or
that for Wi(n,x)Sc-47 _as measured. This issue must be resolved
before this reaction can be considered useful for dosimetry work
at the upper end of the fusion energy range (> lO MEV).
Therefore, depending upon the application, we should treat the
knowledge of this as reaction as marginal/inadequate to adequate.

Reaction No. 10:Ti-48(n,p)Sc-48
The data base for this reaction is extensive, and it covers
essentially ali energies from threshold to 20 ]leY. The data arc
sparse in the 10-12 ]leV range, but the cross section does not
exhibit any structure in that region so it isn't a serious
problem. Around 14 MeV there is scatter, but the data have been

_ evaluated with reasonable results. Therefore, we shall consider
this reaction to be adequate for dosimetry applications.

l_eaction No. ii: Pe-56(n,p)]ln-56
There exists an extensive data base for this reaction from
threshold to over 20 MeV (except for the usual sparseness in the
10-12 ]leg range). The better quality measurements are reasonably

: consistent. Around 14 ]leV, the data have been evaluated relative
: to well-substantiated standards and they are found to be quite

consistent. Finally, the dat,_ have been re-evaluated for
: ENDF/B-VI. Therefore, we shall consider our knowledge of this

reaction as adequate for fusion dosimetry applications.

\ Reaction No. 12:Ni-58(n,2n)Ni-57
There are extensive data for this reaction up to 20 ]leV, but

: serious discrepancies lead to significant uncertainties in the
knowledge of this cross section above 15 ]leV. ltowever, this
region is not a particular concern for fusion dosimetry.

:. Furthermore, this reaction has been evaluated recently by several

- groups. Most recently, it has been included in a re-evaluation
_or ENDF/B-VI. Therefore, we shall consider it to be adequately

- known for fusion dosimetry purposes.

-_ Reaction No. 13: Co-59(n,alpha)Mn-56.
An extensive data base exists for this reaction from threshold to
well over 20 MeV. ]lost of these data are consistent. Furthermore,

_- it was recently re-evaluated for ENDF/B-VI by Argonne. _/e shall
consider this reaction to be adequately known for fusion

=; dosimetry.
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Reaction No. 14:Cu-63(n,gamma)Cu-64
Some data exist for this reaction below 4 _eV and there is
information available at 14 MeV. However, it cannot be said that
the cross section is sufficiently well known for dosimetry
applications. There is a question as to the general utility of
this reaction for dosimetry. It is certainly not useful for
higher energies, and there are superior low-energy dosimeters.
Therefore, it is suggested that the need for this reaction for
fusion dosimetry be re-examined by the fusion community.=

Reaction No. 15:Cu-63(n,2n)Cu-62
There are extensive data available for this reaction. They define
the cross section from threshold to over 20 MeV. The information
around 14 MeV is reasonably consistent. Furthermore, Cu-63 has

" been re-evaluated for ENDF/B-VI._ Therefore, we shall consider
this reaction to be adequately known for fusion dosimetry
applications.

! _eaction No. 16:Zn-64(n,p)Cu-64
There are extensive data for this reaction from threshold to 20
MeV. Unfortunately, there is a serious discrepancy problem in the
5-10 MeV range. The extensive data in the 14-_eV range have been
evaluated on several occasions with reasonable consistency
observed. Therefore, we have to consider how this reaction is to

: be used. If the dosimetry is only for 14-MEV neutrons, then it is
_ probably adequate. On the whole, we must treat it as marginally
: adequate because of the discrepancy problems at other energies.

Reaction No. 17:Zn-64(n,2n)Zn-63
Extensive data are available from threshold to 20 _eV. _owever,

- it is apparent that they scatter considerably. This showed up in
comparing evaluations in the vicinity of 14 _eV, where
significant differences were observed depending on how the data
were treated. Consequently, we view this reaction as being
adequate to marginal for dosimetry applications. More work is

: needed to resolve the discrepancies and reduce the scatter.
._

Reaction No. 18: Rb-85(ni2n)Rb-84m
: There are a number of reported data points in the vicinity of 14

MeV, but the existing information is not adequate to define the

shape of the cross section toward threshold. Furthermore, theinformation which is available appears to be very discrepant. We
have to treat this reaction _s being inadequate for fusion

i dosimetry.

_-_ Reaction No. 19: Zr-90(n,p)Y-90m
Data are reported in CINDAon the Zr-90(n,p) reaction and in the

_ Book of Curves, but it is not quite clear what pertains to the



isomer, what, applies to tt.e ground state and what involves both
taken to_ether. To sort this out would require _ careful survey
of the literature. Such an effort is in progress _t Argonne for a
new evaluation of Zr which will be introduced as a modification
to ENDF/B-VI At the present time, we have to consider our
'k.,,_,owledgeof %his reaction cross section as inadequate for fusion
dosimetry app li_ '_+'.,i°ns '

Reaction No. 20: Zr-90(n,2n)Zr'89m . .
1 Data are reported on the Zr-90[n,2n) reaction in CINDA and in the

Book of Curves, but it is not quite clear what pertains to the
isomer, what applies to the ground state and what involves both
taken together. In order to sort this out it would be necessary
to carefully survey the literature. Such an effort is in progress

. at Argonne for a new evaluation ofZhr e which will be introduced as
a modification to gNDF/B--VI. At pres_at time, we have to
consider our knowle@e of this reaction cross section as
inadequate for fusion-_osimetry applications.

tteaction No. 21: Rh-lO3(n,n')IthlO3m
Igxtensive data exist for this reaction, but there are some

: uncertainties in the cross section owing to difficulties in
measuring the activity via X-ray counting. This same problem
would impact on any attempts to use this reaction for fusion
dosimetry, so it should be questioned as to whether it is worth
the bother. The cross section has not been re-evaluated for
ENDF/B-VI, so the existing evaluated information is probably at
least a decade old. On the basis of these considerations, we have
to consider this reaction as being marginally adequate for
dosimetry, and we should also label it as hard to use.

• - 115 n aroma)In- l16m= Reaction No. 22. In. . (.2g ,---- -,,_,o_nted with the decay scheme,
In spite of the CllIIiCUl_le_ ao._-_._-+h_ better-known capture-

- " is roDaDly o,_ _ -.,-

this reaction . P _. ,. ofn low-energy neutrons, ltactivation, reactions for the dos _me r{ he available
- has not been re-evaluated _o_ _,,_../_-.., s

evaluated information is at least a decade old In spite of these
qualifications,, we shall consider this as adequately known for
fusion dosimetry, so long as we realize that this recommendation
applies mainly for neutrons with energies of a few ZeV or lower.

-- t_eaction No. 23: In-ll5(n,n')In-ll5m
There is an extensive data base for this reaction, from threshold
to 20 _leV _lost of the available information is consistent. It- • Therefore, we

=2 was recently evaluated at Argonne for ENDF/B-VI.

_ shall consider it as adequate "for dosimetry applications.
= ltowever, a warning should be heeded. There is some indication
- that photo- excitation of the isomer can produce misleading
- neutron-dosimetry results when measurements are made in a very

=.G intense field of relatively high-energy photons (several-_eV

m
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energy). This claim has not been completely substantiated, but
one ought to be aware of the possibility when considering this
reaction.

Iteaction No. 24:hu-197(n,gamma)hu-198
This reaction is one of the primary standards, but only for
energies below about 5 MeV. At higher energies, the situation is
quite poor. So, use of this reaction as a dosimetry standard
should be confined to lower neutron energies. Then, we can treat
it as adequate for dosimetry applications.r

lteaction No. 25:iu-197(n,2n)hu-196
The reaction cross section from threshold to well over 20 _eV is

_' quite well defined by experimental data. The cross section is
reasonably flat around 14 _leY, where a general consistency of the

• available cross section results indicates that the normalization
is adequately known. Therefore, we shall consider this reaction
to be acceptably known for fusion dosimetry applications.

lit.action No 26: llg-199(n,n')llg-199m
: The data base for this reaction is quite sparse and does not

adequately define the cross section for dosimetry applications.
Furthermore, there are some serious discrepancies. Therefore, we

_ shall treat this reaction as inadequately known for dosimetry
- applications.

" Reaction No. 27: U-235(n,f)
This _s a primary standard. The cross section is very well known
from t,_ermal energies to several tens of MeV. llowever, if the
fusion-dosimetry application involves consideration of a

: particular fission product, then matters are not so certain.
- There can be energy dependence in the production of particular
- fission products. Nevertheless, we shall treat this reaction as

. being adequately known for fusion dosimetry applications.

Reaction No. 28: Np-237(n,f)
: The cross section is very well known from threshold energies to
:- about 20 MeV. IIowever, if the fusion-dosimetry application
_- involves consideration of a particular fission product, then

matters are not so certain. There can be energy dependence in the
production of particular fission products. Nevertheless, we shall

= treat this reaction as being adequately known for fusion-
dosimetry applications.

lteaction No. 29: U-238(n,f)
This is a secondary standard. The cross section is very well
known from threshold energies to well over 20 MeV. However, if
the fusion--dosimetry app].ication involves consideration of a

aa



particular fission product, then matters are not so certain,
There can be energy dependence in the production of particular
fission products. Nevertheless, we shall treat this reaction as
being adequately known for fusion dosimetry applications.

The results of this survey are summarized in Table 1.

Five additional reactionprocesses which were not included in the
original list have been suggested for fusion-dosimetry applications.
Ve now proceed with a supplemental review of these activation
processes, in order to determine their appropriateness for this
purpose. In performing this review, we considered the status of the
half life and decay properties (both of which are considerably more
important for dosimetry than they are for other activation
considerations) as well as the accuracy to which the pertinent cross
sections are known.

-

: reaction is widely used for dosimetry applications in
fission reactors. Consequently, it issu_gested that it would be

in Iuslon. The half life isvaluable for dosimetry applications
70.82 • 0.03 days. This uncertainty is only 0.047, so the half
life is amply known for dosimetry applications. The decay is by
EC (857,) and positron emission (157,). There is a dominant 811-kev

gamma ray emitted in (99.4 _ 0.3)7, of all decays. This provides= adequate definition of th,J decay properties for dosimetry
applications, ltowever, one needs to be careful to handle the
sum-coincidence events which occur in high efficiency counting

- arrangements properly. Turning to a consideration of the cross
section, we find that there is an extensive data base for this

_ reaction. In fact, it has been the object of a recent
intercomparison of activation measurement methods involving ANL,
LANL, IRK and PTB [Smi+91]. These measurements yielded agreement
within a few percent at most energies. There has been a recent

evaluation for ,ENDF/B-VI by ORNL. Some care is needed in the use
- of this rea, ctlon oecause Co-58m is also produced by neutron

bombardment of Ni. This isomer has a 9-hour half life which could
- cause confusion in activity counting. It is advisable to let the
- isomer activity die away for several half lives before employing

the (n,p) reaction as a dosimeter. Since Co-58m decays by IT, one
ultimately ends up considering the total production of Co-58
(g + m) in this manner.=

- Nb-93 (n,2n) Rb- 92m:
-_ The half life is 10.15 • 0.02 days, i.e. 0.27, accuracy. This may

-_-- be known adequately for dosimetry applications, unless it is
planned to trace the activity through many half lives. The decay

2 occurs mainly by EC and the decay scheme is quite well known.
There is a dominant 934-kev gamma ray which "s emitted in
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99,2'_ 0.2)Y, of all decays. This is well enough, known for
osimetry. There are extensive data available for this reaction.

in fact, it was also the object of a recent intercomparison of
activation measurement methods Involving ANL, LANL, IRK and PTII
[Smi+91]. These measurements yielded agreement within several
percent i except very near the reaction threshold where a precise
definitaon of the neutron energy scale is quite difficult to
achieve for differential measurements. The reaction was recently
evaluated by the IRK group for the International Reactor
Dosimetry File IVag+90]. Consequently, it is a good choice for
dosimetry app] icatlons.

F-19(n,2n)F- 18:
The half life is 109.77 * 0.05 mi,utes, i.e., an uncertainty of
only O.05Y,. This is very adequately known for dosimetry

applications. The decay is by Igt (3.1Z) and positron emission(96.97,). t1J. decays go to the ground stage of the daughter 0-18.
Therefore, tile only practical way to detect the activity in
dosimetry is by measurement of 511-kev annihilation radiation.

- This is not very satisfactory because of the distributed nature
of such sources-(i,e., uncertainty in the position of the point
of annihilation of the positrons). This problem is particular
severe since the dosimetry sampie would have to be some compound

of fluorine (e.g., teflon), and none of these are particularly
= absorptive for positrons. In any event, teflon also is not a very

good material for making dosimeter foils. It cannot wittista, nd
_ high temperature environments such as one might expect in a
- reactor. There are extensive data for this reaction, but none

- exist close to threshold. Finally, reference to the Book of
Curves indicates that the available data are somewhat discrepant.

: The:re was a recent evaluation of F for ENDF/B-VI, but considering
all the above, it is recommended that this reaction be excluded

- from the fusion dosimetry list. It is not adequately known and,
in practice, it is too difficult to use effectively.

- life is 83.810 _ 0.010 days, i.e., 0.17, uncertainty.

Ti_at is very-well known..The decay is by beta emission and there
- is a 889-kev gamma ray with a IOOY,branch. Others gamma rays are

_: also present, so there is a potential for sum- coincidence
interference. There are some general points to be considered

tconcerning the use of Ti dosimeters. Three (n,p reactions (on
- Ti-46,47,48) have been used traditionally in ission reactor

dosimetry _or many yea,rs. Two of these are included in the

- original fusion-data-requirements list (see above) These
reactions are appealing for a couple of reasons: _; 'Ti is a

2 durable material which can withstand fairly high temperatures. 2)
-= The three reactions in question have quite distinct thresholds,

_

--_
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cross-section-excitation-function shapes and ht_:l.f lives so they
provide complementary dosimetric sensitivities w,hich h,ave p_.oved
to be of considerable benefit' in flssion-reactoz investigations,

_/e might inquire as to whether this is also relevant to fusion,In principle, all the features mentloned above still apply a,nd

are favorable; however, there is one negative fs, tier. In,fuslon,
one is concerned with a strong yleld of neutrons wlth.enelgles up
to 15 MeV, Ti is problemai',ic as a dosimeter materzal in this
region. In fact, Sc-46 is produced by both Ti-46(n,p) and

Wi-47(n,n'p). One approach fQr dealing w.i.th this ambiguity is
slmi,:ly to specify 8c-46 production (regardless of the targetisotope) as the dosimetIy pl ocess, Nevertheless, it is evident
from reports in the literature that there has been considerable
confusion over this issue. In the swne vein, the ambiguity of
Ti-47(n,p)Sc-47 and Wi-48(n,n.'p)Sc-47 produces problems of

: interpretation. When one looks at the Book of Curves, this issue
manifests itself in the observed _ide scatter of data points
(there are extensive data available for the present reaction _s
well as for the others mentioned). None of the Ti isotopes were
re-evaluated for ENDF/B-VI. In the evaluations for the Version V

dosimetry files, it is clear that there existed considerable
confusion over interpretation of the experimental data. Many of
the reported data.sets purport, for example_ to correspond to

: Wi-46(n,p)Sc-46 w!_lle, in fact, they were probably 'ri(n,X)Sc-46,
etc. Thus, tile situation is confused from the perspective of
using these processes for dosimetry. Unfortunt_tely, until new_

- well-documented measurements are reported, or until an evMuator

..... : "o " ' " ' I'.
what was measured_ it will be necessary to treat our knowledge of

__ this cross section as inadequate for dosimetry. The same llolds
for the other Ti reactions mentioned above, barring Ti-48(n,p)

- which is not afflicted by these ambiguities

l:fe is 312.12 ._ 0.12 days, i.e., 0.04_, uncertainty.
_ This is a very high accuracy, The decay occurs via EC with an

835-kev gamma emitted in 1007, of the decays, There is no
possibility for sum coincidences which is ideal. There arc

- extensive data available between 1.2 and 20 _leV._lany of these

: data are quite discrepant. An attempt _was made to evaluate tile
2 14-MEV cross section at Argonne [ESL85]. this effort was fairly
__ successful. Nuclear-model calculations, experimental data and
- systematics together offer the possibility to make a reasonable

determination of this cross section. In 'fact, this reaction
:-- process was recently evaluated for ENDF/B-VI Therefore, it is

_ suggested that knowledge of this .cross section for dosimetryapplications is marginally adequate l[owever, one probably ought
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_ot to use ,il, slmply b_._cause of _aml)le probleI_is, Mu,,l_,ese 'Is
very dif, ficult to obt,ain izl pu_e _orm, ,lit hl_s uxlde_,_irable
physical properties in the presexlt context, 1,'or extL_f_pl,e_ accurate
determinat;ion of %he contml_,tna,nt_ pre,sent in Mn stmples is alwmys
prob],em_ttc, [],e could avoid this uxlc,ertairtt_y by Cml)loying ox],_¢_
samples_ but this m_terial usLLally is fouzLd _,s a powder which

, does Iiot press well into pellLets, 't'herefore, t't_ is probably
_dvist_ble i_o avoid tl'_is ret_c_io_ for dos:itIle_ry _pp],:Ic_%io_s,



/

li

:_, IITHEILNF_UTltIINAffrlIVATIIINI'RtJ(JFI88FJB

Oheng [C3heOO_,ChoOOb]iltLSprovided an extensJvcl l,t_t o;t?neu't,v'on
_c',ttvl_t,ion t;e_c't,lons which _re col_sL¢lcvrc_dto be of Interest in fusion

ml_plic'_tions other tbtLn 'for dosil,lc,_t,t'y_seu 'I'tfl_!,e4), _ht_t l,s requ_sted}lc_ro iS bt_si¢'mlly ill_ormf_tioll which t suff:l,¢'ie,ltl, y we',l,J el_'t_blishc_d
to en_fl_leconceptual1 des,tgnors '_o dec;Ldewh'leh iiImt_c_rJ,a],s would bo the
bC3S_ Ollfltd _0 use iii _ 'fllSiOll ro_kctic)I', _ ntlnlbeI' oi :fftc_c),t's llillst I)il

considered, e,g,, rmdilttLon ¢lamttgc_dec_ty heat, _nd rmd.i,o_tct:tvc_wttst,e
= d:lspostL1, Manyo:f these issues must be analyzed :for 'l,heir :tlvlpt_c_tovclr

short, t.'ntermedit_te and long-term t,t.mc_'_rmnos, There obvious,ty hms to
be t_ trt_¢te of:f between certt_tn des:irable thez'ml_l and st;ructut'ml,

_ l_roperl_ies o:_ the nltdioriM,s tuld tille rttdio_ctiv,ity Cl_esttons, A close
ltlspEctioxL O:f Oheng's :List iiidle, rates theft 'the elements represexlt¢.lcl
•l,l,et:e :ftr:L1into the fol:Lowing gc_vlera:l,c_tegortes:

..... 8trtxct, urttl, mt_t,c_riM.sconventionml (Al, Fe, Ni, (_o, ,,,)

..... Structurttl rllm'l_Er:iMs- high telnpc_rml,ure ref trw,tory (Zr_ Mo_ W_
'.l'a_ Ii,c.',_,,,)

: •..... Eleme,nts present ms sigll[f iea, ni cons_ii;ue,11i_a o_ che,m:Lc_:_l
_: c:c_mpouncts(l", 11, NI_,,,,)

.... Shie2ding ma,_,Eriais (Sl, O, ,,,)

.... Neutron _lul_:fpl:iers (Be, Pb, Iii, ,,,)

: .... Impurities (Ill, ,,,)

- llow accurately do WEneed tc)know the ms_ociate, d cross sect;ions?
- The answers to this question will vary _ gremt dc,al clcpencling on the
- process in quesL:i.o|i, The fusion communiCy must eve||tual, ly prov:.lde

better quantification of its nuc].ettr ctmt_ nEEds f_t' the benefit of
-: researchers who must eventually do the work needed _o provide rh.ts

- i nformmtion, For some processes_ knowledge., o_ the cross section to:_ within a factor of two mmy be adequmt¢,, in most instanceu, hOWEVEr,
: 20Y, or ].ESS uncertainty should p_'obmbly be considered ms tt reasonable
- goaJ., This is an :importmnt point because the accurmcy requirements

determine tt_e strategies which must be chmrted to achieve certmin
- goals, If a factor o:_ two is aclequat,e, then nuc:l.ear-model calcul.ationt_

- might SUffiCE, Of course_ there iu no 8umrantee that _u_y particular
nt_clear-model calculation could satisfy t,he requirement for this
degree o:f accuracy. In fact;, m rec'ent intercomI)mriso|t of the results

-_ from a number of indepe||dent calct_l.ations of the cross section for'
Co-.C/C)(n,p)Fe-60 indica, tes that tt probably would not [CieO0]. llowevet',

_

2
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I¢ a vlul,ller o:f inclopend¢_nt ea].cuil.attovls were made and thexl averaged,
tills avt3r.agc.vcould probtdJly be to.l.:led ell w.tl_h _olrle ecn:rifle,ce t;o be

_'lthl;n a fiLct(:_r of two, oi:' oven.c.l,o_ter, llowev,er_ if 20_ or better
ac_c.uta(:y is sought, ],t .ts c]._)ai 't;hat ntlclea1:-model analyses will
i'n,ro.i.y (_atit_fy the needs, Melasuromexlts_ or perhaps a eombixlation of
t!3_aSllre.lOtltS avid Xluclear..model calculattons_ are required. Extennive
'ILl,es of model-,ca[culated, cross sc_c:tioxls have been generated t,o
nddress speci:f,tc neutron-c'1:oss-sectton-dattL xleeds_ particularly in the
_rea of act:lvatiol, t, The fusto!l community must be c_,re'ful to accept
this body o'f Jn'fo_I,a'tlioxl '/'or _¢hat :lt, really is, na,me]y_ a collection

vt'tlfled oz su:itab],y re'f'ixted as a consequence of good-quallty,
c;xpc,r t meat a 1 ,invc,s t :iga,t i orts,

Unfortunately, it ts the case that many of these reaction cross
sections are extremely dif:ficult, if not impossib].e to measure using
c,(_ni,ottllmrary OXl)er'tlrtental techniques. 'lh.ts situation will not be
r(:_,lctdJed anytime soon since fttndameni',al limits are being encoltntered

lt1 a number o:f. areas o£ nuclear exp.erimentat methodology, tls an
c_Xa,lpl,e of the a,louxlt of el:fort requt_ed to deal with such issues_
severa] laboratories have been co].laborating recently, under ]AI_A
sl)OVlSorsh:ip, in axl examination o:f twelve long., lived activation

l'ea.c,,tions ((_ of thc;se appear on Cheng's ].tst), ,This project has been
i, progress for ht:lout a three years [DallgO], /ilthough the
invest, igation is not yet complete_ it _s quit_, evident that the work
ha,s ].cd to signt:ficant improvements .in our lcnow].edge of these
particular cr:oss sections, Furthermore, this admirable project
provides a model for the manner in which the nuc].ear-d;_t,a community
ought to address these difficult data probleals, llowever, compared to
the work which would have to be done to address the whole o:f Cheng's
il.Lst, this effort represents a mere "drop in the bucket _. The
J,escapab].e conc],usion is this' If it is really important for the
fusion community to know these cross sections to quite-good accuracies
:for rea¢:tor-design applications, then it will be necessary to devote
tens or maybe even hundreds of man years of effort to the quest and,
of course, to provide funding consistent with this degree of
commitment, Support will be required to staff and maintain
experimental, facilities for tile measurements, Theorists_

- e×perimentalists and evaluators will have to work together very
close1•.y .if the data, community hopes to eventually converge to enduring
values for the pertl.nent parameters, Truly unmeasurable quantities
w:il] have to bw deduced :indirectly by inlproving the reliability of
those nuclear models used for ca].culating such cross sections (mainly

- til_rougt_ benchmarklng the codes against similar yet measurable data).
= :lt w.lll be a ted_ous undertak'_ng. But, we must remember that extensive

time (several decades), manpower anti corresportdin_ funding have been
= al].ocated to the plasma research aspects of _usionl Surely the
- netxtronics concerns can be no more demanding than tllis area of the

technology, nor can they represent any ].ess important an issue over
- tile l.ong term.

' ,,........... ,,, ',¢',,,',._ ' ,,_.....' ,,,,',I,',_,.... ..'"'_II_.....,'"_,I1"_,1,1_,'I/ll',"'lll//t!l_'"/II'II_' '""<_'TIIII



Iii this project we ht_ve not examined ttle activat,:lon reactions for
"other" app].ications in as much detail as was devoted to the dosimetry
rea, ctions, llowever, we have addressed all of the same issues, namely,
h_lf life, decay properties and cross sections. Speeific comments on

individut_l reactions are presented below. Those re_Lctions which are
being addressed by the I lBA-sponsored coordinated research progral,
(CfrP) o, the production o'f long..l:lved activation retrctions, which _as
mentioned above [Dall90], are so identified in their respective
het_dings by "[IAEA CRP]".

Ag..tOg(n,2n)Ag-108m[IAA C P].
The half life for Ag-108m is not weli known. This issue has to be
a,ddressed before considering the cross section. The deea, y scheme
is torobablv adeouately known for applications (BC + positron
deea'ys plud gt Gmabra,nch which iu reasonably well known). Some
hg(n,2n) dtLta are reported in CINDA, but mo_]y for the ground
state.-It should be possible, from systematics, to ma,ke a
reasonably..relit_ble caleula, tion of the cross sect, ion shape. The
only major problem is getting the correct isomer rt,.,tio so thtLt it
cml be normalized. -i few good 14-MEV experimental values
(independently measured and in reasonable agreement) should
settle the issue. The present status is inadequate.

p

Ag- 107(n,gamma)hg- 108m:

The half life and decay comments from hg-lOO(n,2n)hg-lO8m apply
here. iluite a few data have been reported :for capture to the
ground state of.h_-108, but the information for isomer production

- is sparse. As with a].l capture cross sections, it is a difficult
problem to Mdress, the entire applicable energy range, owing to

: resonance interferences, etc. Calculations could probably be made
_tth fair reliability for the fast-neutron r_tnge, and isomer

- I'atios could be calculated similarly from models. The resonances
are quite another matter. Capture measurements by direct
detection, of the capture gamma rays from Ag-lO7 samples, could
identify certain resonances, but it woul be difficult to
identify which ones are associated with the ground state and
which belong to the isomer. This is a challenging problem
experzmentally, and from the point of view of nuclear modeling as
well. The importance of this reaction really depends upon the
nature of the fusion spectrum. If it is quite hard, it may not be

as important as the (n,2n) reaction on ha-lO9. If it is strongly
_= energy degraded (e.g., in the blanket), then capture can be

important. The present status is inadequate.
=

hl- 27(n _,alpha)Na- 24:
This reaction was discussed under priority dosimetry reactions.

: It is very well known and the situation is certainly acceptable
•for present purposes.
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A1-27(n,p)Mg-27:
Knowledge of the parameters for this reaction is not quite good
enough to meet the needs for dosimetry applications but, from the
point of view of the more general activation considerations
considered here, we can consider it as adequately known.

A1-27(n,2n)A1-26 [IAEA CRP]:
The half life is known to within 47,which is probably adequate in
this case. The decay scheme is also adequately known (EC +
positron decay with a dominant gamma-ray branch). Measurements
are very difficult due to the long half life, and they can be
done reliably only at very-intense14-Me¥ neutron sources. Some
data have been reported for 14 MeV. One experimentalvalue has
'een reported from a fission-reactor measurement, but it cannot
be considered reliable due to uncertainties in the neutron
spectrum. Nuclear-model calculations and systematics ought to be
sufficient to provide a qualitative understanding of the shape of
t_e excitation function. The available data at 14 MeV then could
be used to normalize this shape. An important object of the IAEA

= CRP project will be to evaluate these 14 MeV data in order to
_ generate a consistent value for use in such a normalization
- exercise. %'he present status is inadequate.

Bi- 209 (n, gamma)Bi- 210:
- This is a fairly complicated situation. Both the isomer
_ (3,000,000 y) and the ground state (5 d) can be produced by this

process. The half lives are adequately known. First, we consider
the isomer. It decays by alpha emission and there is a dominant
gamma-ray branch. The decay scheme probably is known adequately

- for fusion-activation applications. Next, we consider the ground

state. It decays mainly by beta emission _to 138 d Po-210).
Po-210 decays by alpha emission. The half lile and decay scheme
of Po-210 are also adequately known. So, the important matter is

-- to determine the production cross sections for the isomer and
- ground state of Bi- 210. The isomer ratio probably can be

calculated with fair reliability. Total-capture-cross-section
measurements can be made by a variety of means. Some data have
a]ready been reported in the resonance region below 1 Me¥, and a

---_ few scattered points are available above 1 MeV. However, these
data do not adequately define the cross section. ]{ore capture

_-_ measurements need to be made over the entire energy range of
interest for fusion applications (which is not well defined by

_=_ the request). These measurements will have to be made by direct
means rather than by activation. This reaction was recently
evaluated at Argonne for ENDF/B-VI.The conclusionwas that more

- data are needed to define the cross section better, especially
below 0.1 MeV and from 1 - 5 MeV, since the uncertainties there
exceed 257,. The present status is inadequate.

.
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Bi- 209(n,2n)Bi- 208:
The half life is known adequately for applications. The fact that
it is very long complicates the measurements. The decay proceeds
mainly by EC. The yield of X-rays is not very well known, but the
status could be adequate for fusion applications. /here are quite
a few data available to define this cross section. The reaction
_as recently evaluated at Argonne for ENDF/B-VI. Since the
uncertainties are less than IOZ, it can probably be treated as
adequately known.

Bi- 209(n,n'alpha)T1- 204(sequential reaction):
: It is possible to reach T1-205, which is stable, via the

Bi- 209 (n, n' alpha)T1- 205. The Wl-205(n_2nlW1- 204 sequential
reaction could then produce T1-204. The Iormer reaction was-

evaluated for ENDFfl]-VI by Argonne. The conclusion was that no
data were available and, therefore, nuclear-model calculations
had to be used to estimate the cross section. The uncertainties

_ are large (more than a factor of two). I few data are available
for the Wl-205(n,2n) cross section. These results, plus nuclear-
model calculations guided by systematics, ought to provide

= sufficient information to determine this cross section adequately
: for fusion applications, tIowever, there appears to be no ENDF
: evaluation for T1-205. Ali told, the present status is

inadequate.

Ca- 44 ( n, gamma)Ca- 45 :
The half life is adequately known for fusion applications. Ca-45
is a beta emitter with negligible gamma-ray yield. The cross

: section is very difficult to measure. Furthermore, the isotopic
abundance of the target Ca-44 is low. ENDF/B-V provides aH

_ elemental evaluation for calcium, with no available revision for
: ENDF/B-VI. There exist very few data on this reaction. The
-_ available values are either for the thermal point or for the
_- few-keV region. Thus, the data base is inadequate to define the

cross section. In our opinion, it will be impossible to satisfy
this request without using an enriched sample, direct-neutron-

: detection methods and an intense white- source spectrum. The
: current status is inadequate.

_

Ca-42(n,alpha)Ar-39:
=: '[he half life is adequately known. Ar-39 decays by beta. emission

_T without emitting gamma rays. The isotopic abundance of Ca-42 is
_ low. One measurement has been attempted using a fission reactor

-=_: spectrum, but the data are unreliable. This is an extremely
_ difficult if not impossible measurement to make due to the long

half life and unfavorable decay properties. It will most likely
__- be necessary to rely on nuclear modeling, which at present is
__ probably not sufficiently reliable to estimate this cross section

to any better than a factor of two accuracy. Therefore, the
status is inadequate.
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Ca-43(n,n_alpha)Ar-39:
The half life is adequately known, tr-39 decays by beta emission
without gamma rays. The isotopic abundance of Ca-43 is low. No
data have been reported. This is an extremely difficult if not an
impossible measurement to make due to a long half life and
unfavorable _ decay properties. It will be necessary to rely on
nuclear modeling, which at present is probably not sufficiently
reliable to estimate this cross section to any better than a
factor of two (and possibly even to an order of magnitude)
accuracy. The status is inadequate.

Ca-40(n,2p)Ar-39:
The half life is adequately known Ar-39 decays by beta emission
without gamma rays. This is an extremely difficult if not
impossible measurement to make due to long half life and

: unfavorable decay properties. It will be necessary to rely on
nuclear modeling, which at present is probably not sufficiently
reliable to estimate this cross section to any better than a
factor of two (and possibly even to an order of magnitude)
accuracy. The cross section is expected to be quite small. The
status is clearly inadequate.

Co-59(n,gamma)Co-60:
The half life and decay properties are very well known. There are
some data, for this reaction but they are rather discrepant. It
was evaluated at Argonne for ENDF/B-VI, and it was thereby
concluded that the uncertainty in the cross section is probably

" in excess of 20% for most of the applicable energy range. Some
direct capture measurements are required to improve this
accuracy. The status is inadequate.

_

Co-59(n,2n)Co-58:
The half life and decay scheme are very well known. There are

= extensive data for this reaction, quite a few of these points can
be considered as discrepant. A careful evaluation was performed
at Argonne for ENDF/B-VI, based on recent improvements in the
knowledge of the cross section at 14 MeV and systematic

- considerations, ks a result, the cross section can be considered
:_ to be known to about 10_ or better over a fairly wide range of

neutron energies. Ve consider the status as adequate for fusion
=_ applications.

:_ Cr-50(n,gamma)Cr-51:
The half life of Cr-51 is well known. The decay scheme is also
fairly well known. There is a gamma-ray line with a reasonable

- branching factor that is known to about 3%. This is probably
- adequate for present purposes. The abundance of Cr-50 is fairly

low. There are data for this reaction but they are quite
__ discrepant. Cr-50 was recently evaluated by ORNL for ENDF/B-VI.

--=_
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This isotopic evaluation is based largely on nuclear-model
calculations, but comparisons were also made with experimental
data. The conclusion is that this cross section is not adequately
known for fusion applications because of the discrepancies. An
isotopic sample should be prepared and direct measurements made
of the capture cross section using white-source techniques. We
shall treat the status as inadequate.

Cr-52 (n,2n) Cr- _The half e of Cr-51 is well known. The decay scheme is also
fairly well known. There is a gamma-ray line with a reasonable-

branching factor that is known to about 3_. This is probably
adequate for present purposes. There are extensive data available
for this reaction, some of it rather discrepant. Estimates of
(n,2n) reaction cross sections which are fairly reliable can be
made from systematics. A detailed evaluation of 14-MEV data was

: made at Argonne in 1985. Also, Cr-50 was recently evaluated by
ORNLfor ENDF/B-VI. This isotopic evaluation is largely based on
nuclear-model calculations, but comparisons were also made with
experimental data. We shall assume that this cross section is
adequately known for fusion applications.

Cu-.63(n.p)Ni-63 [IAEA CRP]:
° The half life is probably well enough known for fusion

applications. The decay of Ni-63 proceeds entirely by beta
emission, but there are no gammas. This point, plus the long half
life, make conventional activity measurements difficult to carry
out. There are a few reported measurements around 14 _eV, and a
number of nuclear-model studies are available. In general, the
existing data do not define the cross section very well. ORNL
recently evaluated this reaction for ENDF/B-VI. Tile results arc
based mainly on nuclear model analyses. As a rule, (n,p)
reactions are difficult to estimate from systematics arguments
and nuclear-model calculations. We have to assume that the status
is inadequate.

Cu-65(n,t)Ni-63:
The half life is probably well enough known for fusion
applications. The decay of Ni-63 proceeds entirely by beta

- emission and there are no gammas. This, plus the long half life,
make conventional activity measurements difficult. In fact, there

-__ are no reported measurements in the literature. ORNL recently
evaluated this reaction for ENDF/B-VI. Their results are based
entirely on nuclear-model analyses. As a rule, (n,t) reactions
are small and difficult to estimate from systematics or model
calculations. Therefore, the status is inadequate.

-_ Cu-63(n,gamma)Cu.-64:
__ The half lives and decay properties are adequately known for

fusion applications. There are several reported data sets. The
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resonances are not well defined but the energy-averaged behavior
seems to be fairly well known. ORNL recently evaluated this
reaction for ENDF/B-VI. Their results are based largely on
nuclear-model calculations, but they were guided by experimental
data. We will assume that this cross section is adequately known
for fusion applications, but we have to keep in mind tile usual
words of caution concerning capture reactions, namely_ that much
depends upon the neutron spectrum and how sensitive the overall
reaction response is to the resonance details. These are not well
known.

ell- 65 (n, 2n) Cu- 64 :
The half lives and decay properties are adequately known for
fusion applications. There are many reported data sets. These

: seem to define the cross section reasonably well..OItNL recently
- evaluated this reaction for ENDF/B-VI. Their results are based

large:iy on nuclear-model calculations, but they have been guided
by experimental data. Ve will assume that this cross section is
adequately known for fusion applications.

- Cu 65 (n, gamma)Cu- 66 :
The half life is adequately known. The decay is by beta emission
and there is a significant gamma-ray branch. Ilowever, the latter
is not very well known and this compounds the measurement
difficulties. There are some experimental data available for this

-- reaction, but they are not in quite as good a shape as for Cu-63
ORNL recently evaluated this reaction for ENDF/B-VI. Their

: results are largely based on nuclear-model calculations, but they
- have been guided by experimental data. _e will assume that this
_ reaction is known marginally from the fusion point of view.

Depending upon its importance in particular applications, some
improvements are probably warranted.

- ew- 63(n ,alpha)Co- 60:
-@ The half life and decay properties are well known. This reaction

has been studied extensively and has also been evaluated. It can
be considered as weli-known from the point of view of fusion
applications.

Cu- 63(n, 2n) Cu- 62:
= The half life is known adequately for fusion,-activation purposes.
- The decay properties are fairly complex (as discussed above for

-__ dosimetry) and there is no dominant gamma ray. This compounds the
cross section measurement issue. Nevertheless, there are

2 extensive data available, and they do seem to be reasonably
consistent. These results define the cross section from threshold

_ to over 20 MeV. With guidance from nuclear model calculations and
systematics, it can be concluded that the cross section is
probably known reasonably well. ORNL recently evaluated this
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reaction for ENDF/B-VI. These results are based largely on
nuclear-model calculations, but they have been gulcted by
experimental data. We will assume that this reaction is known
adequately from the fusion point of view.

Cu- 65(n,p)Ni- 65:
The half life is well known and tile decay is by beta emission.
While there is a significant gamma-ray branch, the branching
ratio is not too well known. There are extensive data at 14 lleV,

° ' tencies lead to a rather large uncertainty for
but the lnconsls : _, ,h.+ o,or_v. From threshold to 10 MeV,
the evaluated ' _-_ _.+o _+. ORNLrecently evaluated this
there is only o_nerepor_ _1._-.. _,._ ts are based largely on
reaction for rAl_lJF/i$-vl,?u ,ui':-: °iL_ul '" ' '
nuclear-model calculations> hilt they have been guided by
experimental data. It is our judgment that knowledge of this
cross section is marginal for fusion applications. It could he
readily improved by some new measurements at 14 _leY. and from

: threshold to 10 MeV. Meanwhile, the status remains marglnaz.

F-19(n-2n]F-18: eds by positron
The half life is well known and the decay proce

emission (mainly) and _Cei There are no signature gamma rays other
- than annihilation. We ieve that the decay properties are known

adequately for fusion applications. Also, extensive cross-section
_ data are available. These, combined with systematics and nuclear

models, offer the means for adequately defining the cross section= , . ' , i evaluated last for
: for fusion applications. This react on was

F,ND? by ORNLin 1980. There have been no significant additions to
= the data ba.se since them. We will assume that it is known
: adequately for fusion.

- F-19 (n,gamma)F- 20:
The half life is short, but it is adequately known. The decay is
by beta emission, with a 1007, gamma branch. Thus, the decay- equately. There are quite a few data
properties are known ad

= available. These provide some indication of both the resonall, ce
- structure and the energy-averaged fast-neutron cross section. Ihe

-- production of activities can be quite sensitive to resonancedetails for low-energy neutrons, mo it is difficult to say if the
_- cross section is known we].], enough at this time for the intended
= applications. It all depends on the nature of the spectrum. We
- should probably treat this am marginal pending further study of

the situation.
-

: Fe-56(n,2n)Fe- 55}The half ii e is known adequately and the decay is by EC X-rays
-- must be observed to detect the decays. Our knowledge of X-ray

yields per decay is not very good (according to the NCII.P
o=_

__ Radiation _leasurements llandbook). The process is difficult t_

_

__
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measure. Itegardless, there are some data available, and it is
surprising _ow consistent they are around 14 MeV. This point_
combined with systematics arguments and nuclear- model
calculations leads one to believe that the cross section can be
reasonably determined using the available information and
techniques. The reaction was recently evaluated by OItNL for
ENDF/B-VI. This evaluation is based largely on nuclear-model
calculations but these were substantiated by comparison with
experimental data. _e shall assume that this cross section i_
known adequately for fusion applications.

]"e- 54(n,p)Mn 54:The half ._.ife and decay properties are very well known. The cross
section _s a dosimetry standard. Therefore_ we suggest that it is
known adequately for fusion applications.

Fe 56(n,p)Mn-54:
The half life and decay properties are very well known. The cross
,,;ection is a primary dosimetry standard. Tllus it is known
adequate]y for fusion applications.

1,'e-58(n,gamma)Co-60(sequential reaction):
_e assume that the process under consideration is as follows:
Fe-58 captures a neutron to form Fe-59. Fe-59 captures a neutron
to form Fe-60. Fe-60 decays to Co-60. Fe-58 is a relatively rare
isotope, so that already reduces the possible impact of this
process. Let's look at the half lives. 1_e-59 has a 44.51 d half
life (well known) so this reaction product remains long enough in
the reactor to absorb neutrons. I_e-60 has a very long half life
(300,000 y ), bat it is very poorly known. So, the inventory of
Fe-60 builds up steadily with the operation of a fusion reactor.
Once the decay to Co-60 occurs_ Co-60 decays with approximately a
5.27] y half life. Now_ consider the decay schemes. The decay
scheme for Fe-59 is reasonably well- known. _e-60 is a beta
emitter, but not much else is known about the decay process.
Co-60 decay is a well-known process. This brings us to the cross
section. There are some scattered data for the l_e-58(n,gamma)
process, but they do not define the capture cross section
clearly. This reaction was evaluated by OltNL for I_NDF/B-VI, but
this _s largely a model cal cul at :ion (with some comparisons with
data). The formation of Fe-60 from neutron capture by t_e-59 is
unmeasurable by contemporary techniques. Therefore, the cross

: section must be estimated from nuclear model calculations. The
uncertainties wi]] be large (more than a factor of two and
possibly an order of magnitude). There is no easy way to
determine the resonance contributions. Consequently, this is the
weak link in understanding the whole process. _e must assume that
our knowledge of "this situation is woefully inadequate for fusion

: applications, and it is not likely to improve anytime in the near
: future.
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Fe.-541n ,n'p)Mn- 53:

well known. Tile uncertainty excee 10%, which s unacceptable.
This is not the only serious problem. It is known that the decay
proceeds by EC and there are no gamma rays. Consequently,
measurements of this activity are nearly impocsible. There are
some experimental data, but these are based on direct detection
techniques which are notorious for missing much of the cross
section strength due to instrumental biasing against low-energy
emitted particles. Therefore, these data do not provide very
reliable guidance on the cross-section magnitude. We must rely on
nuclear models. The reaction has been evaluated by ORNL for
ENDF/B-VI. These results are from model calculations, with the
attendant uncertainties. It is clear that this process is not
adequately known. Even though Fe-54 is a minor isotope, the
effect could be quite large in the massive inventories of Fe that
would be found in a fusion reactor. Ii, is not likely that the
situation will improve substantially in the near future.

: llf-lW9(n,2n)Itf-lT8m2. [IAEA CliP]:
-- The half life is known to about 3%, which is not as accurate as

one might desire but is proDably adequate for fusion
applications. The decay is by IT with a dominant gamma ray whose
branching factor is well known. The decay scheme is, therefore

: considered to be adequately known. There are some data around 14
leV for the short- lived isomer ml, but none for m2, the

: long-lived isomer. This reaction is the object of an IAEA CltP
project, lIopefully this effort will produce at ].east one reliable
experimental point around 14 MeV. This information, combined with
systematics and nuclear-model calculations would probably bc
sufficient to provide a reasonable estimate of the cross section
for fusion applications. Meanwhile, the status is inadequate.

-

2 Hf-178(n,2n)tlf-177m:
The half life for the longer-lived (54 m) isomer in I1f-.177 is

- adequately known. The decay occurs via IT, but the yield of the
dominant gamma ray is poorly known. This branching factor needs
•to be better known to establish the cross section. Remarkably
enough, there exists essentially no experimental information on

:_ this cross section. Until reliable data can be established, in
2 the vicinity of 14 MeV as a minimal requirement, lt will not be

possible to define the cross section adequately on the ba.sis of
systematics and nuclear-model calculations alone. We treat th¢.

_ status as inadequate.

= llf--177(n,gamma)tlf- 178m2:
= The half life is known to about 3%, which is not as accurate as

one would like, but is probably adequate for fusion applications.
The decay is by lT with a dominant gamma ray whose branching is

--_
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known well. The decay scheme is, therefore_ considered to be
known adequately, There exist a, :[ew capture cross section values
for Iif-i77, but it is not evident from the data compilations
whether they pertain to tile isomer in question, Calculations
could be performed to determine the isomer ratios (two isomers
and the ground state) with some degree of rel,lability,but still
the envelope of the total capture cross section remains in

isotopicallyenriched sample o'.fIK could be
serious doubt, An .used for direct-detection"capturemeasurements_t a white-source

, _. , ever been
. ,, , ' no record that this experiment has.-acillt.v. lhc,re is _- , ....,._+, to within perhaps a

f " - . .' _ owl(1 zve _,,,,._S ..o_-,,- ,ra_ed cross section Lt higher
factor of two _or _,n_ _,,,,-_J _ve _ nance structure

energies, but they could not delineate the reso
which can be a very important consideration in typical degraded
fission-neutron spectrum from a reactor, We consider this as
inadequately known.

- lif-1.79(n gamma)I!f-180m: e/::, _tn:_i igSa>1 'eThe half life is not known adequately (.the unc a n
• h a domlnantgamma _ _

The decay occurs via IT, wit - , ,,,-- •....tor. Therefore, the

- and reason@ly-well-defined bra_cnzn_ ,_ .... +_,._ reaction are
_ decay scheme, is not a problem, home ua'_a _u_ _......

reported in the literature. They give art :indicati, o_1 of the
energy-averaged capture cross sect:ion, but there is no andication- ..., . omer or the total-capture cross section

: as to whether, lt is tlm }s .... + that it _ is probably the lat.ter).
t at is conslaere_ [we _u_y_ .... _ ,,_oa to be interpreted a!mh tS WOUlU _,_

_= Consequently, these resu_, lculated ' This could be done: but the
- appropriate isomer ra_los u_._ _4.o_ _,._u] ld lead to an

overall uncertainty in the .x._,,_....... t wou
- inadequate situation. Also, nothing is known of tile resonance

properties which could be very important for a degraded spectrum.
- The measurements and indicated isomer ratio analysis should be
- performed. _e consider the situation as inadequate for the

present.

-- Uf--180 (n,gamma)|lf- 181:
- The half life is adequately known. The decay occurs via beta
_ emission, with a dominant, gamma ,ray having a large but not very
: well-defined branching factor. [herefore, the decay scheme ise data for this reaction are reported

somewhat of a problem. Som,_ -n indication of the energ,y:aver_ged
in the literature. They _-- _,-___... _ _nde as to wneu_er 1_ _
capture cross section, but no inenbJ.un _........

- he isomer or the total P , . , section which is considered- t ':.. ca ture crosslatter ] Consequently, these- , --_, +h_¢. _t is probably the , . "1 ,-,,_r_ate isomer
-- rwe suspecu y, . _ _. _,ternreted ana _vv_,,v ......... _]

;,,o,,lts would neefl _o u,_ _., .r _o ,I,,,,obut tile uv_-_-_ .t ,,.,o _._-,-,- _ ' '[ UlO U_ uu,,_ , . , .
ratios calculated. _.h_s co .....i+ -ould lead to an _nadequate

-- uncertainty in the 1: lnai 1.cmu._. -
-- situation. A]so, nothing is known of the resonance properties

which could be very important for a degraded spectrum. 'rile
._: measurements and indicated isomer ratio analysis should be

performed. _4e consider the situation as inadequate for the
present°

==
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fig-_204 (n, 2n) Iii;- 203 z ,,
Ilg-204is a minor isotope of elementalllg.lhe !1_Iflife is very
well know,. The decay ¢:!¢',cursby be,ta emlss:ton,There, as a

dominant gttmmaray wh!ch xs remsonablyweil known, lt seems.that
the dec_y properties axe not a problem lo: 'fusionN)pllcatJons,
There ttre reporte, d data_ but the scatteraround 14 MeV is
considerabJe,_nd there are no points to de'finethe threshold
shape, Neverthel.ess, systematics and nuclear-model calculations,
coupled with the existing dat',a_ should lead to a reasonable
understanding of this reaction, llg is not in the ENDF
evaluations, Ve conclude that the status of this reaction Js

currently inadequate_ but the _oal of acquiring an adequate
understanding appears within reach, ,,

T1--203 (n, gamma)'ri- 204:
The half life is well known and the decay is by beta emission
,lm_inly) and EC, Most of the decays are to the ground state of

1-204, so one must observe X-rays to measure t_he activity. Since
the X-ray yields are not well known_ this hampers determination
of the cross sections, A fair amount of data have been reported
for this reaction, but there is still not enough information to
define the energy-averaged shape adequately_ not to mention the
resonance structure, 111 the usual comments for capture reactions
apply here (see above), This re_tction should be studied by direct
detection techniques, using enriched samples and intense-white.

- neutron sources. There is no ENDF file for this reaction. Thus,
the status is inadequate.

- Ilg- 198(n,2n)llg- 197,197m:
First, we consider Iig-197, The half life is well known and the

- decay is by I_C. There is a gamma branch, but ii, is not very well
- known (more than 57, error). This situation must improve. There

are a :few data, points availab:/e mt 14 MeV for this rea,ction.
- /lso, measurements have been made of the isomer ratio. There is
- no ENDF evaluation 'for this isotope_ and no further indication

that these data have been evaluated elsewhere. If the data were
- consistent, Jt would be possible in principle to provide a

reasonable estimate of the cross section from nuclear models and
systematics, For the present, we must consider the situation as

- inadequate, Next, consider llg 197m. The half life is adequately
- known and the decay is by IT and t_C. There is a prominent gamm_

=_ ray with a reasonably-well-known branching factor. There are a
_ few data points available at 14 MeV for this reaction. Also,
- measurements have been made of the isomer ratio. There is no ENDF

evaluation for this isotope, and no further indication that these
data have been evaluated elsewhere. If the data were consistent,

= it would be possible in principle to provide a reasonable
estimate of the cross section from nuclear models and

-_ systematics. For the present, we must consider this situation as
_-_ inadequate.
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Ill,. 200(n,2n)llg., :tOOtrt'
The half life is known reasoztably weil, and the decay is by ]IT,
There is a protttinent gamma ray with a reasonably- well- kttowtt

branching factor, The ground state of 11g-].99 io stable, There are
a few data points avaiIable at 14 MeV for this reaction, llowevez,
there ts no ENDF evaluation for this i.sotol3e_ and no further
indication that these data have bee,! evaluated elsewhere,, ],f the
data were cons:tstent, it would be possible in princt.ple to

+ provide a reasonable estimate of the cross section from nttc].ear
models attd systematics, For the present, we must cont_ider th_s
s:ituation as inadequate,

llg. 198 (n, gamma) fig.: i99m:
1he half hfe is adequately known for fusion appltcat.ions,
llg-199m decays by IT and there ts a pi'eminent gamma ray with a

reasonably-well-known branching factor, Evidently there are no
particuiar problems with the iadioacttve properties of llg,-lOOm,
There are a few capture data available for i[g-198; however_
information on the isomer excitation fraction is sparse,
Estimates could be made of the Isomer ratt o from model
calculations, Since the I'ange of .interest is probably below a few
MeV (because tile capture cross section :is very small at higher
energies), what is needed .is definition of the cross section
below about 5 MeV, The only available data appear, from the l}ook
of Curves, to lte below a few-hundred keV, So, we conclude that
tile data base is Inadequate, to define the cross section for
fusion applications, The measurements should not be too difficult
in princip],e because of the favorable decay properties and
reasonable isotopic abundance of I[g-198. This is an experilnent

: that should be given priority by nleasuI'ers.

- llg-.200(n,p)Au- 20Ota:
The half life is not very well known (the uxceltainty is about
2.7Y,). While this is not a serious issue :for this reaction, there
is no reason why it should not be determined better on general
principles, hu-2OOm decays by beta emi.ssion and IT. The relative
fractions are not well known, nor is the branching factor for the'

- dominant gamma ray. The decay scheme is clearly a problem here,
_ both from the point o'f view of cross-section determination and

for decay heat considerations. Only one 14-MEV data point has

: been reported The data base ._s certainly inadequate for_- applications. Nucl.ear-model calculations could be done, but their
= reliability within a factor of two or more would be questionable.

Thus, the status is inadequate.

llg--196(n,p)Au--196:
I1g-196 has a very small isotopic abundance. One might question
why it is a concern in the first place. The half life is we].1
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enough known tLvtcit,ho c:l_cayoccurs via, i_(J_xtclbc_t,a,c.,,ission, ,l.'het't_
iS t_ glttttllla br_tttch which is l)rOltiJliCllttt_Itxid z'cltLsoxt_d_iy wc_l,l, kxtowll,
'i'hus_ Lhc rl,ut.loact.ivc_ prolmrl_:les of thc_ z'efu:'l,ton pr'oduct o,t'o IIot,

a ptu'tJctllav pt'12_,blc_,l,ThcJl'o t_I't_ IlO ¢ttL't_tLVtLi,lrlLb](1 tLtld IIq,)llL1 tLl,°(,_
likely to be forthcoming bc_c_ttisc_of thc_ :l.sotol)iC: sa, ttfie pzoblct,t,
Ntlclc'_ar l,odc_], ctt].cula,Liotts cou].d be done, hilt, their t'l_l.J/tbi.'ltty
WJl, hJll 8, 'ffl, C'{)Of Of Lt/C) OI,' lllOr(1 woilld be3 ¢tuost,ionn,blc, WilliS) Llit_
S'glttUS ts tn,L¢loqutvt_e,

fig. 190(n,n'p)Au- 195:
llg' 196 has a, very cmall isotopic _tbundaticc_, title ,light ¢lttestLon

I ' 11 "wi-lv',Lt :Ls _, conc',,crn in the :l'i,r_t_ place, lh_, ha,Lr life is vc:_ry
weil known _nd the dec;ay occurs vla I_0, 'there, is _ gamma l_ranc,h

propc,rtJ.cs of the reaction product _z_e somewhat of a proble,t.
'fl_ez'e are no tinto, av_tl, tfl_'l,eand none are likely to be forthcoming

bt_c_,use of the isotopic sample prob.lc_m, Nt_c:1,el-r-,|r_odc!Icalculations could be done_ but their reliM_J:lJt, y _it, htn a fact_r
of two or more would be quest, iortM)le, Thus, the stratus Js
tnaclecluate,

I1g-,]96 (n, a 1pha) Pt- :193:
llg-19f3 has a very smM1 isotopic abttndance, line might qucst.Lon
diy Jt is a concern Jn the first' place. The hal:f l,J.fe Js vc_vy
poorly known, The decay occurs via EC, There are no gammas. Thus,
cross section measu:enlents arc c_ssentially impos_.tible, lhc.re arc.

no data available and none are likely to be forthcom:tng becauseof these fundamental dJff.iculties, Nuclear.,tnodel calc, ulatJons
- will. have to be done, btlt their re] :iability within a factor of

two or more would be questJc._nM)le. Thus_ the status ,is inadequate
attct likely will remain so unless it is shown that this re_ctioll
is not, a serious concern for fusion.

Zg. 24(n p)Na-24:
"rbe half life and decay properties are very we]l known,
Measurements of the activity are easy to do. This reaction is

: known to near standard accuracy and was the subject of a, fcc:ehi
re-evaluation by the IItK group for a revis:ion of the

-_ International Reactor Dosimetry File. Ve ce.sider Jt to be
- adequately known.

Zg-,25(n,n'p)Na- 24:
__ The same comments apply for the reaction pr:ocluct as in i,ht_
- preceding reaction. According to the Boolc of C1ur.'ves, there are

data avaJ]ab]e in bite 13-17 _leV range, but they are not aclequatt!
to define the threshold t_ehavJor, Also, the data at 14 _c'Varc:

_ very discrepant. The,eoI':NDI"/IIVeval.uation for ele,,e,,tal Mgwas ,,oL- re-evaluated for bND1/B-.V]..We conclucle the status is inadequate
--_ More measurements are needed, but, without separated Jsotot_es

these would be very difficult due to the interference fro,_
Mg-24(n,p)Na- 24.
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M/e;,2401, t) Na-2_I

been one zop(jtted elate poJ,nt by {] m ( ' ) S',c ' +,s

involved + high, energy lle(d,n) s,i+ectrum, lt ,is (l.t.{ficult to
relate this itlfo_matton to _ d.t:ffe_enttal czoss section.At best,the data could be used to check the xesu:l,ts oi t_ mode]
ca,lcult_t:l.orl, if the neutron spectrum were +ell determined (++h:tch

' it ts rea,lly not), Mode]+ct_lctJlations for this+process arci also

not. very relia, ble, so we ht_ve to assume !,hat this reaction is not
ver.y well known, Nevertheless, ++ft_ctot of two, accuracy mt_y be
sufficient, _e shM1 adhere to the judgment that the st+,tus is
inadequate, pending further guidance ]_romthe fusion community,

Mg-.2d,(n,n'p+d)Na-22 (via, two step reaction):
._ l_he two-step reaction in question ha,s to include Nm-23(n,2n)Na-22

as the second step in the pzocess, lhc decay properties of Na+22
ttre very well known, lhe+.e ++re data foe+ the (n,2n) process, Tile
cross., section energy dependence around 14 MeV is quite
prottotlnce¢l, which suggests that the uncertainties will be 1.arge,
Na was nc)t re-evaluated for I_NI)P/II-VI. Interest in Na had been

dr:iven largely by the fast-reactor program in the past, so themot,:iv_Ltion:foJ' contemporary work is :lacking, It is suggested that
know]edge of the cross section for the second step in this

_ process is marginally _!dequate for fusion applications, Turning
to the first step in this process, we note ttlat no data have been
reported, The measuz'ement is impossible by activation methods

_ because Na,+23 is stable. Direct proton measurements suffer from
interference by tlle (n,p) process, attd from the fact that ii, is
difficult to detect low-energy protons or deuterons in such a

: detector system. Igstimates could be made from model calculations,
- but the calculation of (n,n'p) cross sections is a notoriously
- unreliable undertaking. The situation is entirely inadequate for
_ fusion apl)lic'ttions.
=

Mt-26(n,gamma)Mg-27:
'rite half life attd decay properties of Stg--27are we:ll known. There
_re only a few, scattered data points for this reaction, so this

-- data base is woefully inadequate fc,r fusion applications, The
" usual comments concernin_ _ the potential influence of capture,
_: resonances, etc., apply :in this cane ,(see above). Measurements
-_ should be done by direct methods using intense white source
: machines. The isotopic abundance of Mg-.26 is significant, so an
- isotopic sample could be used to good advantage. This measurement
- sl,ould be done. Meanwhile, the status is inadequate for fusion
- appli cat ions.
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The half life _ulddecttypropertiestirevery well known .andthere
tire extensl,ve data ttvttJ,lttble 'for this reacl,ion, _ll :IS

mOllOJ,Sotopic _,lldthis further slmpllfiesmtttters,Mn _tttsre,el]ht:
evM,uated 'for I_NDF/II-VI[.Vith the possible exceptIon ,1_
uncertaJ,ntles ttssociated with tile detailed reson_ulccl

descriv!J.ons_ it is possible to sttywli_hre_tsonabl.econfldenc¢l
tllattliJ,s rottctJ.onis ttdequM,ely known for fusion appllc,M,l,oI|s,

The " li.le and decay scheme tu'e weil.], known and _tlere are
extensivedata avaJ.lablefor this reactlon.An e_tr]lerev_t]uatloll
of 14-MEV dtttaproduced quite consist,ent results, Consequentiy_

with the use of model,cttlculatJ.ons,systemt!tics;tnda 1,4,,MoV
normallztttJonpoint that is reliable, this cross section can be

considered _ts quite well kllown, lt was recerlLtl.y evalut_ted for
ENDF/B-VI, _e will t:rea, t iU as adequate for fl, ston appl:i,c_ztt, ons.

Mo-.95(n _p)Nb- 95:
The half life and decay scheme are both well. known_and there la _L

. prominent decay gamma ray, There exist data on thi.s reaction Ill
the threstlol.d region _md ' '_ar¢und 1.4 MeV, Onfortunately_ the (ll_t_
a_ 14 _teV _re quite discrepant (more than a factor o:f II), No
evMuation was made for I_NI)I,'/B-VI, There is a l)toblom separat:lllg
this process from (n_n_p) olI Mo-Oa. hn effort should be made to
perform some new measurements with isotopic samples aU 14 _eV to

resolve the question, {}nee this is done,belt is likely !;ha,t theknowledge of this cross section would adequ_ttc fur fusJ.ol_
applications. For the present, the status is marginal to

- inadequate,

Mo...9(t(n,n'p+d)Nb -.95:
Comments on tile hM.f life and decay scheme _re, 1,he same as for
the preceding reaction. There are a coupl.e of reported dal, a,

- points, but this constitutes a very inadequM, e data base, Matters
= are further complicated by the presence of a,, JsoiIler vhich in
_ also activated. No evaluation ras made :for I?,NI)F/IFVI:. I_stimates
_ cou].d be based on nuclear i,Iodels, but experience indicates that

th_, calculation of (n,n p) cross sections is an uncertain matter,

_easurements are affect, cd, by (_,P!rOsi_M_-9o_i 'loi_?v;it_: for fUcSJO,applications one is probably "rite - y ' " e produ t:iot_
cross section of Nb-95, regardless of which _sobope is the
target. This ought to be taken into consideration in both the
measurements and evaluations, We consider 1;he status as
inadequate.

_a

-2
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_lo-97(n,t)Nb-95: .... _ 1:_ and deca- scheme are the same as
r comments on tne naii l.tx_ J no re orted aata

Ou in reaction. There are P. t.hi•those for the preced. __ _,, _4 MeV should be possible, on• -, imal_g au
Nevertheless! a_[es% oo]o,lationof the excitatxonfunctlon wxLn
basis ot sys%ema_xc_.-_.... '
nuclear models would be possible,but experle:_ceindicatesthat
such calculationsare relativelyunreliableas concernsthe shape
as well as the normalization. No evaluation was made for
ENDF/B-VI. Thus, we considerthe status as inadequate.

Mo- aroma Tc- 99 :98(n,g. )_. . " dicated in the request, a two step process
Although _t was not in _. ;-_med by tile beta decay of Mo-99.
 vid nt "}irs;.we;onsid rthecapturr   tion

Tc-99 _s very _u._, _-- .... , rted but they are discrepant by
to Mo-99. Data have been repo _L.... _nn, ce structure in the

twO sng bat _c .....n . .
factors of more than _ 'u_ _ ._t defined We consider thlS
im ortant region beiow _ _,'_[_''_ of _Io99 is well known

P . . ' nown• lne nax_ _- - '
reaction as poorly K . ..... .-_ortain In particular, theme Ib mu_ u .... •ut the decay scne . • _ _-'-__o ver_ noorly known•

_ b anch for the prominenL ±xn= _o ; _ " bgamma-ray br - .... * _,-acess Capture measurements. Y
This impairs t.ne measuremc_ _....uld be possible, but these requxre
direct detection wo _-s This is possible in prulclple
isotopically-enricned sample • " "' rl abundant. Such measurements need to oe
because Mo-9S _:s fa_. y _._1_ ..... _ estmates of the cross

lOnS CoUl_l p_uvxu_ ..
=- done. Model cK iCUia% ,_ u^ .^ _,=+_or th_ the measurementsand,

section, but they wouia u= -_ _,........ n would not_

= most probably even worse in reliability. Also, they
=__ provide che information on resonance structures which could be

derived from white-source measurements. No evaluation was made
_: for ENDF/B-VI. We consider this situation as inadequate.

=__

-=- _::1-98 (n, gamma)Tc- 99m"
Tc-99 and Tc-99m are both formed from the deca)' of _to-99. The

relative formation yields can be deduced reasonably well from the
q: decay scheme. In fact, most of the decay strength of _Io-99
=2 populates the isomer directly. However, this i;somer decays

entirely to the ground state with a 6 h half life. lherefore, the- 9m dominates the short- term activation
production of Tc 9! .__,. ,_. c_ -hile the Tc- 99 long- lived

__ _roperties associ.a_e_ w_n _,-o._, - _ •Pround state (> 2 x 10_ y) dominates the long ter m activation
-_ gehavior. Everything that was stated for the preceding reaction,
- concerning the formation of Mo-99, applies in this context as-_ _'e consider the
-- weil. No evaluation was made for ENDF/B-VI

status as inadequate.
___

_,:,-[O0(n,2n)Tc-99"
=_i Here we encounter the same situation as for the precedingwith formation of Mo-99 in

reaction, namely, a two-step process
-------- the first stage followed by its decay to Tc-99m (mainly) and,

---__
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to Tc-99. Data exist for the (n,2n) cross section,
ultimately, lleV and in the the threshold region. The data at 14
both at 14 quite a bit, but no more than is typical for such a
lleV scattersinc e the cross section is flat in this region, itsituation.
ought to be possible to sort out this situation through au
evaluation. It sliould be feasible to come up with a reasonable
estimate for the cross section based on existing data.,
systematics and nuclear model calculations. No evaluation was
made for ENDF/B'VI. For the present, we consider this situation
as inadequate.

_o_lO0(n,2n)Tc-99m: . "- as for the preceding reaction, with
The same commen_s appxy . " ".' i Tc-99m vs. Tc- 99. Therelore, we
regard to .t.he f.o.rma.t}on o _-_--uate for the same reasons• a%ion a_ _,,_u 'consider this SI%U _ -__ ' 'cal issue concerns
• • The l.,_ortant technol.ogx - mlndlcat.ed above. --._ _o= ectlon for Tc-99 and Tc 99• : elemenba±u._uoos . •

- determl.nat_onof the . elemental Mo. For appllcatlons
= formation from fast neutrons 0,%

there is no need to distinguish the individual isotopic
reactions. In any event, it cannot be done experimentally.

__ however, in model calculations it is unavoidable to separate the
- processes. For the present., we consider this as inadequate.

: Tc.-99(n,2n)Tc- 98:
__ The concern here is for transmutations of the built-up Tc-99

Tc-99 is mildly radioactive (it has a long half life). Tc-98 also
2 has a very-long half life. A single measurement of this process

at 14 _leV has been reported by qaim. Comparison of these results
_: with systematics of 14-_leV cross sections would provide an
- indication of the uncertainty of this value. Knowledge of the

14-MEV cross section plus model calculations would lead to a
reasonably reliable representation of the excitation function.

-: There is no ENDF/B evaluation for Tc-99. Until these matters arc
_--- addressed, the status must be considered as inadequate.

_

Tc- 98(n,2n)Tc- 97m:
There are very few data of any sort for Tc-98, presumably because

- samples are available. This must be considered as= no isotopic
2 unmeasurable under these circumstances. _e must rely on model

calculations guided by systematics. It should be possible to do

this to within better than a factor of 2, perhaps even to 20-30/_
accuracy, since (n,2n) reactions are generally more amenable to

: this approach than are other reactions.

_, 92?,alpha)Y- 88: the (n,alpha)
40-

here are a few ,data points around 14 _teV for
reaction of _o-92. These results are quite discrepant. The

__ experimental results include production of both the isomer andG the ground state of Zr-89. The half lives of Zr-89 and Zr-89m are___

===.

=
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a s of Zr-89 and Zr-89m involve an
both well known., TheLdec Y_er_ nositron emissaon and EC.. The
admixture of li [1or _ne lsu,,,._ _,nown and there are prom lnen._

gamma rays with a_equate Y-nown branching factors. The isotopic
dec_y schemes .are•reason_D_ wexx _

abundance of Mo-92 is reasonable, so these measurements are
feasible. More such measurements should be done• Nuclear-model
calculations could also be done, and estimates at 14 MeV could be
made from systematics in order to try and resolve the
discrepancies. No evaluation was made for ENDF/B-VI. The next
step concerns the production of Y-88. The only processes are
Zr_ 89(n,n'p+d)Y- 88. Since the target is radioactive, this is an
unmeasurable cross section. Nuclear models must be used. _e
consider the status as inadequate.

Mo 92(n,gamma)Mo- 93:
The half life of the ground state is long and poorly known. The
decay occurs by EC and it populates mainly the Nb-93m isomer.activation measurement. There is an
This is a very difficult also be populated by neutron capture.

: isomer of Mo-93 which can atio ought to be possible using model
Estimation of the isomer r
calculations. There exist some data on the capture cross section

" for Mo-92 but they are sketchy. Also, it is not clear from the
: Book of Curves whether these reported results correspond to the

isomer or the ground state. The isomer decays to the ground state
so, either way, the long-term consequence is production of Mo-93.
In principle, the best way to do this measurement is by direct
detection of capture gamma rays The existing data do not define• uncertain

the resonance structure, and they give only very
information about the energy-averaged capture cross section. No

: evaluation was made for ENDF/B-VI. This situation is totally
unacceptable.

_io-94(n ,2n)Mo- 93:
The same comments apply as for the preceding reaction concerning

= Mo 93 and Mo-93m decay. This situation_leads to difficult
- measurementproblems. Activationmeasurementsreally can be made

only for isomer formation.The isomer ratio could be estimated
_ so as to provide a value for the total Mo-93= from nuclear models

production rate. There are some data reported around 14 MeV for" . These data, plus systematics and model
_ ' of the isomer . 'eld a crossformation ..... - ..... ratlos_, ought to yl . • _ _,^

calculations (lnciualng.j_2"_etter t'ian a factor o_ _wO. _'_
= section estimate to w_-_,,

evaluation was made for ENDF/B-VI. Ve must consider the status as
=_ inadequate pending a careful examination of the available
- information.
--

= properties of C-14 are well known. The half life is
: N 14(n,p)C-14:

= The decay ion
-- quite long. Considerable data are available for this reaction.
- These data are in reasonable agreement from the kev energy reg

=
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to nearly 10 MeY, and they define the resonance structure.
ltowever, the data are very sparse at higher energies. N-14 was
the subject of a recent evaluation for ENDF/B-VI. We shall assume
that this reaction is adequately known for fusion applications.

-_ N-14(n,n'alpha)Be- 10:
Although not indicated in the request, this is a multiple-step
process. The (n,n_alpha) reaction on N-14 yields g-ll, which is
stable. The (n,n'p) process on B-li then yields B-1 .0 Consider
N-14(n,n'alpha) first. There are no relevant data in the
literature. The only possibility would be to use direct detection
methods, but it is difficult to get a proper' target. Thus, we
consider this as essentially unmeasurable. Since it is hard to
guide model calculations by systematics in the light nuclei, and
since N is above the normal range for tbmatrix calculations,
model calculations are problematic as well. This step is

_ inadequately known and may well remain so for some time to come.
: We turn now to B-11(n,n'p). Since Be-lO has a very long half life

and produces no gammas, this is difficult to measure. The only
possibility is by direct detection of the protons, but then it is

- hard to distinguish from the (n,p) process. Isotopic B--ll samples
would be required, even though B-11 is dominant, to avoid

=- interference from B-10. Boron samples are notoriously difficult
to make. So, this is a nearly-unmeasurable process. Model
calculations might be possible using lh matrix formalism. Still,
the whole situation is quite discouraging, and we have to treat
the situation as inadequate.

Na- 23,(n, 2n) Na- 22"
rhe half life and decay properties of Na-22 are very-well known,
and there are data available for the (n,2n) process. The cross
section energy dependence around 14 MeV and below is very

: pronounced. This suggests that the uncertainties will be large.
Na was not re-evaluated for ENDF/B-VI. Interest, Jn Na had been

: largely driven by the fast reactor program in the past and the
interest has waned. It is suggested that knowledge of the cross
section for this process is marginally adequate for fusion

=:_ applications.

Na- 23(n,gamma)Na- 24:
The half life and decay properties of Na-24 are very.-well known,
and there are extensive data available for this process,

= including both energy-averaged and high-resolution white-source
2 results. _/ork on this process was motivated by the fast-reactor

program in recent years but interest has waned. Na was not
re-evaluated for ENDF/B-VI. ttowever, it is likely that knowledge
of this process is adequate for' fusion applications, since it is
probably adequate for fission reactor technology and that
technology is much better developed.
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Nb-93(n,2n)Nb-92 and Nb92m:
The half life and decay properties for Nb-92m are well
established. There is a prominent gamma ray with a well-known
branching factor. For Nb-92, the half life is poorly known as are
the decay details. An evalu_,tionfor' END_'/B-VIwas made atcrosS section, mere are
Argonne for the total (n,2n) , so
considerable data available -_rom direct-detection experiments
it is reasonably well known. There are even more extensive data
available specifically for the isomer reaction, and these are
relatively consistent. Thus, both processes can be estimated
quite well. We shall consider these reactions to be adequately
known for fusion applications.

Nb 931_,gamma)Nb- 94 :-94 is long lived and the halflife is poorly known The decay

properties of Nb-94 are reasonably well.known and there is a
prominent gamma ray. Nb-.94m is also formed in the capture

= process. This isomer decays by IT with only a weak gamma-ray
yield due to strong internal conversion. The main concern for
long-term waste disposal is the total production of Nb-94. This
can be measured by direct-detection means, a_.d there is an

_ extensive data base available. An evaluation has been made for
_ ENDF/B-VI at Xrgonne. It was concluded that the available

experimental data are reasonably consistent. Thus, this process
is adequately known, including the resonance structure.

Nb-93(n,n' )Nb- 93m:
- The half life and decay properties are now quite well known as a
2 result of extensive work during the last decade. Also, the cross

section is currently fairly-well established, and may actually be
-- adequate for dosimetry applications. The process was recently

evaluated at Argonne for ENDF/B-VI.We shall consider this to be
adequately known for fusion.

- rn n' alDha_.Y- 88: _Nb.-935,._=. _j_ u-sre rotes First, Y-89 is formed by (n,n'alpha).
_,,_s ...... o " P P" b s_ 89(n,2n). Y-89 is the single, stableThen, Y-88 is tormea Y -

- isotope of elemental Y Both oI these processes have been
valuated recently at Argonne for ENDF/B-VI.First, we consider

_n,n'alpha). There are Iew data available. _leasurements would
necessarily involve ge production or other direct detection

: methods but the (n,alpha) process interferes. The cross section" lability of such

must therefore be calculated, but the re1.
=- calculations for shape is not good, even when data are available
rz at 1.4 l_eV to establish the normalization. We must assume this

=_ first-step process to be rather poorly known. Next, we consider
_42 the (n,2n) process. The decay of Y-88 is mainly by Be. The half

life and decay properties are well established and there is a
=_
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lth a well known branching factor., There are
prominent gamma ray w' --'-] .... + data available. Th,ls react lol)

I el COil,51_b_n_extensiveand relat'v y- , • USlOn is tltax,
rJl'_u*'/,, -* , -_ -. '_.._q ] 1,nown _e conslfler i, nuwas evaluated for v_,._ /n_ v] at Argonne. .rt_e concl .... ,..,

the cross section is reasonao_y w_** ......
status as adequate for fusion.

Ni- 58(n,p)Co- 58:
The half life and decay properties are well known and there is a
gamma-ray branch that is prominent and well established. There. ' , e for this reaction. Knowledge of itsare extensive data avallabl
cross section is approaching standard quality. Consequently, we
can assume that this process is adequately known for fusion
activation applications.

Ni- 60(n,t)Co- 58: f= The half li e and decay properties are well known and there is a
_amma-ray branch that is prominent and well established. Ni-60 is
_[ess abundant than Ni-58. Furthermore, this cross section is much
_maller than the (n,p) cross section. _herefore, as a producer of- _ _ , minor factor. Only one data point
Co-58. this reactlon is a very _aim (Juelich). This
has b'eenreported for this reaction, by

- measurement was made in a broad neutron spectrum so that
interpretation of the results is dubious, It, is suggested that a
model calculation be made and compared against this result.
Still, this would provide only a rough estimate of the cross
section because model calculations are not particu].ar].y reliable
for determining either the shape or normalization of (n,t) crossss is small relative to

ections.
_i_58(n,p)Since the impact of this proce= , perhaps that will be adequate. For the present we

= will label the status as inadequate.__

__ Ni-58(n,n'p)Co- 57.The half life is very well known Decay occurs by l_C and there is' -'-- facto_
- . , with a well-established brancnl._ , ,"a romxnent gamma ray . _ . ' rather ].ow and this

ortunately, the energy uf t)l,e ' gamma lSme_surement s somewhatlJn_ .- " _ which make ...--
leads to absorption problems _..-,_., few data available around-: . I/Ib k_ O_ '

difficult. TheIe appear._o _e q......+_._n_o re' "n none of these
14 geV, according to CINDA. t,or sume _ ..... _ __aso
points are plotted in the Book of Curves, so it is hard to make a
casual judgment of the status of the data. Since there appear to

-_ be no other energies represented, i_ would be necessary to
2 evaluate these 14-MEV data and perform model calculations to
2 estimate the shape of the excitation function. The record of

success in this sort of calculation is rather poor. The reaction
has been evaluated for ENDF/B-VI, but under the circumstances it

---Z seems that this reaction should be considered as only marginally
well known.

=

_
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Ni- 581_,2n)Co- 57:is is viewed as a two step process. The (n,2n) reaction takes
us to Ni-57. There are extensive data for this reaction, and it
has been evaluated for ENDF/B-VI by ORNL, and independently by
the IRi group for the International Reactor Dosimetry File. _/e
can consider this process as very well known. The next step is EC
and positron emission decay of Ni-57 to Co-57 with a half life of
36 hours. There is no problem interpreting this process, and
Ni-57 probably does not exist for long enough in the fusion
reactor to be burned up by another two-step process. Therefore,
we consider this process as adequately known.

Ni.-60(n,p)Co- 60:
The hal:f life and decay properties of Co-60 are well known and
there are prominent gamma rays with well-known branching factors.
Cross section data are available on this reaction; however, ttle

- newer data of Vonach and llaight are in strong disagreement with
older values from Liskien and Paulsen. There has been a new

: evaluation of this reaction by ORNL for ENDF/II-VI, but it
predated the work of Vonach and llaight. In view of these
discrepancies, it is still not possible to say that the cross

: section is well known, but things are improving. _/e will label
this situation as marginal. It should be known much better
because it is our guess that this would be an important
contributor to the buildup of long-lived activity in fusion
reactor structural components.

- Ni_ 581n,alpha)Fe_ 55:he half life is adequately known. The decay occurs by EC and
_ there are no gamma rays. So, the only activity signature for the

measurement is the emission of X-rays. These are difficult to
detect except from very thin samples. This is a serious liability

=_ for cros_ section determinations. In spite of that, there are
extensive data reported in CINDA. Many of these data are measured

- in fission spectra or at 14 MeV, but at least one set defines the
cross section from threshold to 10 _leY. This reaction has been
evaluated by ORNL for ENDF/B-VI. A superficial review such as
ours cannot discern just how consistent these data are, or how
well the model fits. _e will give the matter the benefit of doubt
and assume that the process is known marginally well enough for
fusion applications. One wonders why we should be concerned with
Fe, 55 activity. This is a question that only those individuals
who are involved with the engineering details of waste disposal
could answer.

- Ni. 581,_,gamma) Ni. 59:=- -59 has a long half life which is very poorly known. The decay
- is mainly by _;C and there are no gamma rays. Extensive data have

been reported. Some of these measurements have been carried out



with sepa, rated- isotope samples. There also exist some
high-- resolution, white source data to define the resonance
structure. This process has been evaluated recently for ENDF/13-Y]

_ ORNL, ICe will give the matter the benefit of doubt and assumeat the process is known marginally well enough 'for fusion
applications, One wonders wily we should be concerned with Ni-bl}

: activity, This is a question that only those individuals who are
involved with the engineering details of waste disposal could
answer.

-59 has long half life, and it is very poorly known, The
decay is mainly by EC.and there are no gamma rays. There are no
reported dat_a for this reaction, The only way to measure the
cross section would be by direct neutron detection techniques
with an isotopic ally enriched sample, This has not been done,
Still, it should be possible to make a reasonable estimate of tile

: cross section by examining the systematics of 14- MeV cross
- sections and then performing model calculations to get the shape
= at other energies. This reaction has been evaluated by ORNLfor

ENDF/t_-VI. On the basis of this, we will assume that knowledge of
: the cross section is marginal to inadequate for fusion

applications. One wonders why we should be concerned with Ni-59
activity. This is a question that only those individuals who are

. involved with the engineering details of waste disposal could
: answer.

Ni- 62(n,He- 3)Fe- 60:
The half life is very long and poorly, known. Fe--60 decays by bet_

-__ emission, but otherwise little is known about the decay
-- properties. There are no experimental, data. It should be possible

-- to provide an estimate at 14 Meg from syste,lat5cs. ORNL has
provided an evaluation of Ni-62 for ENDF/B-VI based on mode]
calculations. _/e consider the status as inadequate.

- Ni- 64 (n ,n ' alpha)Fe- 60:
7 The half life is very long and poorl,y known. Fe-60 decays by beta
5_ emission, but otherwise little is known about the decay

properties. There are no experimental data. It should be possible
: to provide an estimate at 14 MeV from systematics. ORNL has
_ provided an evaluation of Ni-64 for ENDF/B-VI based on nuclear

model calculations. The present status is inadequate.

Pb-208 (n,gamma)Po-. 230:
llere we must be concerned with a, complicated multistep process
consisting of Pb-208(z_,gamma)ta-209 _ (beta decay) -,
Bi- 209(n,gamma)Bi- 210m -_ (beta decay) + Po- 210. Let us
consider tile first step. There are quite a few data reported for
Pb-208(n,gamma)Pb-209. The Book of Curves shows only tile high

=
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energy data. Included are a number of values around 14 MeV, and
they are quite consistent, According to CINDA, there are also
some low-energy values, including results from white-source
measurements with direct capture gamma-ray detection, The hal'f'
life of Pb-209 is well known, but the beta decay produces no
gammas, Thus it is hard to measure the activity for this high-Z
material. Pb-208 was recently evaluated as part of .ENDF/B-VI. Ye

will assume,that this step is known with only marginal adequacy.
There are data ava:llable for Bi-2Og(n,gamma). An evalua, tton was
performed at ANL, but this ,only considered the total yield, not
specifically the isomer which feeds Po-210. Even at that, the
uncertainties are large. The isomer ratio could be calculated and
estimates provided of that cross section. We conclude that
knowledge of the cross section is very marginal, at best,
Considering both processes together, we state that current

: knowled,_e of the cross section for Po-210 production is very
ma:rglna, l to inadequate.

Ph- 208 (n, gamma)Bi- 208 :
ilere we are concerned with a complicated multistep process
consisting of Pb-208(n,gamma)Pb-209 + (beta decay) +
Bi-209(n,2n)Bi-208. Let us cons.ider tile /ii'st step. There are

- considerable data reported for Pb-208(n,gamma)Pb-209. The Book of
- Curves shows only the high-energy data. Included are a number

values around 14 MeV, and they are quJte consistent. According to
- CINDA, there are also some low-energy values, including results

:from white-source measurements with direct capture gamma- ray
detection. The half life of Pb-209 is well known, but the beta
decay produces no gammas. Thus, it is hard to measure the

" activity for this high-Z material. Pb-208 was recently evaluated
= as part of ENDF/B-VI. _e will assume that this step is known with

: marginal adequacy. There are data available for Bi-2Og(n,2n). An
evaluation was performed at ANl,, and it appears that the cross
section is fairly well known. These are all direct neutron

4 detection experiments since Bi- 208 is very long- lived. _/e
conclude that knowledge of the cross section is marginal,

-_ suffering mainly from shortcomings of 'the first step in the
process.

- Pb-204 (n,2n)Pb- 203:
The half life is very well known. There are isomers but they have

: much shorter hal'_ lives and ali decay by IT to the ground state.
: The ground-state decay is by gO, and there is a prominent gamma

= ray which is reasonably well known. Several data sets have been
reported. They appear to define the cross section at 14 MeV with

_= reasonable consistency and also provide a shape to threshold.
Systematics and model calculations can give reasonable definition

__ to the (n,2n) cross section. One probl.em here is that Pb-204 is
-_
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such a rare isotope, it 'has net received evf._l.u_._tion attention by
the ENI)F effort, Our conclusion :is theft knowledge of .this cross
section is probably adequl,_te for _U_iOII appl:[cations_ but thu
avail_ble information should be subjected to a formal evM.uation.

Ph.-204 (n,t)T1- 202:
The half life and decay properties of T1-202 are adequately
known, From the point of view of measuring tile cross section, tile
radioactivity properties of tritium are more important. There is
one measurement of this reaction by {]aim (Juelich), using a broad
spectrum Be(dTn ) field. This information s!_ould be interpreted in
concert w_th nuclear- _nodel cttlcu]atlons. !lowever, such
eMcuiations are not very reliable as it concerns both the
cross- section shape and normalization. There is no ENDF
evaluation for Pb-204, So, we are forced to conclude that

nowledge of this cross section is inadequate, 13ut_ how important_s it know this information? Tile cross section is very sm_]lb_A

and the isotopic abundance of Pb-204 is also smM1, so it :is
- improbable th_tt this reaction would be of any serious

tectlnological concern.

half d decay schef_te are both well known, There is _
prominent gamma ray with art adequately-known branclling factor.
According to CINDA,there have oeen a couple of expertmenta,1
determinations of this cross section at 14 MeV. Systematic

- considerations also provide soma guidance at 14 MeV. This
information,, along with model calculations_ give us some idea

: about the cross section, but we must keep in mind that modeJ,
calculations are not particularly reliabie for either shape or
normalization determinations of (n,alptla) processes. Pb-206 was

: re-evaluated for ENDF/g-.VI. We shall assume that knowledge of
-: this cross section is either marginal or inadequate_ depending

upon the accuracy required. We suspect that it is known to within
- a factor of two,

: The hal_ and decay scheme are well known, There is a
. prominent gamma ray with an adequately-known branching factor,

hccording to CINDA, there are no experimental determinations of
this cross section, Systematics can provide so,le guidance at ld
iter. This, along with model calculations, can give some
indication of the cross section, but we must keep in mind that

= model calculations are rather unreliable for either shape or
- normalization determinations of (n,n'al.pha) processes. I'b-207 was

_--_ re-evaluated for ENDF/8--VI. _herefore, we shall assume that
knowledge of this cross section is either marginal or inadequate,
depending upon the accuracy required.

-_
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a!so me sure,mm ts di. -.tlcu  , u,,,l.Y,rhiB
ray yield, no cros_._b._.._,,. ' ,nan,surement has been reportea
fission-reactor ac_xv_u,,. .........

nucle_r-model c(flculatio "r -< -rocesses. there is no BNDI
particularly reliab.._,e _or k!.tp.._,lf, we assume that this process

we _onder how t.lp " ' ' '

The itali i.t-te,ts a_!u_\*d+_hltst(ed ' 'l%ere is no _§I_._,*,__7"
, also licitly-we.ta _o_ , . . . surements are. fliixa._u*_,,_re r ' section me_ ,, .
gammmr_y yield, so. c;oss..,. .r.or this reaction, thus, ii, is
_,,,,..,_ hre no reI)or'_ea u_o, • ,..., ".,.._,,,lat.ions, which are ngv

relimbl.e for In,t)proc.essus. , v '
quite small. Some estimates of the i4-MeV cross section probably
, , , _('(,d from system sties' Pb-206 t}as been evalua,ted for

: c_n bc dedt.. . . ._ , of this.cI'oss section in._ _i,_nVT _,, _il1 assume that know!.ed_e , ,._
IgND_/,--*. -_,. . '-_-mst likely is lna_equave
maI'g_n,_l, _t best, uu'_ u •

80_ : .... 11 knowIl half life and decay. ,set
' 0 II

_lthougn the Y ......... a_ The isomer nas _ v .,_ • o. .
{actor wt_ici_ is nov Kno_w_,i_,_:,: dec'sv is mainly by I'I', but, it :ts

- lile which is poorly _nuw,,, .,,,-, - inent gamma rays.
- not too _ell. known, There _re no associated prom
_ . _ _ _ .I

-.... , ,,_+_,,nive dELE for neutlon cap,tuz¢;
Surpris_ g.Y ' t,l, " v dei.,ection methods t}ave P' '_

= in Re, l)ii'ect ca.pvur_ 8,_,,m , 7.... ,+_,,n {or tl_e %o'_a.t c_,u--_
-= data, including resonance lnloI'm_.-,, ' - ', , ._ '' ,ble directly to..... a +Uere Ere some dat appl_c_

' OSS sectlOll_ tutu u,, . 'cr ,, ,, ,.,.,_ --_-nd state, whict_ is relatlveil/ much shorter
: formmtloJt o_ _l_'a._;,_,_,,,,' Furtt{ermore, tl_ere has been _ recent' 13 ±Dumt_
= lived .t.ltan .._n .., _r, f r ENDF/B-VI. (Ii'yen these circumstances, we
_ eva.].uavxon o_. ,_-*-_ .o " ctions _re adequately known fox'

=- sh_ll suppose that the cross se
-- " ,%tionsfusion appl.ic_ '

• ll,e 187(n,2n)Ite186"iSOm_ -- - '.,11 known half life _nd decay, scheme,
= 'rite ground state has _ ,_:",-mma ra" has _ modest bra,ncnlng

_--- al.though the one prom,rien? .,_ '"lte i_omer ht_sa very long l,a'_
= factor which is not K}to_n ,e,_i_e (_ec_ is ;,,_inly by 1;i', but it ,s
-_ '' 'cN is )oorly known, _.._,4_+oa nI.ominen% _ammg r_ys,

-_ nnt, oo wel.1 known, there ar . --,_., a:,.,.a noints around 14 _teV
_evetrthel.ess, there Ere a _ew repo.,:_ _,' ,- ,
.for produc,tion o.f the ground state, This in.formatl.on, coupled

__
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with system_tics_ nuc1+++r.+modal ealcu]ations a,nd isomer rat>i+>
analyses, ought to provide reasonable c,st, imates for both
processes, lte-187 has been evM,uated for laNl)F/U-VI. Given this

set of circumst_utces we shall suppo,se that the cross sectionsare adequately known _or fusion N_plica, tions.

lte-.187 (n, gmmnt+)lte- 188,188m:
The ground state ha,s a well..ktzowtt ht_l:f life tutd decay scheme,

. although tile one prominent gamma ray has _ modest br_utch:itigfactor which is not known well, More or less the same carl be s;+id
for the isomer, Surprisingly enougt+, there are extensive data for
neutron capture in Ire, Direct capture gamma-ray detection methods

have produced data_ including resonance tnforma.tion, for thetetryl-capture cross sec'ttott, attd there are some data directly
applicable to the formation of the isomer state, Purthermore,
there has been a recent evaluation of lte+187 for ENDF/lie.VI, CJivetl
this set of circumstances_ we shM.1 suppose that the cross
sections are Mequately known for fusion applicationt+,

Re-,185(n,2n)lte,-184:
milehalf l.ife for the ground state i_ Mequately known bu!; that

: for the isomer is very poorly known, The decay p+ropertles of

l'te-184 and Ite,.t84m are l:l+,robably adequtttely to ma+rg.t,,a,lZy kno+n,
+ There are a few ,scattered data points available, mainly in

fission spectI.a and at 14 MeV, Oiearly, these d_ta are inadequate
to define the cross section. However, systematics plus nuclear
models attd isomer ratio analyses prov:ide some additi.onal

guidance, Re-185 was eval.u_ted for ENI)F/B-V, Consequently, we
: shall consider our knowledge of this process 1,o be marginal for:'

: fusion appl.ications.

_ It+oJsr(.,.)v-Isr:
The hal.f life is quite well known. The decay is by beta emission,
but the branching factor for the pro,linent gamma ray is poorly

- known. Tllere are a couple of data points reported at 14 MEV,,This
_. information, along with nuclear model cal(:ulations and
- s stematics_ ought to provide some guidance as to the nature of
- tie cross section, lovever, nuclear-model calcul,_tions are not
-: particularly reliable for (n,p) processes: lte-187 was eval.u_tt(_d

.for / . . ....ENDFB-V]. $/e shall consider th+s as marglnal]y t()
+ I J' , + '_ a Ll + Iinadequately known_ depend:ing upon accura, cy rcquir+,mcnts, Merc

+ data are needed at lover energies to define the (:ross section
-_+ shape better,

lte-187(n_alI)ha)Ta-1.84: i- The half life is not as well known as one might w:ish for fus on
purposes, The decay is via beta emission, and the details are

+

- fairly-well knovn_ J.rlcludilll5 the branchi+,lg fact, or for a prominent
__ _amma ray. h couple of data po._.nts have been reported, This
+- _nformation, along with nuclear-, mode.l, cal(:ulations and



systematlcs, ought to provide some guidance as i_o the nature of
the (.',ross sectfon, llouever, nucleai-modeL calculat_tons are not
particularly reliable for (lt,alpha) processes, lte-187 was
evaluated for ENI)IO/B-VI',,i/e shM.l, consider this as margtnall, y to

inadequate],y known, depending upon accuracy requ:l,z'_,ments, More
data are needed at lower energies to define tile czoss sectto,

shape better,

, Ite._185 (n,alpha)Ta- 182_

There are _ couple of isomers (both short lived) and the grou Mstate which can be produced in this reaction, _e assume tiler tile
11,1 d ground state t.s the object of interest, The half life :is
very-we].1 known, The decay is via beta emission, and this is also

falrly-wcJ1 understood, including the branching factlor for a
reasonably prominent gamlila ray, Only one fission spectrum data
point lies been reported, This information is not adequate to
cteftne the cross section, so rcfere,ce rolist be made to nuclear..
model calculations and 14, MeV systemattcs, along ui.th
tsomez'-rat,io calculations, llowever_ nuclear-model caLculat,tons

are not l)arttcu:l.arl_ reliab],e :for (n_alpha)processes. Re-185 was
evaluated for I,]ND}/B-VI, _/e shall consider this as probably
inadequately knoun, More data are needed at lo_er energies to
define the cross section shape better,

|

S:i_28 (n ,n 'p) Na-24 ,Na- 22,A1- 26;
liere ue are concerned with multistep reactions In which the first
step is the (n,n_p) process and subsequent steps lead to

- product, ten of Na- 24, Na-22 and hl-20, respectively. Firsl; ue
consider Si.-28(n,n'p), This produces tl-27 which is stable. {}nly

" one measurement at ld MeV has been reported, according t,o ClNDh,
It i,volved tile use of nucl.car emulsions, which is not a
particularly reliable technique, Ihe only recourse, then, iu to

_ cst, im_te !_!:JS ,cross section through nuc!ear-modelc_lcuIatlons,Tile pzocess has been evaluated at flltNI, Iecently, Sri11, we have
to assume that even the first stage of tills process is not weil.

2 known, For the subsequent stages, I:l-27 is the target, hl was not

re-evaluated :for ENDF/B-VI, so the exi.sting evaluation is at
least a decade .old, 11-2(t h'as a short-lived .{somer (which decays
by posiLron emission) and a very long-lived ground state. The

- decay of both are reasonab].y well understood. The isomer produces
no gammas other than 51.1-.kev radiation from positron

_ annihilation, The only reported measurements, however, are for: the :isomer. It should b¢_ possible to calculate tile isomer ratio
2 and thereby estimate the ground-state excitzttion cross section

from nuclear models and systematics at 14 MeV, Consequently, _e

will. assume tt_ab this _rocess is marginally known. {lr course this_ does not mean that t e 11.-2(3 product, ion cross section can be
adequately determined, because of the deficienci.cs in knowledge

- of 't,t_e f_irst step as mentioned above. Turn.ngi to formation of

--.

J
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Ntr..24, this ta produced by the [n_M.ph_) react,:lon on a_;..zl, ,,,,
process is very-wellknown, in fact,tr is t_ st_nltltrd, Stt].l_ thu
uncert_tt.nttes in the ft.I st.. step process maki; it (lif£tctllt, 1,_
estimate tile producLt.on rgte :for Na-.24 from S,t-28, Nl.t.,22 c_n be
reached only by a seqlience of rather col,plie_ted multist¢._p
processes from 8J.,28, _e shM.1 assume tllat the co,lbintttton of
these is poorly known and Mso very iliiprobabl.el

Si-28(n ,alpha) Na-24 _Na-221 , ,
Here we are concerned with mul'_istep _eactions in which the first
step is the (n,alpha)process and. subsequent steps lead to
production of Na-24 and Na-22. The (n_Mpha) reaction leads tO
ilg-25 which is stable, Consequently, measurements are difficult,
In spite of that, quite a few data sets have been reported, These
all involve direct detection methods, such as nuclear emulsions,
with questionable reliability, This uncertainty is evident from t_

plot in ttle [look of Curves, Si has been evalu_ted by {lltN[,'for
1,3NDF/B-VI, so presumably nuclear-model calculations h_ve been
perfbrmed, Cross section estimates can be m_de from systematif',s,
but these are not particularly reliable 'for l:ight nuclei, hl1 in
all, the first stage of this process_ production of 1tg-25, is
probably known only marginally well. Na-24 is produced from _tg,.25
by the (n,n'p) reaction. Since Na-24 has a well-known half i:i::fe
and decay scheme, these are not di:fftcult measurements. In fact,
there are a number of. data, points around 14 MeV which ought to
provide adequate definition of the cross settle,, llo_ever, since
(n,n'p) cross section sha.pes are difficult to cMcu:l.ate reliably,
we must conclude tha,t the _g-25(n,n_p)Na-24 second-st',_ge cross

section is known only margtn,ally weil. To get to Na-22 we mustfollow even more complicated multi- step reaction paths.
Consequently, we conclude that the status is tn_dequate.

Si- 28(n,n'alpha) Na-24:
The (_,n'a]pha) process leads to _fg-24. This :is stable, No data,
have been reported so, at present, it would be necessary to rely
on nuclear-model calculations. These have been done by (litNL for
I_NDF/II-VI. IIowever, due to the general unreliability of

n,n'alpha! a]culations and to a lack of guidance from
_ystematics c, this is inadequately known. The second step involves
_tg-2,i(n,p)N_-24 which is quite well known.

'l?a_181(n,gam_ila)'I'a-182:
Ta-181 is i,he dominant stable isotope of Ta. This reaction

excites the ground state and two shorter-lived isomers. The half
lives and decay properties of these isomeric states are

_ reasonably _ell known, Since the isomers decay to the ground
state, one ends up with stable Ta-182 in each case. Thus, tl_e
direct capture gamma-ray measurement approach .is appealing. There

= are extensive data on this process, including high-resol.utioll
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white-source results. These measurements deal with the total
yield of Ta-182 (g + m). Ta was not re evaluated for ENDF/B-VI.
Nevertheless, we conclude that this process is probably known
adequately for fusion applications. This process evidently is a
concern only for the short-lived activity since the end reaction
product is stable.

Ta- 180(n,t)_f- 178m2:
Ta-180 has a very small isotopic abundance and the (n,t) cross
section will also be very small. This leads us to question

" whether this process is really technologically important.
Hf-178m2 has a 31 y half life which is not as well known as it
should be. The decay is by IT and there is a prominent gamma ray
with a branching factor that is reasonably well established.

# There are no data for this reaction. An estimate of the total

j 14-11eV (n,t)(cross section could be made from systematics, andthe partial m2) isomer fraction could also be calculated. On the
: whole, any contemporary estimate of this cross section would be

highly speculative. We consider it as inadequately known.

_ T-48(n,alpha)Ca- 45:
The half life is adequately known. The decay is by beta emission

. and there are no known gamma rays. Thus, measurements of the
cross section are difficult. There are a few fission reactor and
I4-MeV measurements reported. The latter differ by factors of
two. Systematics at 14 MeV ought to provide some guidance on the

: the cross section. Nuclear-model calculations have been
performed, but these are not particularly reliable. It is
suggested that the cross section is probably known to within a
factor of two at 14 lleV, but it is probably more uncertain at
lower energies. Ti has not been re-evaluated for ENDF since
version V. _e treat it as inadequate.

=_

Ti-48(n, p)Sc- 48"
The half life is well known as is the decay scheme. There is a
prominent gamma ray present in 1007, of the decays° Furthermore,
there are ext, enslve data for this reaction and they are
reasonably consistent. They address the whole range from
threshold to 20 MeV. This process was not re- evaluated for
ENDF/B-VI, but, we can still consider it as adequately known for

- fusion applications.

--_ T:i-46(n,p)Sc-46, Ti- 47(n,n'p)Sc- 46:
=_ It is only fair to consider these together, because it is the

-.. production of Sc-46 that is of interest here. Elemental Ti is
usually used for the cross section measurements and will be
present in fusion _eactors, not separated isotopes. The half life

_
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reactor As indicat, ed earlier in this report, this technical area
-_ is beyond the experience of the authors and therefore is not a

part of the present review. _/e are aware, however, the ENDF/B-VI
-__ evaluations strive to maintain energy balance and include photon

production in these considerations Explicit photon production
_ files are available for most comprehensive" evaluations, and one

, • _.L *_*_] nhntcJn energy released is adequately



of Sc-46 is well known. The decay process is also well known and

there are prominent gamma rays with 1007. branching factors. Below
about 11 MeV, Ti-46(n,p) is the only open channel. Where are
extensive data and the process is quite well known. At 14 _ieV,
the Wi(n,X) production cross section for Sc-46 has been carefully
evaluated. Although matters are less certain between 11 and 14
IteV, this region can be interpolated by models. Although Wi was
not re- evaluated for ENDF/B-VI, it is apparent that t,hese

u processes are adequately understood for fusion applications.

Ti- 46(n,n'alpha) Ca- 41 ,Ar- 39:
The half lives are known adequately. Itoweve.r, tile (n,n'alpha)
process brings us to Ca-42 which is a stable but quite-rare
isotope of Ca. Therefore, we are concerned with multi- step

: processes. There are Iloexperimental data for Wi-46(n,n'alpha),
and nuclear-model calculations are unreliable. So, we are already
in trouble at this stage. Since other steps are involved in

= forming Ca-41 and hr-39, this compounds the problem. Starting
with Ca-42, Ca-41 is produced by the (n,2n) reaction. A

: reasonable estimate of the cross section (to within perhaps
= 20-307, at 14 MeV) can be had from systematics, and the shape

could be calculated to better than a factor of two at lower'
energies using nuclear models. Turning to Ar-39, this is formed
from Ca-42 by the (n,alpha) reaction. There are no data
available. The 14-MEV cross section could be estimated from

- systematics, but nuclear-model calculations are not particularly
reliable for addressing the other energies. The conclusion is

= that neither of the production processes in question are
- adequately known for fusion applications.

-- V- 51 ( n, alpha) Sc- 48:
- The half life and decay properties of Sc-48 are well known. There

is a prominent gamma ray. There are extensive data from threshold
to 20 MeV and most of the points are consistent. This reaction
was recently evaluated at ANL for ENDF/B-VI. Consider it as
adequately known.

V-50(n,2n)Y- 49:
- V-50 is very rare in elemental V. The half life is exceedingly

_ long, but is probably adequately known. Decay occurs by EC with
no gamma rays. The measurements would be very difficult and there
are cl_rrently no experimental data available. The cross section

-_ could be estimated by nuclear models and systematics to within
perhaps 20-307, at 14 MeV, with poorer accuracy to be expected at

_: lower energies. Whis may be marginal to adequate for fusion
applications, depending upon the requirements. It must be
remembered that V-50 is very rare in nature and one questions

- whether this is really a legitimate technological concern.
_=_
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e half life and decay properties of Sc-47 are adequately known.
There are a few data at 14 MeV, and these seem to be in
reasonable agreement with model calculations. The uncertainties
at other energies are substantial, but the cross section is small
(of the order of a few millibarn). The reaction was evaluated for
ENDF/B-VI. Consider this as marginal to adequately known for
fusion applications.

V-50(_,_n'alpha)Sc- 46 :e half life and decay properties of Sc-46 are well known, but
there are no cross section data for this reaction. Calculations
could be made, but without data the reliability is poor. Since
Y-50 is scarce and the cross section is probably fairly small, we
wonder if this process is really important? _e label it as
inadequately known.

_ V-51 (n,t)Ca-- 45:
= This is a multi-step process, and a complex one at that. An (n,t)

reaction on V-51 produces stable Ti-49. From there, to get to
Ca-45 requires (n,n'alpha) as the second-step process. The half
life of Ca-45 is adequately known, but the decay produces no

: gammas. Now, consider the (n.,t) process on V-51. This was
evaluated at Argonne for ENDF/B-VI. There are only fragmentary
data available and they are inconsistent. Therefore, that

: evaluation was based on nuclear-model calculations. An estimate
could be made from systematics at 14 MeV. The cross section is

c

probably less than 1 millibarn in that energy range. In any
event, the cross section for this first stage is inadequately
known. Now, consider the second stage. Ti-49 is not very abundant

- to make samples and there are no (n,n'alpha) data available.
Nuclear-model calculations are not very reliable. So, this
process is not known adequately either. We treat the entire

_- sequence as inadequately known.

: Sc-45 (n, n' alpha) Ar- 39:
-_ The half life of Ar-39 is adequately known. However, this is a

multistep process. The (n,n'alpha) reaction on Sc-45 produces
K-41 which is stable. There are no data available for this
reaction. Model calculationswould not be particularlyreliable

_ without data, so we are already in trouble at this stage. To get
-:_ to Ar-39 requires an (n,t) reaction on the Sc-45 target. There

are no data for this process either. Models are not very
reliable, but some estimate from 14-MEV systematics might be
obtained. The cross section will be very small, and we conclude
that the process is inadequately understood.

K 41(n,t)Ar-39:
See the comments for the preceding reaction. The process is not

adequately u_derstood.

__~
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W-i86(n,2n)W- 185:
There is an isomer which is excited along with the ground state
of V-185, but the isomer half life is short. It decays by IT to
the ground state, so we will focus o,1 the g.s. The half life is
quite well known and the decay is by beta emission with no gamma
rays. This complicates measurements. However, there have been
some measurements of this cross section by direct neutron
detection techniques. Model calculations along with 14-_ley
systematics should also assist in the determination of this cross
section. Furthermore, it has been evaluated recently for
ENDF/B-VI. We shall assume it is adequately known.

W-184(n,gamma)V- 185:
There is an isomer which is excited, along with the ground state
of W-185, but the isomer half life is short. It decays by IT to
the ground state, so we will focus on the g.s. The half life is
quite well known. The decay is by beta emission, but there are no
gamma rays. This complicates measurements. There are extensive
data on this reaction from about 1 kev to 3 MeV, which probably
covers the range of major interest for fusion. Furthermore, it
has been evaluated recently for ENDF/B-VI. We shall assume it is
adequately known.

V- 182(n,p)Ta- 182:
There are a couple of isomers which are generated along with the
ground state. These isomers are both relatively short-lived and
decay by IT to the ground state. We will concentrate on the g.s.

: The half life is very well known. Decay is by beta emission, and
there is a relatively-prominent gamma ray whose branching factor
is adeauately known. There are a couple of 14-_leV values which
have been reported as well as some fission-spectrum results. The
latter are not very useful, but the 14-MEV results, coupled with
systematics, should provide reasonable definition of the 14-MEV
cross section. The shape of the (n,p) cross section at other

= energies is much less certain because of the usual unreliability
of such calculations. This reaction has been evaluated for
ENDF/B-VI. Ve shall assume that it is marginally known.

- W-183(n,n'p)Ta- 1L2:
There are a couple of isomers and the ground state which are

+_ produced by the reaction. The isomers are both relatively
short-lived and they decay by IT to the ground state. We will
concentrate on the g.s. The half life is very well known. Decay
is by beta emission_ and there is a relatively prominent gamma

__ ray whose branching factor is adequately known. There is one
: reported 14-MEV value from Qaim (Juelich). _ore data are required
_- in order to define the 14-MEV cross section better. Nuclear-model

calculations can be performed, but these are not particularly
_ reliable without guidance from data at other energies. Shape

_
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calculations from nuclear models are not trustworthy for these
processes. The reaction has been evaluated for ENDF/g-vi, but we
must still consider it as as marginally to inadequately known.

tb 184(n,t)Ta- 182:
There are a couple of isomers and the ground state which are
generated by the reaction. The isomers are both relatively
short-lived and they decay by IT to the ground state We will
concentrate on the g.s. The half life is very well known. Decay
is by beta emission and there is a relatively prominent galma ray
whose branching factor is adequately known. Qaim (Juelich) has
made a measurement in the broad Be(d,n)spectrum, but it is
difficult to interpret these data in the context of the desired
differential cross section, ht best, this information could be
used to test the normalization of a model calculation. The cross
section is very small. Some estimate of the 14-11eV value could be

: obtained from systematics. The reaction has been evaluated for
ENDF/B-VI, still we must consider it as inadequately known.

_/-182(n,n'alpha)Hf- 178m2:
Tile half life is long and not very well known The decay is by

- IT, and is well established. There is a prominent gamma ray with
a well-known branch. According to CINDA, there are no reported

_: data for this reaction. It can be calculated by nuclear models,
-_ but in the absence of experimental data this is an unreliable

= approach, hn evaluation for this reaction appears in ENDF/B-VI.
= Still, we must consider it as inadequately known.

-_ W-lS6(n,n'alpha)tlf-182 [IAEACRP_
-' hn isomer is excited as wexl as the ground state of Iif-182. The
- g.s. has a very long half life which is poorly known. The decay

is by beta emission and there are no gamma rays. _leasurement of
_ the cross section would be very difficult. The isomer has a short
-- half life which is adequately known. The decay is by IT and beta

emission, which complicates determination of the total t[f-182
production. The decay of tile isomer produces a relatively
prominent gamma ray which is known with marginal to adequate
accuracy. No data have been reported, but this reaction is on the
list which the IAEA CltP on long-lived activities is addressing.

2 Ilopefully this exercise will provide some insight on the cross
f section, lleanwhile, we must consider it as inadequately known.

Zn- 64 (n, gamma)Zn- 65 :
_: The half life is very well known. The decay is by positron
_ emission and mC, and it is reasonablywell established.There is

a prominent gamma ray with mn adequately known branching factor.
There are reported data for this reaction, but mostly for thermal

=_ and fission spectrum neutrons. Some capture gamma-ray studies
have been conducted, but actually there are no studies which

-__
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address tile cross section issue directly. This is surprising
because it should not be a particularly difficult measurement to
make, There is no ENDF evaluation for Zn. In the absence of such
information, we must conclude that tile status is inadequate for
fusion.

Zr- 90,_, 2n) Zr--89 :e ground state and an isomer are excited. Both have reasonably
short half lives which are well known. Zr-.89 decays by EC and
positron emission. There is a prominent gammI_ ray with a well-
known branching factor. Zr-89m decays mainly by IT, but there are
also EC and positron emission branches. A prominent gamma ray
with well-established branching factor is produced. There are
extensive data for both the ground state and isomer production.
An evaluation of Zr is in progress at ANL for ENDF/B-VI.
Consequently, we can assume that this process is adequately known-

for fusion.

Zr- 90 (n, t)Y- 88 :
The half life is very well known, The decay is mainly by F,C, and
there is a well-known, prominent gamma ray. Only one measurement

: has been carried out by Qaim (Juelich) at 14 MeV, using tritium
" detection methods. This data point, along with systematics, gives
- some indication of the 14- MeV cross section, but the
= uncertainties at other energies are very large. Nuclear-model

calculations are not particularly reliable for such calculations.
-- An evaluation is in preparation for ENDF/B-VI. For present

2 purposes, we shall assume that our knowledge of the cross section
-- is marginal to inadequate for fusion applications.

-= Zr- 94 (n, gamma)Zr- 95 :
- The half ]ife is known well. Decay occurs by beta emission and
2 there is a prominent gamma ray with a well-established branching

factor. Data have been reported for the region from 1-200 keV,
but there are large discrepancies. An evaluation is in progress

2 at ANL for ENDF/B-VI. It appears that knowledge of this cross
section is marginal to inadequate, depending upon the specific

requirements.

- Zr- 96 (n,2n) Zr- 95:
_ The half life is known well. The decay is by beta emission and
- there is a prominent gamma ray with a well-known branching

factor. Zr-96 is not very abundant. Several measurements have
been reported at 14 MeV. This information, along with model
calculations and systematics ought to provide a reasonably
adequate understanding of the cross sectic, n. Zr is being

=_ evaluated at ANL for ENDF/If-VI. Consider the knowledge of this
process as marginal to adequate.

_
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Z1....921r gamma)Zr-93;Nb-94: a very long half life that is net very
' , ' t

-93 decays to Nb-93 with eme is also not known well. It is no.,,,al _n n The decay set2 --. --mms, rays, but that is
.,_ ..... OW • ' are all 8_ ...........

probably irrelevant bec_u,_ - ..... o
hard to measure in any case. There are a few reactor-spectrum
determinations of this cross section and a 30-kev value from' tection of capture ga,una rays. This is

RNI, measured by direct de _,, hich to base the capture
Oa thai]y-i.nadequat_e data b_e u.pon.,dW.ive a rough estimate oi

. . iin ' COux 6 'cross section N_uclearmo(le igon but this is not partl,cularly
the energy-averagedcross sect ,,. knowledge of Zr-93 formation as
reliable. Conslder ,the__QA it is not clear how thls w_ll,be
inadequate, lurnl.ngJut." _ _f' Nb is one larger than _r, _u __j_,,_

- formed, The a_O_lC, tll_|;;_Z r is through proton absorption OrrUes;
only way to reach _D _.... : ._sor,_tlon in a fusion reac_o ,

There can ue no prouuu _ ,v , , - 3 but the
• available for

half life is so lon that the inventory of Nb-9_ .- , ,

thr°g eading to production of Nb-94 frombuildup of Nb-94 ugh cai[ture is not likely to be significant,
All other reaction steps
Zr-93 would involve several stages, owing t° the decay properties- ry unlikely. In any
of the Zr and Nb isotopes. 1'his seems ve
event., we shall assume that the cross sections for these

_ processes are very poorly known.

: Zr- 94(n,2n)Zr- 93 ;Nb 94:
Zr-93 decays to Nb-93 with a very-long half life that is not very

: well known. The decay scheme is also not known well and it is not
certain as to whether there are any gamma rays. That is probably
irrelevant because the long half life makes Zr-93 very hard to
measure in any case. There are no reported measureme_vts for this

= process. An estimate of the 14-_eV cross section could be derived
from systematics. This, combined with nuclear-model calculations,

_ would provide an idea as t,o the cross-section energy dependence.
- Consider the knowledge of this process as marginal. Turning next

to Nb-94, it is not clear how this will be formed. The atomic, than Zr, so the only way to reach Nbof Nb is one larger . - a there will
number "- -_-.... -h a nroton absorptionor .beta_dec:y.,_owe look

i Irom '_r _b u,,,y_b . Y2 ....... in- in a fUSlOn rmauuu-) - ._ . _e

be no proton a_sorp_!on uuuu_,- b

life is so long that the inventory of Nb-93 available for buildup
at beta decay. Zr-93 does indeed decay to Nb-93, but the na±_

of Nb-94 resulting from neutron capture is not likely to beleading to production of
-_ significant. All other reaction steps
= Nb.-94 from Zr-93 would involve several stages, owing to the decay

properties of the Zr and Nb isotopes. This seems very unlikely.
In any event, we shall assume that the cross sections for these

= subsequent processes are very poorly known.

_
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O-16(n,p)N- 16"
The half life is short and well known. The decay scheme is a].so
uell established. There is a prominent high-energy gamma ray with
a reasonably well-known branching factor. _',xtensive data have
been reported for this reaction and 0 lt_ has been evaluated for
ENDF/B-VI. _e consider this to be adequately known.

0.-!7(n,alpha)C- 14:
The decay properties of C, 14 are well known. There are a couple
of 14-MEV points for this reaction and some fission-reactor data,
This sparse data base is insufficient to define the cross
section, which no doubt exhibits some broad structures as is
typical of this mass region. _e consider the situation to be
inadequate.

O=]8(n,n'alpha)C- 14:
: The,decay properties of C-14 are well known. There are no data
" available for this reaction. This lack of data makes it

impossible to define the cross section, which no doubt exhibits
some broad structures as is typical of this mass region, i;e
consider the situation as inadequate.

The results of the preceding analysis are summarized in Table 4.



4. FUEL-CYCLEI'ItOCESSI_3S

The request list generated by Cheilg s{,ates t,hat there are three
cile{'getically viable reactions that arc being considered for thefws:ion fuel cycle. In order of importance and probab].e implementation,

-- tliey are: 1) l)-'r, 2) D-l) and 3) l)-lle-3.

The D-T and D-.D reactions were carefu]ly reviewed by LiskJen and
t'au.lsen .in 1.973 [LP73]. This work provided good def:in:t.tion o.t7..1,he

. r._'_.)ss sections well abdve threshold, but Jt is somewhat deficient very
i vlt.a,r tc) threshold, in part because Chose authors did not employ 1:he

l),'()cedure (which i.s now SS_sandard)d_tf factoring out the a,stronomJcalS..factor in their analy We J not undertake a review of the
l).-lle.-3 reaction, however there was an extensive program of such
moa.surements for most of the potential fuel cycle reactions during the
l!)80's Lt Los Alamos (Jarmie, et al..). This work provided information
llc,b only for the inajor reactions but also for some nlinor ones as we1.1.
I1. ai.so prov'ided solid information on the low-energy region, which wa,s
somewhat deficient in earlier times. Furthermore, there have been
extensive and quite re]iabl.e lt-mal, rix calculations performed for
rca, ctions of this type Lt both Los Alamos (llale, et al.), at Ohio

I ! * e I "_ * t 21 I "_' _ 1 fIJil:lvc,rs.lty' (I, anc, _hltc,, Itessler, el, al.) and ai, Lawrence Livermore
Nal,i onal Laboratory (White and Itess]er). Livermore has puf., tpgether a.

" library of charged particle reactions for light nuclei. Given this
exl, ensive and wel]-documented effort, we believe that it is very

: ]i ke]y that the knowledge _of these cross secl;ions is adequate for most
fusion apl)].ications.

The situation is summarized in Table 5. _/e believe the current
___ situation is adequate until demonstrated otherwise.

=

__
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5. FUI,_L-BRI,_I,]IHNGPROCESSES

It is generally assumed that the D-T process ,w,tll be the react:Ion
of choice .for the design of fusion reactors well 1hto the foreseeable
future. Our conce:t'n is with tra ttum (T) production. The other tw_
fuels (deuterium and helium-3) involved in tile three eonte, nding
processes (see Section 4) occur naturally in Nature. There are only
two reactions worthy of consideration for ttle production of tritium:
1) Li-,6(n,t)lle..4 and 2) Li-7(n,n't)lle-4 The characteristics of these,
reactions aretotally different, so we s'hall discuss themseparately:

LL 6(n,t)tle- 4:
This reaction has no threshold. The data base is extensive and
below 100 kev this reaction is treated as a primary cross section
standard, mainly because of its important role in Li'glass
scintillation detectors which are used for precision neutron

= fluence measurements at low energies, in fact_ this reactio,
appears in conjunction with several other such standards, e.g.,

= lt(n,n), in a joint evaluation of standards for IgNDF/B-VI. TIi_s
evaluation is being accepted by all the countries in the world,
It extends from 1 x 10"_ eV to 20 _leV. Above lO0 keV, the dal, a.

- base, while still extensive, exhibits more scatter than at lower
- energies. '[his happens because there is a large resonance which

peaks at about 150 keV, thereby generating energy- scale
definition problems which have afflicted some o£ the measurements
over the years. At higher energies, the cross section drops

-- rather substaw_ially with increasing energy (above 5 MeV) and the
- data appear to be more or less linear with energy on a

: full- logarithmic scale (both axes), lteasurements at theseenergies are difficult due to experimental perturbations :from
neutron energy down-scattering effects, etc. this may not be a
serious concern since tile contribution to tritium production in a

_ fusion reactor from this reaction is not domirlated by the
: higher-energy neutrons. In addition to the measureme:_ts, there
- are results from extensive lt-matrix calculations wllich have been

= performed for this reaction (see the comment above), most notably
2 at Ohio University by I,ane, et al. Finally, there is a new
-2 evaluation for Li-6 which has been included in ENDF/B-VI.
: Consequently. we are inclined to believe that this reaction is

adequately known for fusion applications.

Li- 7(_n't)lle- 4:is reaction was the subject of intense investigations during
the ].ate 1970's and throughout the 1980's. Since the cross
section for tritium production from Li.-6 is small at higher

energies (above 1 ,MEV), and Li-7 is tile dominant isotope innatura]. Li, it is clear that Li-7 is a very important source of
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trJ.tlum l)z'odllct],on :Eor 'fusloa reactors (1)erhaps the most
important,one, dependlag upon ,the partlcular ,reactor d_._si,gn),
Furthermote_when this point fl).stcame to be xea].Ized,lt also
became appareatthat the data base was in poor shape, A .flurryo:f
measuremeatsemerged in the late 1.970)sand well into the 1980)s_
with tileobjective being to reduce tlleuncertalaty of tritium
productionfrom Li-7 _t 14 MeV to about 3_, and providing better
deflnitlollof the cross sectitonat lowex'energies as weil. Some

o:fthese measurementswere dlscrepant)but graduallymost of tile
sources, o'f systematic erxor wexe Identi'fled and these

uncertaintieswere reduced,By the late li}80'sit became possible
to claim with a reasonable deg,ee of confidence that the stated
objectivehad been ,let.The historyof this reactionthrough 1084
is chronicled in an Argonne report [8mi.).84],A more recent
evaluatlon o:fthis process was undertakenat Los Alamos N_,tlonal

Laboratory by Young using covarlancematrix techniques to better
establishthe uncert_inties,This work has been incorpor_ttedItlto

I_NDF/II-VI.The only weak poiiltin our understanding of this
reaction,.is!n tllethreshold legion (4-6 MeV) where the energy
dependence is very sharp, and there have been no appropriatenew
measurements to better define the cross section there. Such

: measurements ought to be performed to reduce the uncertainty, but

- these require a capability to fab_'icate Li samples and perform
: tritium beta-decay measurements, Many laboratories who once
- possessed it have lost the capability, since most of the work was

done about a decade ago, Because of these residual uncertainties,
: and because the production of tritium may depend quite a bit on

the threshold behavior of the reaction _.n certain blanket
: configurations, it is necessary to give a marginal/adequate

assignment to this process in this review.

_ Table 5 summarizes the situation for tritium production. It is
_ our feeling that the current status is probably adequate, with the

exception that some more work in the threshold reaction would be well
worthwhile for I,J-7(n,n't)tle.-4.

--

I..=.=
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O, NF]UTItON..IIUI/I'III*I,I(_AT'I'.ONPROIJF]SSE8
i

The technological requirement ix to maximt'_e the neutron
inventoryin the 'f']'IsJonblanket(whichcontt'Linslithlum)in ot'dc_'rt¢_
enhancethe tritiumproductiOn_as discussedabove. There'fore,the

cross sections'forcertain (n_2n) reactions_which are the pr!mc,
candldatesfor neutronmultlpl.iers,are o_ interest.Also,tl,e enelgy

° and angularspectzaof secondaryneutronsemittedin thesereactions
ix importmlt he,cause these spectra must be "_olded _ith the Li cross
sectim!s to determine the tritium production. The important
possibilities for neutron multiplictttion reactions are: 1)
]le-9(n,2n)lle-8, 2) Pb(n,2n) and 3) Bi-2OO(n,2nlBi-208, {li these, lie is
the superior matertai because both Pb and Bi aze afflicted with a

parasitic problem, namel_ the production of unwanted lo_)g-]ived
activities, Iii is currently considered to be the ].e_tst desiz_tble of

: the three reactions, line point ought to be stressed to t,he fusio,
community, namely, that it is necessai'y to decide for sure (based o,

" the design information new available) _,s 1,o whether l'b and iii arc
still considered au potenti_l candidates for use as neutron-multiplier
reactions. If not, then there is no point in expending further effort

_ on ,these reactions _hen it is already certain .theftthey areunfavorable and thus rejected, llere are reviews of these reactions:

: Be-O(_,2n)Be- 8_ ' '
the data base for this reaction is quite ex_eusive. Nevertheless,

- along with Li-7, this process received extensive experimental, and
evaluational attention during the 1980's. Differential
experiments _ere carried out at Argonne_ and integral experiments
were conducted at Livermore and _n Japan. Some more integral

= studies in the Be(d,n) neutron field are still in progress at,
Argonne, .BOrG-Idaho (INEL) has been commissic)ned to review tile
status of this reaction and to perform additional measurements.

_ Finally, extensive It-matrix calculations were undertaken by the
same individuals who studied Li (see above). Faster computers and

= more sophisticated It-matrix codes _hich incorporate nuclear
_ shell-, effect corrections have improved the reliability of tile

recent calcuiations for this mass region, Be has been
ENDF/B-VI. There-evaluated by the Livermore group for

--: measurements have generally focused on cross sections !both
: differential and integral) rather than on neutron-emission

spectra, but neutron-emission spectra have been me_tsured at ANl,,
- Furthermore, the theory provides a good basis for calculating

neutron emission once ttmprocesses are understood and validated
-_ by experimental data. Under. these circumstances, we would be

inclined to say this reaction is adequa.tely known unti] it Js
demonstrated otherwise.

--_
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111,,20t)(I1,211)lit,,_08:
ere are data availab],e :for this reactio:l a_(l tile two most

c('Jmprehc,_ns:l.vc_sets elf,' tllege are i. _,easo.ab],_ agreal,e_lt,
l,'urth_rmore, (n_2:l) piece.sos are amongthe l,ost convellte_tt to
caJ,culate reliably _ith Ituclear i,odels, particu]l_r].y whc.l_lgu:Lded
by some consistent data, This reaction was evaluated by the
Argon:le grol_p for Ii_NIIF/II-VI, It was conclud_]d that the cross

section :fs ,know:l to withifl about ,/_Y_arouzld 14 MeV, blit to
somevhat poo_e_ accuIacies right neaT. threshold, l(novledge of the
neutrori.,eilltsst.oll angIJlar dtsl',Itbutions and e_lergy spectra are
based oi_ model calculations, alld they are not so we].l known,
Still, our u:lderstanding 9f this process is prol)ab],y adequate :for
fusion apI)].ications for tile present,

1'b(n, 2, ) :
t'b. 206, -207 and -208 are the dominant isotopes of e].emental l'b,
accounting for nearly 99_ of ttle total, l.,_acho:[ these isotopes
t!as been re-evaluated 'for I_NDI,'/I.I-.VI,Nuclear-model ca].c_!lations
_or (n,2n) processes can be performed with reasonable rel]abi].tty
as mentto_led, l_l_rthermore, (!l,2n) i_leasu:.'(,,ll_ei_tshave bee_l
performect i)l France for each of these :_uc].ei, using, separated
isotopes, K_lo_].edge of the t|eutro:_-emtsstot_ a_gt_lar dastrtbutionand ener_ sl_e(,'tra is based on nuclear-model calculations which

- are somew[lat'more speculative. Still, our understauding o:f these
processes is assumed to be ade(l_ate 'for fusion! applications for
tt_e preser_t,

- The situation for neutron mul'ttlf.[icatton reactions is summarized
].n Table 5, In our optnion_ the st.tt._ation is reasonably adequate for
tile present,

.................. ,...... I_'..... _ll_....... ,' ' _' ',/_' '!_l_//_/_'' "l_II"l_l_l'_l_""_ll_J"_
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I' tl,':tna:l.ly, we need to discuss the other nuc,,J.ea,t da,tl_ i'(;_¢luJremeni,s
for :fusion ,lh genorttl, tel'ms, In Itdd:t,tton *Lo tiverl_ll, zieut;rovilct4
l.nLerost_ these concern_ fill,1 ,l,nto sever_'l, c_ttegor.tes as tndielfl_cd
below,

_- :1,) ll,ad.iation damage: Th.is mainly .Involves considert_tion of
rad:iation..induced dJsl)lttcements per atom (dpa) but also) to some
extent) it tncorl)ort_t>es tile production o'f iml)urt,ties and el>her
nuclear t:ransmutations, Just as tnll_ortant as the ttccur'acy of the
ct'c,ss sections in d_)tierm:tnjng dpa is the rel..tttbility o,f the

mo!els used to do so [Slllt80], _oine ino,dest effort hats been devoted
rece_lt:l,y to stuclying l;his ]ssue_ including the developmeni; of._t
technique to c_leult_te dpa :foi elements, COml_OUndS,etc. [dre90],

2) Power (heat) generation: UsuM,l,y this _s referred to as kerma,
(kinetic energy re].eased ,_,n materta!.s), l(nowl,edge of kerma :is
tmportant_ in (:_rder to u@erst;and eneIgy-deposit:l.on p_oftl.es in l_
fusion re,a.ct(_ and, thereby, t,o evMuate the t;he_'mal lo,adtng onvarious ma,1;e_:J.alsused Jn its cortstrucl',J.on, Of l)a_,ticulaI concern
is the f:l.rst wall/direrCef/lira.ire-', The components are situ_ttod
in closest proximity to the plasma, and they experience tt truly

nishing thermal and radiation enviro'anmnt (t>_trticularly tile

- status o:f kerma calculations ts still rather under-developed, ttnd
-- this ts attr:t.butab:te to cross s,ection problems as well _ts l;o
_ other factors such as kerma modeling techniques,

3) Sh.ieldtng: _e are interested I,_tnly t.n biological, shie:l.din
- but, also, consideration must be g:tven tO the shielding "

magnets and o*Lhercritical components of a fusion reactor,

4) llybrid blanket: l,'ission/fusion hybrid suhemes tlave beeiI
_ suggested I_s possible energy sc)urces tlir.oughout the long h:i.story

o[ fus_oi_reactor develol_melit tnvesti_at.to,s, None of theseschemes api)cars to be currentAy in _avor, Uowever, for the
present considerations, the relevant interest would be in the

- cross sections of Ii, Th ,_nd liu. hll of these processes are qu:lte
- well known ms a consequence of fission- reactor development
: !)rograms. so no :further commentsneed be made ml, tills poini,.
- Shoilld |yibrid eolicelits rettirn to favor, .it ,is llot l..ike].y l;haC

ttiese cross sect:l.ons will be a source of, major COli(',eFll,

-= 5) Gainllia-ray produ(Jt:i.on: {}tit ('oncern so far has been w:lth lletlti'Oli

I"elxct..i.olis, bill; i,here :is certai.nly considerttbl;e Jnl;erest .[i1 photoli
=" producti.oil reactions and pilotoil cross seebl(ils) becallse photolls
a are partJ.ally responsible for propagld, ing eilergy :iii a fus.ioll
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reactor. As indicated earlier in this report, this technical area
is beyond the experience of the authors and therefore is not a
part of the present review. _/e are aware, however, the ENDF/B-VI
evaluations strive to maintain energy balance and include photon
production in these considerations. Explicit photon production
files are available for most comprehensive evaluations, and one
can be sure that the total photon energy released is adequately
known, at least to the extent that the neutron and particle cross
sections are known. _e expect that the main problem lies in_

specifying the energy distribution of these photons. There are
fewer experimental data in this area than is the case for neutron
reactions with particle emission. Only a few experimental
programs have addressed this topic explicitly, among them the
fairly extensive program at OI_NL over a decade ago (Kinney,
Perey, et al.) and, more recently at ORNL, the work of Dickens
and Larson. Photon-production cross sections can be calculated
from nuclear-model codes, but this requires knowledge of
additional parameters (e.g., dipole strengths) not normally
employed for particle emission calculations. Judging from the
reliability of the model codes Jn dealing with particle data (as

•, mentioned above on several occasions), we suspect that the
= situation is likewise very uncertain for photon emission

calculations.
Reactions:--

-_ For most of the concerns mentioned above, neutron elastic and
inelastic scattering plus the (n,2n) reaction are the major
contributors to the effects we must deal with. The exception is for

_ light nuclei, where certain (n,CP) reactions are also important (CP =
- charged-particle). For example, in calculating dpa from Al, neutron

elastic and inelastic scattering accounts for 757, of dpa. The (n,2n)
is responsible for only a very small fraction of this effect, and CP
processes account for the rest. At lower energies, neutron elastic and
inelastic scattering account for an even larger fraction. AI has a

- relatively low Z, so the CP reactions are considerably larger than
they would be for many heavier elements. In the following review, we

-__ will focus mainly on the status of elastic and inelastic scattering
and the (n,2n) reaction. Another point to keep in mind is that

-_ extensive total cross section data of reasonably high quality exist
for most materials. This provides a check on the "envelope" to which

_ a.ll other processes must sum. Furthermore, it is very important to
know the total cross section if one is to fix uniquely the neutron
interaction parameters which are required for calculating the various

_ partial reaction processes Here are some general comments on these
major processes:

Neutron elastic scattering:

-_ l_easurements have been made at Argonne, as well as at various
other laboratories, :for many materials of interest to fusion. The data

_ are quite extensi.ve at energies below tO MeV, but they are

-_ 8:3



considerably sparser at higher energies. There is a need for
comprehensive 14-kev scattering measurements. Nevertheless, the
underlying physical processes associated with elastic scattering arc
becoming much better known and various models (i.e.,
optical/statistical model, the dispersive optical model and
coupled-channels models) can be used to' calculate scattering cross
sections quite accurately (i.e., to few-percent acc_tracies) when there
are data to assist in the selection of model pa:rameters. The success
is far better than for calculating (n,CP) process,:_:s. The main reason
is that the interaction parameters for neutrons in a nuclear potential
are fairly well known. There are neutrons on both the entrance and
exit channels so the models are relatively reliable. However, there
are some important transformations which occur in the reaction
mechanisms between about 5 to 15 MeV, as the conversion from
statistical-compound-nucleus to direct interaction is observed to take
place. These transformations are beginning to be understood in quite
some detail below 10 _eV, owing to the extensive investigations which
have taken place at Argonne, Ohio University, Duke University, etc.,
but more work is needed up to t4 MeV. The nuclear data community
should undertake further work above 10 kev and also investigate those
nuclei where the data are sparse because of sample problems, etc.

Neutron inelastic scattering:

2
= There are extensive data up to 10 MeV and also some values near

14 _eV. The data elsewhere are sketchy. A lot depends upon the
detailed nature of the level structures, e.g. the spin/parity values
for the levels. Complete information of this nature must be provided
when using such nuclear models. This demonstrates the need for close
cooperation between _he cross section program and the A-Chain effort.

: In general, knowledge of the inelastic-scattering cross sections to
dominant levels or clumps of excited levels is known to within 20-307,
for most of the stable elements which tend to be conducive to the
fabrication of convenient scattering samples. Nuclear models provide
qualitative agreement with data when guided by reasonable parameter
choices. Further work is needed above 10 MeV and for certain nuclei

: where the data are sparse because of sample problems
-

(n,2n) process'

_'e have already discussed the .,ature of this process in the
_: present report. The situation can be summarized as follows: In those
= situations where there are some reliable data near 14 lleV, and

possibly a few selected values at lower energies, it is possible to
calculate the cross section shape using nuclear models and anticipate

2 fairly good reliability down toward threshold. There is no resonance
: structure and the neutro_t-penetration factors are known from the

£ systematics of elastic and inelastic sc..ttering.

Specific materials"

From among the plethora of materials that could be considered,
Cheng [Che9Oa,ChegOb] has selected those element.s _'hich he believes
should receive special emphasis over the next few years"
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Structural materials: V, Fe, Ni, Cr, Ti, Cu.

ltigh temperature materials: Zr, Si, C.

Constituents of important compounds: F, 0.

Shielding materials: B, 1_, Si, C, O, Fe.

:. Blanket materials, e.g. neutron multipliers and fuel breeding: Be, Pb,
Li.

Specific discussion for each element:
--

It has been emphasized that we are focusing on elastic and
inelastic scattering as well as the (n,2n) reaction in this portion of
the review. Of course, there are some exceptions for the lighter
nuclei. Since each of these processes is fairly easy to calculate to
accuracies which, in several instances, could possibly satisfy the
requirements for fusion (when guided by some pertinent data), we offer
a few statements here for each element concerning the availability of
experimental data and the existence of contemporary evaluations.

Vanadium"

: There are data available for this nucleus for each of the
processes, llodel calculations have been performed and an evaluation
for ENDF/B-VI was prepared at Argonne. Ve consider the status as

• adequate.

Iron:

There are data available for this nucleus for each of the
__ processes. Model calculations have been performed and an evaluation on

the dominant isotopes for ENDF/B-VI was prepared recently. We consider
the status as adequate.

Nickel:

There are data available for this nucleus for each of the
: processes. Model calculations have been performed and an evaluation on

each of the major isotopes for ENDF/B-VI was prepared recently. _/e
consider the status as adequate.

Chromium:

There are data available for this nucleus for each of the

:____ processes. Model calculations have been performed and an evaluation of
the dominant isotopes for ENDF/B-VI was prepared recently. _/e consider
the status as adequate.

--_

_
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Titanium:

There are data available for this nucleus for each of the
processes. Model calculations have been performed, and an elemental
evaluation for ENDF/B-V was prepared by Argonne. Since this evaluation
is over 10 years old, we shall treat our understanding of these data
as marginal/adequate pending further review of tile situation.

Copper:

There are data available for this nucleus for each of the
processes, llodel calculations have been performed and an evaluation
for ENDF/B-VI has been prepared for each of the stable isotopes, l;e
consider the status as adequate.

Zirconium:

There are data available for this nucleus for each of the
processes, llodel calculations have been performed and an evaluation is

- being prepared at Argonne for elemental Zr. I_e consider the status as
adequate.

Silicon:-

_ Data are available .forelastic and inelastic scattering, but the
_. data base for (n,2n) is fairly sparse and these data scatter

considerably. Si was recently re-evaluated for ENDF/B-VI by ORNL.
-_ Consider tile status as marginal/adequate, liore reliable (n,2n)

information is required to improve the situation.

-- Carbon:

: The only major processes of interest are elastic and inelastic
scattering. Both are very well known. The (n,2n) process has a very
high threshold, so it is not a concern, ttere, the (n,alpha) process
could be a concern since the cross section has a low _hreshold and is
sizable. There are some data available, but they are sketchy. We will
assume that our knowledge of the important cross sections is adequate,

__ except possibly if it happens that tile (n,alpha) proces'J is a cause
=- for concern in some applications.

Fl'aorine:

The processes of interest are elastic and inelastic scattering,
and the (n,2n), (n,alpha) and (n,p) reactions. The total cross section

- is well known, as are the (n,p) and (n,alpha) processes. Tile elastic
- and inelastic scatterin_ are not very well known because of sample

difficulties. The (n,2n) reaction is also not very well known. The

-__
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data base reflects these problems. A new evaluation has been prepared
for ENDF/B-VI, but it is based entirely on nuclear model calculations
which, wxthout adequate elastic and inelastic scattering data, a e
probably not very reliable. Consequently, we will treat the status as

m_rginal/inadequate. An emphasis needs to be placed on developingtechniques for performing scattering measurements on elements such as
P which are normally found in stable form only in compounds.

Oxygen:

There are data available for elastic and inelastic scattering,
and the ( , ), (p)n2n n, and (n,alpha) .reacti°ns... As....indicated for F, tile.
(n,p.) and (n,alpha) p_ocesses, are significant in some light nucle .
The (n,2n) process is relatively small, but there are data available.
The quality of the elastic and inelastic scattering data are marginal,
probably for the same reasons (pertaining to availability of stable
measurement samples) as is the case for fluorine. 0-16 is the dominant
isotope and the others account for less than 1_, of the total. This
isotope was recently evaluated for ENDF/B-VI. This evaluation probably

= was based largely on nuclear modeling. Owing mainly to the uncertain
quality of the available elastic and inelastic scattering data, we
shall give this element an adequate/marginal status rating.

Boron:

Neutron interactions with boron are dominated by elastic
- scattering, the (n, alpha) reaction, and, to some extent, the
- (n,n'alpha) reaction. The (n,alpha) reaction is a primary standard up

to a few-hundred keV, but the data become somewhat discrepant at

- higher energies. At low energies, it plays a role in detector
• technology 1or neutron-fluence measurements. An international task

- force exists to address the matter of the boron (n,alpha) and
(n,alpha-gamma) cross sections. The elastic-scattering informat_.on is

: marginal above 1 MeV. l[owever, there are extensive data for the total
= cross section at higher energies. All in all, this makes for a rather

strange behavior of boron. Actually, this nucleus is in the range
- where modern lt-matrix calculations with shell-model corrections can be

performed, and this has been accomplished a.t LANL and Ohio University.
Modeling helps to tie the diverse data together, and it provides

_- information on energy and angular distributions. Boron still presents
- a somewhat unsettled situation, so there is little choice but to label

it a,s marginal/inadequate at present. Much depends upol_ the intended
application in fusion systems.

-_-- Tungsten:

There are extensive data on elastic and inelastic scattering as
well as on the (n,2n) reaction for elemental I_, as well. as for some of

- the dominant isotopes. All other processes are very small. Nuclear-

w
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model calculationshave been performed, and there have been isotopic
evaluations completed for' all of tile important _/ isotopes.
Consequently, we shall assume that these processes are adequately
known for fusion.

' L

Beryllium:

t number of comments were made above concerning the (n,2n)
process. There are considerable elastic scattering, inelastic
scattering and total cross section data for Be a,s well, much of it
from Argonne. There are no other significant processes to be
considered This reaction has been evaluated at LLNL for ENDF/II-VI. Be
is amenable to contemporary It-matrix analysis, as mentioned above.

: Therefore, we will assume it is adequately known.

Lead:

Se,_:_ii;_l_(,. comments were made above for the (n,2n I reaction.
- ExperJ.t_:_c_'t',a,ldata are available for the total cross section, elastic

scatter;_ng/and((n,2n), for both the element and various important
isotopes. There are no other processes of any importance in Pb.

- Nuclear-model calculations have been performed, and the dominant
isotopes have been evaluated for ENDF/B-VI. Consequently, we shall

" assume that the cross sections are adequately known for applications.

Lithium:

= Extensive elastic and inelastic scattering data are available, in
addition to the tritium production cross sectinns mentioned above.

: Both Li-6 and Li-7 have been studied by R-matri methods at several
laboratories. There are new evaluations for both nuclei in ENDF/B-VI.
Therefore, we will assume that they are adequately known for fusion

-_: appl ications.

The situation is summarized in Table 6.

_
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8. A STRATEGYFOR IIIPRUVINGTHE DATABASE FOR DOSIMETRY
ANDOTHERPERTINENTACTIVATIONPROCESSES

In this section, we provide an outline for a coordinated approach
to meeting the stated cross section data needs for fusion. The general
principles apply to meeting needs in all of the categories discussed
above, but the emphasis in this section is on activation reaction data
needs including dosimetry. _e would like to emphasize the importance
of interlaboratory and international cooperation in this context. No
single laboratory, or country for that matter, currently possesses
sufficient resources to mount a unilateral effort. It is wise to
continue to capitalize on the professional relationships that have
been nurtured for several decades on a world-wide basis in addressing

: the critical nuclear-data needs for fusion.

General comments :

Clearly, it will take a combined effort, involving measurements,
development of basic theory_ studies of systematics_ nuclear-model

= c.alculations, statistical information analysis and data evaluations,
in order to meet the needs for fusion activation data. The reason is
that these needs are so wide ranging in materials, half lives, decay

-_ properties and reaction types that no one approach will suffice. In
: the area of experiments, the need is really for differential

information, but good use can be made of integral data. in certain
situations, particularly when differential measurements are nearly
impossible due to poor _ensitivity. Efforts have been made in all
these areas, but there appears to be a general lack of coordination,

_£ i.e., it is an effort which lacks careful planning and a sense of
direction. The first attempt at such an approach is represented by the
IAEA CRP on Long Lived Activities which has been in progress since
1.988 [Dall90]. More needs to be done along such lines.

-

- Categories of data needs"

_ Three broad classes of data are needed: i) activity-decay half
_ lives, ii) activity-decay mechanisms, with special attention to

improving our knowledge of branching factors for prominent X.-rays and
gam:In_ rays associated with reaction-product decay (since the most

: accurate contemporary measurement techniques require such quantitative
- information), iii) reaction cross sections from threshold, ii

applicable, to 15 MeV (in the case of capture reactions, a few MeV
will generally suffice for the upper limit).

Activity half lives ....

The range of needs here is not large. In most instances, the
requisite half lives are adequately known. Inadequate knowledge of
half lives not only limits the quality of cross-section measurements,

_- ii, also impacts upon the ability to calculate the time-dependent dose
rates associated with operation of a fusion reactor and the behavior

- of the activ:ity inventory for a variety of products ].eft over after
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, , , The effects on servicingor decommissioning
tilereactor fs shut down.., .,_.._.PA a number o'fshortcomingsin the

ada,Ius_:s:TaCe'tvgnl_Sor?_:im°e_l_eli'[glgl:_S'p%fobXl"gdsStar:i::sdcUira_te_°nw_it_'_i'_
mlnutes, hours and d y• ' 1 way these needs will be met .ar_h,_[,
long half llves. The ot).y

' " ser,vational input to, the system,, Alueas,urements: Ihe evaluatl.on effort in this area seems ample [A- a,
project)• !_hat is needed is new ob
single measurement will not suffice, and some sophisticated radiation
detection tectmiques will be required in certain instances to carry

e measurements. Laboratories equipped to perform suchout th - • , ......... ted to undertake them. Target
, nts ought to De ,_uv_measurem,e .... . t or better are needed, A 1,or depends on the

accuracies of a, {'ew percert theintended use For general activation and waste disposal applications,• ' r

the needs are not so stringent, Fo dosimetry applications
accuracy requirements are more stringent, especially when the activity
measurements will extcnd over several half lives of the reaction
product•

: Decay schemes---
_

The needs for decay scheme information are more extensive than
those for half-life data, Otherwise, the comments are the sanle as

- indicatedabove for half lives.

Cross sections---

Cross section data are needed from threshold if applicable, to
' ' ' " V

ture reactions, an upper limit of a few Me
-- 15 MeV. In the.case,of c_p ........ _nsive review of the actual cross

- is probably, a.dequate .. _ ___.......a_i, takin_ a coordinated progla[n,_ooL_ .,,ue o ,
section needs is e ssen_lax,ue ! ....... _-_o'_+ion of materials, reaction
meet the needs. This requires-_. _l,?_.**.... Y.-_a a_o.a a,r_elv on the' lat_er wii. u_F_ ...... o ..

and tar et accur_cles, 'r!xe, . , The effort required
- types , ..... .g_ _or.,.ra] sensitivity to the data. -,,_aa, witl_ a
= expect.ca ,_ySu_,,, _,:,,_: _ ....... levels increases very r,_e*_*a ,=-, .,
__ to satisfy specitleu accurauy . ,

decrease in the target percentage accuracies (it is a very non-llnea_
relationship), lt would be veI,iY imprudent to request 17, accuracy when
5?, would be completely adequate, and possibly 10-20% accuracy would

_ answer some key questions, lt is _ _natter of judgment which can be
- supplied only by fusion-reactor designers. _nce the list of reactions

and target accuracies has been established, there is a need to divide, cat,e ories' i) unmeasurable (not practical' ' three basic g ' " ' ' ' ,nd technologies),_ the list into . ., ' r facilities a , .
= to .rovide any data using contempoIaY _-ld be _rovided at key: .. P . , rable some uav_ _ r-.... ,
- 11) marginally me,su .._,_, kbI.ute - force techniques),, iii) measurable

- energies, e:g., .ta _., -_:..._ , .. ._u_ficient number o_ neu_ru.(com rehensive measureme_,ts, at a --- .
energies to define the excitation .function, could be made us_n_

= contemporary facilities and techniques--usually it is just a matter o
± time and manpower to do the job). Some facility development effort

wi.ll surely be required for (ii) and, quite possibly, for (iii) above.
. . - -'_-.h,-, _,_uired informatio%:

150 )rov]uc t, _ --o_,_,_diI,ated jArocedures _o I .... '...... --_ " "

_4e focus here on cross sections because, _s indicated above,
measurements offer the only approach for satisfying half life and
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decay scheme data,, In, tile case of (:ross sections, what is required are
specific measurements,, investigations of systematics and specific
model calculations. Development of basic theories and specific
model-pa, rameter s_udies also will be needed in order to improve the
effectiveness of the nuclear-model calculations. Statistical methods
ultimately will be required to merge this information in a sound
fashion in order to provide the best possible evaluations for the
cross sections. The exercise of sound judgment, on a case-by-case
basis, will be required so as to come up with a comprehensive plan for

satisfying the cross Section needs. Basically this decision process
will involve determining the right mix of investigative toois,l,_.e.,
measurements, theory, systematics studies and model calculations,"_

Measurements - --

Whenever a specific quantity can be measured without, undue
: difficulty, then this is tile method of choice to determine the

required information, h single measurement will never suffice. The
possibilities for systematic error are just too great. The scope of

" ' the required measurements depends greatly on the nature of the
process. It is very important that uncertainty estimates be provided
for all the measured quantities. The following list gives an

- indication of the minimal requirements for each reaction type:

(n,n'): Measurements are needed at a few points from threshold to 14i F

: MeV, especially at inflection polnt.s where the onset of a competing
_ process causes a significant change i.n the trend of the cross section.

/

(n,2n): The minimal requirement i_/ a good knowledge of the 14-MEV
. cross section. But, a few measu.r_/ments at lower energies is very

desirable.

1 i , •

- (n,gamma): The minimal requirement :ts energy-averaged information from
about 1 kev to several JteV. In s}_me _nstances, detailed resonance

-- information may be required.

(n,p): _feasurements at a.few pointts from threshold to 14 _leV are

_ needed, especially at incant change/in the trend of the cross section.process causes a signifi flecti°n P°ints where the onset of a competing

: (n,alpha).- Measurements are needed _at a few points from threshold to
14 MeV, especially at inflection po:!i.nts where the onset of a competing

- process causes a significant change in the trend of the cross section.

(n,n'p+d): Measurements are needed at a few points from threshold to
14 _leV, especially at inflection points where the onset of a competing
process causes a significant change .in tile trend of the cross section.

-

=
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n,t): _leasurements hre needect Lt a few points frolnthreshold to ,14
eV, especially at inflection points where the onset of,a competing

' n e
process causes a significant cha g in the trend of the cIoss section.

(n,lle..3): Measureme,|ts are needed at a few points from threshold to 14
_teV, especially _t inflection points where tile onset of a competl, ng
process causes a significant change in the trend of the cross section,

(n,n,alpha): Measurements hre needed Lt a few points from threshold to
14 MeV, especiallyat inflectionpoints where the onset of a competing

. proc_,socauses a sigl_ificantchange in the trend of the cross section.

fit'ix', ,_esses:Most of these are not significant,but they must be
considered on a c&se-by-casebasis, and a plan for satisfying the
requirementsshould be developedaccordingly.

Studies of systematics---
=

These hre very importantbecause they can be used to guide model. , , here rocesses are essentially
• lations in those instances, w P , ._ (i},2n),calcu ...... L_.. q,eh studies h_we, oeen per_orme_, u.g., _for

unmeasu_;au,?. ,_,.... , /_ ,_ .... ,,_on nt 14 MeV. lnese were facilltated

._",HJ,' _ '_,_i_1_.'_ ,,v ._ r_e cross sec_m_ u_ .... or this energy

region.

Nuclear- model calculations ....
• , ,, .. _J a.t: an &nDrOnri&te

- , ant, it can De c_ticuiate_ ±* ,_._ " .,any desired qu . Y ,_ ,_ _-* +_ _ual_tv of the resui_
..... _,,+_r-ende D_tcka_e iS available, uu_ _,,_,_]_ ,,_._d nnd on their

- o t o_ _'_' ub'e judged by t!,e
__ parameterizat_,ons...mo_e __ _l,._,, continued effort on improving the
- included Physics. t,or _n_ r_.}.-.,-'odes should be supported. No one

Ph sics incorpora_ea in 1;ne moucx c ,, , e_si,;_:d:_yt_e- ,' Y ld use a model code as a "black box w._t!"outi_,s d ': lshou . . t_..,u ... 4_ based, anti 1;ne lllllll_5b O ' t'
- print,pies upon wnzcn _._ *,. _ , ' another matter It is now
- its use. Knowledge of the parameters ,s •

: evident that many commonly used nuclear-model p&rameters vary
: dramatically from element to element and isotope to isotope, mainly

reflecting details of nuclear shell structure. This is why extensive
comparisons of model results with data is so important. They serve to: and also to establish the

_ confirm the sTstematl.cs of model parameters,
magnitudes of the corresponding variations which are likely to be
encountered in going from element to element. This will facilitate tile
specification o' uncertainties associated with those model
calculations which cannot be readily guided by data. An enormous

_ amount of W'ork :ts needed tlere to exploit the possibilities which _his
= Put in simplest terms, tile situation is this: If wtapproach offers.
-_ cannot calculate rel_.ably those things .we can measure directly

:_ (without fudging), then we can hardly expect to trust our cal.culations
_d for those quantaties we cannot measure Lt all.
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Statistical procedures and evaluations---

Evaluation entails the sophisticated merging of all available
information on a particu].ar physical, quantity, i.e,, experimental
data, model calculations, and values deduced from studies of
systematics. Decisions llave to be made concerning the scope of any
ex.perimental data base that is to be evaluated, For example_ it must
be established whether the data evaluation shoUld rfOCUS on a specific

q,nergy range (e,g,, in the vicinity of i4 MEV), 111 information
included in an evaluation must be incorporated i_l a manner which
reflects, appropr:iately the confidence _ ozle ought to have in that
iltformatlon, lte].table information needs to be weighted much more

heavily than speculative information. The confidence we ultimately
have in a :final cross section evaluation must be quantified by
attributing numeric:ai, uncertainties to the recommended parameters so
that these can then be propagated properly through to the final
observables of a fus.ion reactor system, as required. _/ithout such
quant_.tative specifications of confidence, the eva].uation is

. essentia].ly use].ess for engineering-development purposes.
=

=_
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t_, CONCLUSIONSJ

There :Is no doubt in our minds that a great d(lal of work needs t,¢,_
be done to s_ttsfy the ctJz're:lt list of reqttests for f:ustox| nucle, ar
data, t_s compiled by Cheng [CheOOa_CheOOb],

First, let us consider dosimetry reactions, The pertinent
information for m_king a judgment appears in 'tables 1-3, Obviously,
knowledge of the cross sections c_nnot be divorced from an
understanding oi the basic decay information, There t_re no serious

deficiencies in knowledge of the dos il, etry reaction decay ha,li lives,
but 9 out oi 25 could benefit froltl sollte improvement ii they are to be
used effectively over time rttnges extending to several hal:f lives,
_hen examining other relevant decay parameters, part:icuiarly branching
factors, we found that out of 25 rettctions reviewed, 14 rare adequately
known, 5 are margi_lally known and 5 are inadequ_ttely known for
dosimetry purposes, Iherefore, there are some serious shortcomings, in
the decay data b_se. This matter needs attention. I,'inally, consider
the dosimetry reaction crass sections. Ire found that out of 29
reactions, 15 are adequately known for dosimetry, while 6 are clearly
inadequate. {lr the rem_ining ones, 4 are marginM and 4 range from

: adequate to inadequate depending upon the intended energy range for
: use of tile dosimeter, There are clearly some serious problems here

that demand attention.

In the category of activation reactions for other fusion
concerns, mainly waste disposal, there are 132 rea('tlons whlc,h were,

considered (see Table 4). hmo.g t!,ese, we found that al were probably
4 adequately known, 31 were of marg.lnal s)_tus (to vazying degrees), and

69 were clearly inadequate. This is certainly a very unacceptabl.e
_ state oi affairs, Unfortunately, many of the reactions on the list
__ will be very difficult to study expertlnentally,

It appears that the current situation is reasonably acceptable
: for the m_in fuel-cycle reactions, for the neutron multiplicatio,

= and for tritium fuel breeding with tile possible exception
rea'cti°nsi- _t)lle-4 reaction near tIlreshold (see Table 5 for _t- of the L 7(n_n
summary of the situation).

_2

2- The nuclear-data needs for a host of additional requirements and
materiMs are summarized in 'rable 6, Sixteen elements were examined in

- the present review. I_or 11 of these, the situation appears to be
= reasonably acceptable at present. For the others, it is marginal to

varying degrees.

Fina].ly, we must keep in mind that the nuc].ear-data needs for
fusion are constantly changing, with regard to materials, reaction

- processes and ].evels of accuracy demanded, Ife are convir_ced that, on

--
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the who],o,these requirements will become even more .extensive with the
l)_,s_.l,ng of tj,le o,s fus,lon techuology :focuses ,J¢)):e on the .ue].e().r
issues J,n the future, Surely, c_:t6_f'l, m_te_i_Istrod l)_:OCesses wll,l
eventu_l.ly be drol)ped _rom the iequest 1.tst, t_s sol,c of t;he design
O,l)tions now, being considered l_re ttbtuldoned in trover of the 'fl.t_lchoices for engineering deve.l,ol_ment, llowever, _t that stage, rh(:)

pzocesses which remt_in mt the '_oze'_,ont o:f concern fox the technology,
'rhls was true 1, the development of f j.s_:ton-reactor technology, so
there is no reasorl to suspect l>hat Ji_atters wlll be _ny di'f:ferent fox'
fusion,

=

c

=
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Table 1: Status of reaction cross sections for high-priority
dosimetry reactions

Reaction
Number Reaction Comments on Status

1 O- 16( ,a] )ha)C- 13 _larginal
2 llg- 24 n,[ pna- 24 Adequate
3 Al.-27 n,[ !Big-27 Jlarginal
4 Al- 27 n,t Lpha)Na- 24 Adequate

5 Si- 28 n,_ !Al- 28 Harginaltinadequate*6 P-31( ,pJ _i-31 llarginal_inadequate*
7 C1- 35 n, 2n) C1- 34m Inadequate
8 K-39(n., 2n)K- 38 Adequate
9 Ti- 47 (n, p) Sc- 47 Adequate/marginal / inadequate*

10 Ii- 48 (n, p) Sc- 48 Adequate
11 Fe-56(n,p)_ln- 5(5 Adequate
12 Ni- 58(n,2n)Ni- 57 Adequate
13 Co- 59(n alpha)Mn- 56 Adequate
14 Cu-63 I ,gamma)Cu- 64 Inadequate. Questionable utility.

29) Cu-62 Adequate

15 Cu-63 x ,p)Cu_ 6416 Zn- 64 _ , Marginal
17 Zn-64 i ,2n)Zn- 63 Adequate/marginal*
18 Rb- 85 I ,2n)Rb- 84m Inadequate
19 Zr-.90 x ,p)Y- 90m Inadequate
20 Zr- 90 J, 2n) Zr- 89m Inadequate
21 Rh- 103 n,n' Rh-lO3m Marginal. ltard to use.
22 In- 1151n,galnma)In- 116m Adequate
23 In- 1151n,n' In-ll5m Adequate
24 Au- 197(n ga ma)Au- 198 Adequate
25 Au- 197(n 2n Au- 196 Adequate

n _- 26 Hg- !99(n fig- 199m Inadequate
27 U-235(n, ) Adequate, depending on use.

= 28 Np-237(n _) Adequate, depending on use.: 29 U-238(n, Adequate, depending on use.

* Status may vary depending on intended use (i.e., the energy range
of interest).

_



Table 2: Reaction-product-decay half lives for high-priority
dosimetry reactions

Reaction Half life Comments on Status

 4tnMg-_ , Na-24 14.9590 h (_ 0.008%) V_,'y-well known
Al- 27 n, Mg-27 9.462 m • 0.1_) _, quite-well known
A1-27 n alpha)Na-24 14.9590 (_ O.O08Z) Very-well known
Si-28(n p)A1-28 2.2414 m • 0.05_) quite-well known
P-31(n, )Si-31 157.3 m 0.2_) Needs improvement
C1-35(n 2n)C1-34m 32.00 m * 0.1_) Reasonably-well known
K-39(n, n)K-38 7.636 m * 0.2_) Needs improvement
Wi-47(n p)Sc-47 3.345 d • 0.09_) Quite-well known
Wi-48/n p)Sc-48 43.7 h ( 0.2_) Needs improvement
Fe-56(n p)Mn-56 2.5785 h • 0.008_) Very-well known
Ni- 58(n 2n)Ni-57 35.65 h 0.1_) quite- well known
Co- 59_n ,alpha)_n-56 2.5785 h (_ O.O08Z) Very-well known
Cu-63_n,gan_a)Cu-64 12.701 h (_ 0.02_) Very-well known
Cu-63(n,2n)Cu-62 9.74 m (, 0.2_) Needs improvement
Zn-64(n,p)Cu-64 12.701 h (_ 0.02_) Very-well known
Zn-64/n,2n)Zn-63 38.50 m (* 0.2_) Needs improvement
Rb-85(n,2n)_b-84m 20.26 m (* 0.2_) Needs improvement
Zr-90(n,p)Y-90m 3.19 h (* 0.3%) Needs improvement

2nZr-90(n, )Zr-S9m 4.18 h (_ 0.2_) Needs improvement
Rh-lO3(n,n')Rh-lO3m 56.12 m (_ 0.02_) Very-well known
In-ll5_n,gamma)In-ll6m 54.41 m (_ 0.06_) quite-well known
In-l15_n,n')In-l15m 4.486 h (_ O.09Z) quite-well known
Au-197_n,gamma)iu-198 2.6935 d (* 0.01_) Very-well known
Au-197 n,2n)Au-196 6.186 d (_ 0.2_) Needs improvement
1{g-199 n,n')Hg-199m 42.6 m (_ 0.5%) Needs improvement
U-235(,f) Various Fission Prod. Not reviewed
Np-237 n,f) Various Fission Prod. Not reviewed
U-238(,f) Various Fission Prod. Not reviewed
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Table 3: lteaction- product- decay properties for high-priority
dosimetry reactions

Reaction Decay Processes Comments on Status

O-!6(n,a: ?ha)C- 13 Stable Not relevant
Mg-24(n,1 Na-24 Beta, Gamma Adequate
Al.-27(n,1 ,Mg-27 Beta, Gamma Adequate
Al- 27(n,_ .pha)Na- 24 Beta, Gamma Adequate
Si- 28(n,: A1-28 Beta, Gamma Adequate
P-31(n,p ,i- 31 Beta questionable

utility

C].-35(n,2n)C1-34m Beta, EC, Gamma Inadequate
K-39(n,2n)K- 38 EC, Gamma Adequate
Wi-47(n,p)Sc-47 Beta, Gamma ': Marginally-

adequate

Tj- 48(n,p)Sc- 48 Beta, Gamma Adequate
Fe- 56(n,p)Mn- 56 Beta, Gamma Adequate
Ni- 58(n,2n)Ni- 57 Positron, EC, Gamma Adequate
Co-59(n,alpha)$n- 56 Beta, Gamma Adequate
Cu-63(n,gamma)Cu-64 Positron, EC, Beta, Gamma Marginally-

adequate

Cu-63(n,2n)Cu-62 Positron, EC, Gamma Inadequate
Zn-64(n,p)Cu-64 Positron, EC, Beta, Gamma Marginally-

= adequate
Xn-64(n,2n)Zn-63 Positron, EC, Gamma Inadequate

ttb- 85 Ii, 2n) Rb- 84m • IT, Gamma Adequate
Zr-90 ,p)Y-90m IT, Beta Inadequate
Zr-90 ,2n)Zr-89m Beta, EC, IT, Gamma Adequate

: Rh- 103(n,n')Rh- 103m IT, X-rays Inadequate
In- 115In,gamma)In- l16m Beta, Gamma Marginally-

adequate

In- 115 n,n')In- 115m IT, Beta, Gamma Adequate
: Au-197 1,gamma)Au.-198 Beta, Gamma Adequate

Au-197 1,2n)Au- 196 EC, Beta, Positron, Gamma Adequate
Hg-199 _,n')Hg- 199m IT, Gamma Adequate
U-235(,f). Various Fission Products Not reviewed
Np-237 a,f) Various Fission Products Not reviewed
U-238(,f) Various Fission Products Not reviewed
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Table 4: Status of nuclear data for fusion activation cross sections

Reaction Half life Decay features Cross section

Ag-lO9(n,2n)Ag-lO8m Inadequate Adequate Inadequate
Ag-lOT(n,ganma)Ag-lOSm Inadequate Adequate Inadequate
A1-27(n,alpha)Na-24 Adequate Adequate Adequate

' kl-27(n,p)Mg-27 Adequate Adequate Adequate
A1-27(n,2n)A1-26 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Bi-2Og(n,ga.mma)Bi-210 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Bi-2Og(n,2n)Bi-208 Adequate Marginal/adequate Adequate
Bi-2Og(n,n'alpha)T1-204* Adequate Marginal Inadequate
Ca-44(n,gamma)Ca-45 Adequate Marginal Inadequate
Ca-42(n,alpha)Ar-39 Adequate Marginal Inadequate
Ca-43(n,n'alpha)Ar-39 Adequate Marginal Inadequate
Ca-40(n,2p)Ar-39: Adequate Marginal Inadequate
Co-59(n,gamma)Co-60 Adequate Adequate Marginal/

Inadequate
Co-59(n,2n)Co-58 Adequate Adequate Adequate
Cr-50(n,gamma)Cr-51 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Cr-52(n_2p)Cr-5I Adequate Adequate Adequate
Cu-63(n,p)Ni-63 Adequate Marginal Inadequate
Cu-65(n,t)Ni-63 Adequate Marginal Inadequate
Cu-63(n,gamma)Cu-64 Adequate Adequate Adequate
Cu-65(n,2n)Cu-64 Adequate Adequate Adequate

Cu-65(n,§amma)Cu-66 Adequate Inadequate Marginal
Cu-63(n,alpha)Co-60 Adequate Adequate Adequate
Cu-63(n,2n)Cu-62 Adequate Marginal Adequate
Cu-65(n,p)Ni-65 Adequate Marginal Marginal
F-19(n,2n)F-18 Adequate Adequate Adequate
F-19(n,_amma)F.-20 Adequate Adequate Marginal

Fe-56(n,2n)Fe-55 Adequate Marginal Adequate
Fe-54(n,p)Mn-54 Adequate Adequate Adequate
Fe-56(n,p)Mn-54: Adequate Adequate Adequate
F-58(q gamma)Co-60* Inadequate Marginal Inadequate
Fe-54(n,n'p)Mn-53 Inadequate Marginal Inadequate

Hf-179/n,2n)Hf-178m2 Inadequate Adequate Inadequatelif-178 n,2n)Hf-177m Adequate Inadequate Inadequate
Hf-177 n,gamma)Hf-178m2 Inadequate Adequate Inadequate
Hf-179 n,gamma)Hf-180m Inadequate Adequate Inadequate
Hf-180 n,gamma)Hf-181 Adequate Marginal Inadequate
fig-204 n,2n)Hg-203 Adequate Adequate Inadequate

: T1-203 n,gamma)T1-204 Adequate Inadequate Inadequate
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Table 4: (continued)

Reaction Half life Decay features Cross section

Hg-198 n,2n)Hg-197,197m Adequate Inadequate Inadequate
Hg-200 n,2n)Hg-199m: Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Hg-198 n,gamma)Hg-199m Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Hg-200 n,p)Au-2OOm Inadequate inadequate Inadequate
Hg-196 n,p)Au-196 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Hg-196 n,n'p)Au-195 Adequate Inadequate Inadequate

Hg-196(n,alpha)Pt-193 Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate
Mg-24(r,,p)Na-24 Adequate Adequate Adequate
Mg-25(iL,n'p)Na-24 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Mg-24(Ik,t)Na-22 Adequate Mequate Inadequate
Mg-24(IL,n'p)Na-22* Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Mg-26(n,gamma)Mg-27 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Mn-55(n,ga_tma)Mn-56 Adequate Adequate Adequate
Mn-55(n,2n)Mn-54 Adequate Adequate Adequate
Mo-95(n,p)Nb-95 Adequate Adequate Marginal/

Inadequate

Mo-96(n,n'p)Nb-95 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Mo-97(n,t)Nb-95 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
_o-98(n,gamma)Tc-99* Adequate Inadequate Inadequate
Mo-98(n,gamma)Wc-99m* Adequate Inadequate Inadequate
Mo-200(n,2n)Tc-99* Adequate Inadequate Inadequate
Mo-200/n,2n)Tc99m Adequate Inadequate Inadequate
Tc-99 n,2n)Tc-98 Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate
Tc-98 ,2n)Tc-97m Adequate Inadequate Inadequate
Mo-92 _,alpha)Y-88 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Mo-92 n,gamma)Mo-93 Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate
Mo-.94 n,2n)Mo-93 Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate

14/ LP)C-14 Adequate

N- , Adequate Adequate
N-14 ,n'alpha)Be-lO* Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate
Na- 23 r ,2n)Na- 22 Adequate Adequate . Marginal
Na- 231 n,gamma) Na- 24 Adequate Adequate Adequate

: Nb- 93t n,2n)Nb-92,92m Inadequate Inadequate Adequate
Nb-93 n,gamma)Nb-94 Inadequate Adequate Adequate
Nb-93 n,n')Nb-93m Adequate Adequate Adequate
Nb-93 n,n'alpha)Y-88* Adequate Adequate Adequate
Ni-58 n p)Co-58 Adequate Adequate Adequate

Ni-..60 n tlCo-.58 Adequate Adequate Ina.dequate
Ni.-58 n n p)Co-57 Adequate Adequate Marginal
Ni-58 n 2n)Co-57' Adequate Adequate Adequate
Ni-60 n p)Co-60 Adequate Adequate Marginal
Ni-58 n alpha)Fe-55 Adequate Marginal _arginal
Ni- 58 n,gamma)Ni- 59 Inadequate Marginal Marginal/

Inadequate

Ni-60(n,2n)Ni- 59 Inadequate Marginal. Marginal/
Inadequate

_

=
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Table 4: (continued)

Reaction Half life Decay features Cross section

Ni-62(n,He- 3)Fe-60 Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate
Ni- 64(n,n' alpha)Fe- 60 Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate
O-16 (n, p) N- 16 Adequate Adequate Adequate
O-17(n,alpha)C- 14 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
O-18(n,n'alpha)C- 14 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Pb- 208(n,gamma)Po- 210' Inadequate Marginal llarginal/Inadequate

Pb- 208 (n,gamma) Bi- 208* Marginal Jlarginal Marginal
Pb- 204(n,2n)Pb- 203 Adequate Adequate Adequate
Pb- 204(n, t)Wl- 202 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Pb-.206(n, alpha) Hg-203 Adequate Adequate Marginal/Inadequate

Pb- 207(n n'alpha)llg- 203 Adequate Adequate Harginal/' Inadequate

)T1- 204 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Pb- 204 n,P)Tl_ 204 Adequate Adequate InadequatePb- 206 n,
Rc- 185 n,gamma)Ite- 186g m Inadequate Inadequate Adequate/' Marginal

Re- 187(n 2n)Re- 186g m Inadequate Inadequate Adequate/' ' Marginal

Re- 187(n gamma)lte- 188g m Adequate Inadequate Adequate/' ' Harginal

Re- 185/n,2n)lte- 184 _ Inadequate Adequate/Marginal MarginalRe- 187 n p)W- 187 Adequate Inadequate Marginal/' Inadequate

Re- 187(n alpha)Ta- 184 Marginal Adequate llarginal/' Inadequate

Re- 185(n,alpha)Ta- 182 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Si- 28 (n,n ' p)Na- 24*, Adequate Adequate Inadequate

Na-22', Al- 26*
Si- 28 (n. ulpha)Na.-24* Adequate Adequate Inadequate

Na- 22 _
Si- 28 (n,n'alpha) Na- 24* Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Ta_ 181(n,gamma)Ta- 182 Adequate Adequate Adequate
'ra- 180(n,t)Ilf- 178m2 Inadequate Adequate Inadequate

- T- 48 (n ,alpha) Ca- 45 tdequate Marginal Inadequate
Ti_ 48/n,p)Sc- 48 Adequate Adequate Adequate
Tj- 46(n,p)Sc- 46, Adequate Adequate Adequate
Tj- 47(n,n'p)Sc- 46
Ti- 46(n.n' alpha) Ca- 41 Adequate Adequate Inadequate

Ar_39_

. V-511n,alpha)Sc- 48 Adequate Adequate Adequate
: V--50 n,2n)V-49 Adequate _targinal Marginal

-" V.-51 n,n'alpha)Sc-47 Adequate Adequate Adequate/= Hargin
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Table 4: (continued)

Reaction Half life Decay features Cross section

V-50(r,n!alpha)Sc-46 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
V-51(r,t)Ca-45 Adequate Marginal Inadequate
Sc-45(a,n'alpha)Ar-39* Adequate Marginal Inadequate
K-41(r,t)Ar-39 Adequate Marginal Inadequate
W-186 a,2n)W-185 Adequate Marginal Adequate
W-184 n,ganuna)W-185 Adequate Marginal Adequate
V-182 n,p)Ta-182 Adequate Adequate Marginal
_-183_n,n*p)Ta-182 Adequate Adequate Marginal/

Inadequate
_-184n,t)Ta-182 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
_-182n,n'alpha)Hf-178m2 Inadequate Adequate Inadequate
W-186 n,n'alpha)Hf-182 Inadequate Marginal Inadequate
Zn-64n,gamma)Zn-65 Adequate Adequate Inadequate
Zr-90 n,2n)Zr-89 Adequate Adequate Adequate
Zr-90 n,t)Y-88 Adequate Adequate Marginal/

Inadequate
Zr-94(n,ga_na)Zr-95 Adequate Adequate Marginal/

Inadequate
Zr-96(n,2n)Zr-95 Adequate Adequate Adequate/

Marginal

Zr-92(n_ganuna)Zr-93, Inadequate Inadequate InadequateNb-94

Zr, 94(n_2n)Zr-93 Inadequate Inadequate InadequateNb-94

* Multi.-step process leading to the indicated product.

x.
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Table 5: Status of reaction cross sections for special applications
in fusion technology

Application Reaction Status

Fuel cycle D-T Adequate
D-D Adequate
D-He-3 Adequate

Fuel breeding Li- 6/_,t)Ue" 4 Adequate
Li-7 _. ,n't)_e-4 Marginal/

adequate

Neutron multiplication Be-9(n,2n)Be-8 Adequate
Bi-209(n,2n)Bi-208 Adequate
Pb-206_n,2n)Pb-205 Adequate
Pb-2OT(n,2n)Pb-206 Adequate
Pb-2OS(n,2n)Pb-207 Adequate
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Table 6: Status of reaction cross sections for other design and
development requirements in fusion technology*

Material Reactions, Applicat i:o__n Status

Vanadium (n,n'), Structural Adequate

Iron (n,n'), Structural, shielding Adequate

Nickel (n,n'), Structural Adequate

Chromium (n,n'), Structural Adequate

Titanium (n,n'), Structural Marginal/
adequate

Copper (n,n'), Structural Adequate

Zirconium (n,n'), High temperature Adequate

Silicon (n,n'), lligh temperature Marginal/
adequate

Carbon n n'), tligh temperature, Adequate
a Shielding

Fluorine n n'), , Compound constituent Marginal/
n al_ha) inadequate

Oxygen n n ), . Compound constituent, Adequate/
n alpha) Shielding marginal

Boron n, ,(n,a!pha), Shielding _arginal/

n, alp]a ! inadequate
Tungsten n, ,(n,n ), , Shielding Adequate

n, 1)
Beryllium n,nt (n,n'), Neutron multiplier Adequate

Lead nn,2 1
,n)l (n,n'), Neutron multiplier Adequate

-- Lithium n,n n,n' Fuel breeding ldequate
n ) t n, n ' i

* The interest in this context is in overall neutronic, radiation
damage (dpa), heat generation (kerma), and shielding processes.
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